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Man

Killed

at

Valleyfield,

The Local Police Were
Powerless.

More Soldiers

Expected

rive This

Young

Morning.

by the Montreal Cotton oompany

en-

g

j

THE

dongolar pat Up, button
to 5Vj,
or lace, spring heel, sizes 2V*
loriuer price $2.00. mow OOc
itlioscs' same kind, size} 11 to 2,
former price $1.50, now 79c
Children's same kind, sizes 5 to
8, former price$l.28, now 05c
00 00

CENTER & MCDOWELL,

NATIONAL

CHAPMAN

BANK

Portland, Maine.

of

Surplus and Undivided Profits, $33,000.00
Solicits the Recounts of Banks,Mercautile Firms, Corporation* and
individuals, and ie prepared to furnish its patrons the best facilities
and liberal accommodations.

on

Deposits.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR SAVINGS.
Interviews and Correspondence Invited.

530 Congress St

CULLEN c. CHAPMAN,

FOOT WEAK FITTERS.

President.

H. EATON.

THOMAS

Cashier.

DIRECTORSi

CULLEN C. CHAPMAN,
E. M. STEADMAN,
BRICE M. EDWARDS,
HENRY S. QSG000

on

the

company from shipping goods and today
The
held up the company's coal pile.
The comlocal police were powerless.
had
ooal
or
to
have
shut
down.
pany
was sent to
message
Consequently a
Montreal asking for military assistance.
It arrived at valleylield at 4.80 o'clock
this afternoon and consisted of two companies of the Koyal Scots. The embargo
on the coal pile was
promptly removed.
At dusk a big crowd composed of
ana
strikers
their sympathizers gathered
and there was every evidence of trouble.
8.80 the mob gathered near the
Aoout
Empire mill and began throwing stones
through the windows and otherwise destroying property. The troops charged the
were
They
mob, with llxed bayortets.
driven back. Eight of their number were
wounded, two of them seriously. The
strikers had fifteen men Injured, two
fat »lly.
were then asked for
ifelnforoements
from Montreal and 300 men with medical
arrive at
assistance
will
Valleylield
about 2 a m.

$100,000.00

CAPITAL,

Interest Paid

A

NEW'DEFENDER.

Syndicate Will Build One to Meet Sir
Tboiuai’ Shamrock 11,

new

boat

will

be

built and handled by
former

Several members of
a syndicate.
LARRABEE,
P. BURNHAM, syndicates were present.
F. HAWKES PRESIDENT
CONFERRED

SETH L.
PERLEY
JAMES
ADAM P.

LEIGHTON,

WITH

HANNA.

Ohio, October 26.—During
their short stay In this city to attend the
of ex-Senator John Sherman,
funeral
Mansfield,

STORE

GREATEST

President McKinley and|Senator*Hanna
a long conferenoe at the home of
held
Congressman Kerr, preceaing the hour
ceremonies at the church.
set for the

“Bridgtorv Hotel”
heated by vis.

The President left shortly after the futrain for Canton, and
neral by special
Senator Hanna
accompanied by Major
Hedges, returned to Chicago.
SECRETARY GAGE SPOKE.

SELL ’EM.”

York, October 26.—The Academy
of Music In Brooklyn was crowded to the
doors tonight by
people who came to
hear
Secretary Lyman J. Gage on the
campaign Issues. The meeting was h3ld
under the auspices of the Brooklyn Young
club.
Frank
Men’s
H.
Republican
Field, president of the olub, in a brief
introductory adddress, extolled the virNew

Z. THOMPSON & BRO.,
ELM STREET.

oct5dlmlorlOp_

aud

or

dull

clear,

or

or

or

be

hate

wound,

subjugate, retreat or
Intelligent, speaking
organ can also bo misfitted, abused
aud ruined, or fitted correctly and
preserved. Avoid those evils by having your eye carefully examined and
with
suitable
accurately fitted
lenees. The apparatus which I use
lu examining the eyes is the boat that
science has producod.
A call at my
or

triumph.

the

Expert work in steam, hot water
and furnace heating costs less than
An
you think if you let us do it.
estimate is free.

This

office will convince you of this fact.

I Examine the eyes

free.

N. T. WORTHLEY, JR„
478 l-‘4

CONGRESS ST.

MONUMENT

SQUARE.

oct9dtflatp

KALLKS

President
tues of
McKinley and Gov.
Roosevelt.
Seoretary Gage followed and his reoeptlon was most hearty.

HEATING.

love

It can woo

sneer.

Buccumb

or

rests on

laugh aud leer,

It can look and

dazed

The Comfort of
Your House

Eye.

WfiLlTRHCEIVEDr-

Buenos Ayres, Ootober 25.—Dr.
Salles, president of Brazil, who
here yesterday with a squadron
warships landed today and was
with popular enthusiasm.

Campos

Oren

Hooper’s Sons
PORTLAND.

octlSeodtflstp
Mil,

KEED TO KESIDE
liYN.

IN

BKOOK

New York, October 26.—T. B. Heed,
formerly of
ex-Speaker of Congress,
Maine, now living in Manhattan, where
he is engaged in the praotloe of law, has
been looking to Brookl yn as the probable
plaoe of permanent abode.
Ills visits to Prospeot Park South seem
to lndloate that section as his
choice,
known
Heed's
Mr.
well
although
leaves
the outcome still In
retloenoa

doubt,
of Prospect Park
South, says that he has no other reason
for believing that Mr. Beet will join his
settlement than his looking at the propBean

Alvord,

owner

erty.
EXPLODING LANTERN.

Saco, Ootober 25,—An exploding lantern tonight was the responsible agent
for tbe destruction of the farm buildings
received
of James M. Chadbourne, In tbe suburbs,
Edward
Chadbourne was overcome by
arrived
of three

He has had a cordial Interview with
General Koca, president of Argentina.

President

iflitchell

Gives

death.
smoke and had a close call from
The loss is,J2,UOO with some insuranoe.

Good

Jf

vg-»

y

Don’t worry overmuch
about those sharp pains in

Seek their cause
head.
liver.
your
One Ayer’s Pill at night ror
a few nights drives away morning headaches.

your
in

J. C.
Practical Chemists,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
Ayer’s Pills
Ayer’s Ague Cure

Kwaug Si.

—

Hong Kong,

miners

Some

Advice.

October 25.— Advi09S from
North river, say that
American
mission
property there is
threatened with destruction by Boxers,
who have posted the following proclamon

mad.

They

the usurpers of our land. They disturb our borders.
of your earnings for the maintenance of
“In all the provinces and prefectures
those who may be compelled to continue chapels have been opened and our
people
on strike.”
are
deceived,
ripped open and disembowelled, while the foreigners grow fat
NO GENEliAL KEDUCTION.
on the revenues of China, Insulting our
Worcester, Maes., Ootober 25.—Philip officials and merchants and
seizing our
W. Moen, third vice president and eastern
temples and palaces.
of the Hteel & Wire Co., who
manager
“The Emperor is Indulgent and perhas recently returned from Europe today,
mits this. Who can foretell the intentions
had his attention
called to reports cir- of the
foreign devils?
Day by day they
culated In the West
regarding a cut of act more outrageously. When we behold
wages at the Worcester department of the the
present condition of affairs our hearts
company.
are
bruised with grief.
Therefore we
Mr. Moen Issue
the following signed
have organized our strength to
destroy
statement tonight:
the devouring wolf throughout the eui
“The statement which has appeared In
plre.“
certain published despatches to the effect
■me 13oxers cook tne American Presthat there has recently been a general
byterian mission buildings, but have not
reduction in wages of tho workmen emdestroyed them.
ployed by the American Steel & Wire
liebelllon is spreading along East river
of
Is
incorcompany
Woroester, Mass.,
and North
in
the province of
river,
rect and misleading.
Kwang Si. It is supposed to be aimed at
“The reduction affected less than
150 the overthro w of the Manohu
dynasty,
men whose average pay was $2 20 a day,
but the reports are so contradictory that
not f 1.60 as
and
was
made
to
stated,
it is next to Impossible to form a lucid
equalize wages under modified conditions.
are

Hazelton, Pa., October 25.—The follow- \
ing statement was given out for publication tonight by Pres ident Mitchell of the
United M lne Workers:
United Mine
OcWorkers of America, llazelton, Pa
tober 25, 1900.
“To the miners and mine workers of the

“Temporary headquarters

anthracite region:
“Gentlemen:—After carefully canvassing the entire strike situation we, your
district
and
officers,
national, have
concluded that your victory is so nearly
secomplete that no good end oan be
strike longer.
cured by continuing the
The contest

has

been

in progress for 39

days and the companies employing you
have, with few exceptions, signitied their
willingness to pay the scale of wages formulated by the Scranton convention of
We are aware that some disappointment and dlssatsfactiojv has been caused
by the failure of i.ho operators in districts
1 and 7 to depam^ the eduction in the
in
price of powder from the advance

more

less hazardous and
than before the 6trlke be-

employment

profitable

gan.
“The companies agree, In their notice?,
to take up with their mine employes all
We
would
grievances complained of.
advise that when work is retherefore
committees be seleoted by the
sumed,
mine employes and that they wait upon
the superintendents of the oompanies and

*'P. W. Moen, vice president.”
GliASPEl) LIVE W1KE.

Mass., Ootober 25.—A peculiar and fatal accident had for its victim tonight, Johnny M. Austin,tthe 12Leominster,

an

AT
General

PAiTtUNG

Gaoelee

Telegraplis

Itritlsli

London,

FU.
Arrival of

Troops.

Ocotober 25.—The

following

from [General
despatch
Gaselee, commander of the British troops at Pao Ti ng
Fu, has been received by the secretary
of state for India, Lord George Hamilton:
“Pao Ting Fu, October 20.
“The allied troops under my command
arrived here yesterday. British, German,
Frenoh ana
Italian guards have been
posted at the gates.
Today all the gen-

There are no signs of
hostility
city.
and Miss Grsen and a child
Mr., Mrs.
are here, after great sufferings.
Many
who escaped death were handed over
to the French force. Mr.
October 16,
Green is in the hospital. The ladies and
the child are well.
the following from
received
“Have
Horne-Campbell: ‘Arrived at Mao-Chlao,
October 27, twenty-five hundred imperials
One hundred surretreated before us.
rendered but on producing proofs that

Is respectfully called
laws of the 6tate of
provide that miners should

"Your atte ntion
to the fact that the

Pennsylvania

he paid semi-monthly upon demand, we
advise tnat eaoh mine
should therefore
employe serve notice on the companies
that he expeots to bo paid his wages twioe

they had been sent by Li Hung Chang to
October 26.—Forecast: Fair suppress Boxers, released them with their
Boston,
each month, as provided by law.
weather Friday; light easterly winds; fair arms.'
“The practical benefits to the miners Saturday; warmer; southerly winds.
HART PESSIMISTIC.
which accrueTrom thorough organization
Washington, October 26,—Forecast for
have been so clearly demonstrated durfor
New
and
Thinks
England:
Chinese .Situation Has No Hope
Saturday
Friday
ing this strike that it should be needless Fair Friday
and probably Saturday;
of Solutloift
for us to urge upon you the necessity of
warmer southeasterly winds,
becoming
26.—Sir Robert Hart,
October
union
We
intact.
London,
maintaining your
trust, southwesterly by Saturday.
director general ol the Chlneso imperial
however, that those who are now memmaritime customs, In >n article in the
bers of the union will be unceasing in
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
o£ the Fortnightly
November number
to induce all other mine
their
efforts
Portland, Oot. 26, 1900.—The local
to ally themselves with the
workers
Review, takos a peasimlstlo view ol tbe
the
records
bureau
following:
weather
He frankly declares
Chinese situation.
United Mine Workers of America at once,
thermome8 a. m.—Barometer. 80 629;
his opinion to be that the “Boxer” moveas it will be impossible for you to S90ure
rei.
dew
humidity, 66,
ter, 48;
point, 34;
higher waged in the future or even to direction of the wind, IN; velocity of ment, “is national and patriotic, has
clear.
of
state
weather,
hold of the Chinese Imagination
the
taken
12;
wind,
rate
or
unmaintain the present
wages
8 p. m.—Barometer, 30.618; thermome- and will spread like wild-lire throughout
less you are
prepared to offer a united
ter, 48; dewpoint, 88; rel. humidity, 70; the
length and breath of the empire.
resistance If any attempt Is made to re- direction of the
wind, SE; velocity of
“Theie is not the slightest doubt,” he
duce your earnings upon the expirations the wind, It; state of weather, clear.
will
of the present offer.
Maximum temperature. 68; minimum sayi, “that fifty years hence there
48; mean temperature, 63; be millions of Boxers in serried ranks
“As there are some few companies who temperature,
maximum wind velooity, 16 N; precipi- and war’s
panoply at the call of. the
have neither posted, notified nor signified tation—24 hours, 0.
Chinese government.”
In any other man ner, their willingness to
pay the ten per cent advance in wages and
suspend the sliding soale we would advise
unless the men employed by
that
reoelve notice before
suoh
oompanies
Monday that the advance will be paid,

they remain away from thimines and
continue on the strike until companies
employing them agree to the conditions
offered by the other companies and the

Washington,

October

25.—The
State
received notice from
the British government of the terms of
between Great
arrangements
reported
Britain and Germany as to China. This Is
similar at all points to the copy furnished
German government through
by the
Count De Quadt several days ago. The
State Department now will prepare Its

Department today

answer which,
as already Indicated in
the despatch will deal with the points
likely to be acceptable to the other governments, leaving the third paragraph
for further consideration,
It has been
definitely deoided that the ministers In
Pekin shall conduct any negotiations that
may be necessary with the Chinese gov-

ernment in place of confiding these to
cumbersome and slow moving commissions to be sent out from ^each oountryjto
Pekin.

AMERICANS HAVE ONLY LINE.

Washington,

received a

line between Pekin and Taku and that is
the line
of the United States signal
oo rps.
It is working regularly and satisA permanent line has been
factorily.
rebuilt by the corps since Pekin was occupied by the troops.

EXPANSION

BLACKSTONE

CIGARS

The addition to our Factory
completed. We now have a
frontage of 172 feet on three
streets, Endicott, Stillman and
Morton.
This is the largest Factory
in New England used solely
for the manufacture of Cigars.
The sale on Blackstone Cigars
is millions ahead of any other
10-cent Cigar.
is

WAITT & BOND, Mnfrs.,
53 Blackstone St.

Boston,

Mass.

suppress.

“Most of the Inhabitants remain in the

WEATHEli.

orderly,
present their grievances
manner and aBk that they
business-like
he correcte d.
in

that Emperor
Kwang Su will return to
the Chinese capital about the end of Nbvember.
HOW U. S. WILL REPLY.

In Canton the Chinese officials are taking the Insurrection so lightly that foreigners believe it will be very difficult to

erals, with small escorts, went through
the town, after which they arranged for
reoaivel a severe shock himself. He sucthe allotment of quarters for occupation.
ceeded In reaching the ground in safety
I shall keep most of the British in camp
had
been
after
summoned
Ausand
help
Am waiting for orders
for the present.
tin was removed by the'nld of a long ladfrom Waldersee regarding their future
Cook^will reder, but life was extinct,
disposition.
cover.

THE

Rome, Ootober 26.—The Pekin correspondent or the Trlbuna says it Is expeoted

impression.

(Signed)

son of William Austin ot this
year-old
while Cassius Cook, a 14-yearthat wages should remain stationary at town,
ten per cent until April 1,
thus old oompanlon, narrowly escaped death.
1901;
removing one of the iniquities of which The two lads who, with others, had been
playing foot ball on Merriam avenue,
you have complained for many years.
“While it is true that you have not sc- climbed' an eleotrlo light pole by means
oured
redress for all of your wrongs; of the long spikes driven into the sides,
while it is true that the inorease in your Austin going to the top. while Cook was
earnings will not fully compensate you a short distance below and attempted to
ball thrown to them from
for the arduous labor you are compelled catch a foot
the ground. Cook caught the ball and
to perform in the mines, you have estabto Austin who, in leaning
lished a powerful organization whtoh, if threw it up
maintained and conduoted on business forward to|catoh it, grasped a live wire,
principles will enable you to regulate upon which he collapsed and fell crossCook attempted to resoue him and
many oi your luuai grievances anu matte wise.

your

Kla

October 25.—Gen. Greeley
cablegram today from Major
the signal corps
“We have
organized to protect our Scrlven, commanding
detachment In China, saying that there
country and our homes and we rely upon
is only one complete and secure telegraph
one another to support the order to drive
ation :

out the foreign devils. They are
Their folly passes description.

25.—The New
October
New York.
York Yacht c!l?b met tonight and Com- wages, but after careful inquiry we are
modore
Ledyard assured the members satisfied that each mine employe will
an advance of ten per
that a new oup defender will be built to actually
reoelve
meet Sir Thomas
Lipton’s Shamrock cent on the wages formerly paid. In
II., and he announced that they could the Schuylkill and Lehigtw regions the
rest on his assurance. He said the new largest
companies have agreed that the
bo built, but sliding scale should be suspended; and
will
not only
defender
neither effort of any sort, skill"or devotion will be spared to make her a sucHe said he was sorry that hs could
cess.
The
not at that time give the names.

ince of

in Prov-

Nyan

Fu, Ting Cheou,

Ting

SU WILL RETURN.

K.WANU

ings Taken.

Spreading

Pao

and Toheng Ting Fu and all the Europeans between Pao Ting Fu and Toheng
Ting Fu.”

Proclamation.

American Mission Build-

Dlen-Chau,

October 12 and 13.

MW&Ftf

MAINE'S

Refusing.

of a new mill went out on
trike yesterday demanding an increase
of 25 cents a day In their pay.
The comunion.
pany refused to deal with the
Yesterday the strikers prevented the

Experts, and leading Physicians. Try it. Ask yonr Grocer,

Ladles'

Boxers of Lien-Chau Is-

Against Those

foundations

Food

In Prices Great Reductions.

Tohuang,

Rebellion is

Will Be Continued

conflict between tha militia and the striking mill hands at Valleylield, Que.
A couple of hundred men employed

dorsement of Chemists, Scientists,

style.

Operators Cranting

to Ar-

Ootober 25.—Over a saore
Montreal,
wounded, one fatally, Is the result of a

Malt Breakfast Food lias the

The

Applies

the Chinese at

Imprisoned by

Concessions.

The Best for Old

to
are
trades
offered
Fine
Ladies. ]fll*aes and Children in
footwear, if you are not particular
about styled good wearing goods,
from best manufacturers! bit out-of-

Drude has delivered the French and English
missionaries and the French, Beland Italian engineers who were
gian

Proclamation to This Effect Issued By
Have Organized to Drive Out ForPres. Mitchell.
eign Devils.
to All

^

PRICE THREE CENTS.

(EAYJUVTS2}

sue

The Most Nutritious

BARGAIN WEEK.

1900.

and Militia.

Quebec.

Most Delicious

The Best for

26,

*

ers

■BHBBSHH

j J

OCTOBER

THE STRIKE OFF.

Conflict Between Strik-

THE PLY MALT CEREAL.

“WE

MORNING.

FRIDAY

)VIR A SCORE WOUNDED.

—

Malt
Breakfast
Food
r-

PRESS.

..

ESTABLISHED JUNE
n

DAILY

—.

WEATHER OBSERVATIONS.
weather
The agricultural department
bureau for yesterday, Oot. 26, taken at 8
p. m., meridan time, the observation for
this section being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of wind, state of
weather:.

Discussing the alternative course open
to the powers, Sir Robert sees a very real
“yellow peril” ahead and no hope of a
permanent solution.
The morning papers, dealing editorially with Sir Robert Hart’s artiole, admit

consider that his
but
importance,
views are too gloomy and that his ideas
Boston, 50 degrees, E, cldy; New York,
60 degrees, E, p.cldy; Philadelphia, 60 de- of the Boxer movement are a phantasy
Ayer Company,
grees, E, p. cldy; Washington 62 degrees. of a too sensitive Imagination.
have
employes of the companies who
E, p. cldy; Albany, 68 degrees, E, clear;
MISSIONARIES RELEASED.
Lowell, Mass. offered the advance of ten
per cent and Buffalo, 64 degrees, SE, clear; Detroit,
Paris, Ootobar 25.—The Havas agency
abolish the sliding soale are hereby au- 60 degrees, SE, clear; Chicago, 68 degrees,
St.
Paul, 62 degrees, W, has received the following despatoh from
Ayer’s Hair Vigor
thorized to resume work Monday morning S, clear;
clear; Pekin:
clear; Huron, 62 deg/ees, SE,
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral October
to be prepared, if called Bismarck, 62
ana
29,
degrees, W, dear; JacksonAyer’s Comatone
detachment under Col.
“The French
74
a
reasonable
to
contribute
amount
ville,
cloudy.
p.
degrees,
NE,
upon,
Its

IT MAY INTEREST

|

You to Know

we hare
just re.
ceived a Punch Bowl made by Haviland
& Co. that will sell at only $5.00, and yet
It’s so handsome ’twould easily be thought
worth nearly twice the price.
Its a revelThe assortment of
ation In fine china.
Punch Bowls Is large enough to gratify almost any wish in quality aud price.

BURBANK,

DOUGLASS &

C0-,

242 Middle St.

oct2tdeotf

Clothe
Your Hands.
£

It’s

quality and assortment,
with fair prices, that give us
glove customers

more

twelve-month.

every

They’re willing

to go a hit out of their

trade here, and
their effort.

we

Here is an excellent
of cold weather

way to

appreciate
showing

Gloves, all

new,

and in many grades.

rlHE
9

Geo.

A.

HATTER,

197 Middle St.

Coffin, M’g’ii.

STRUCK HIS TOE

against the cnopping block and spilled
the pither of cider lie had gone down
cellar to got. Served him right. No use
having chopping block. No wood needed. Benson’s Always Beady Charcoal
takes its place.
Big Bag 10c. At all
Grocers.

DON’TLOSE
SIGHT OF
THIS SPACE.
My daily

talks which now No.

October 29th, at which
will be continued.

in

319,

discontinued until Monday,

will be

time

My office during this time
charge of my assistants.

A. M.

they

will

b®

WENTWORTH,

Practical
546 t-!J

Optician,

Congress St.

Office Hours,- -JSift 8VPP'2

LAID TO

EVASION PURE AAD SIMPLE

Simple Funeral

REST.

Ceremoutei

STILL USIDUTMEB.
at

STATE OF MAINE.

John Sherman’s Home,

Bryan's Latest
ance so

Utter-

Defined

|

Late

List of Candidates Nominated

Mansfield, O., October 25,—The remains
of John Sherman, statesman, were laid
iway In their final
resting place here

W. B.

Hoyt

is Still Alive

to

be Voted

To vote a Stra'ziit Ticket, mark a Cross X in the Square over the Partv Name.
in list under X and fill in new name.

for in the
To vote

a

State of Maine,

Split Ticket,

mark

X

November 6th, 1900.

1° the Square over the I artv Name, erase
BYRON BOYD, Secretary of State.

printed

njgj

and Well.

this afternoon. The ceremonies were simple and were conducted
by the Rev. A.
B. Pntnam, reetor of the Grace Episco-

Got. Roosevelt Continues His Scat
York Tour.

laid in state for five hours, while thousands of people passed before the casket
last tribute to their fellot?
townsman. The services began at three
o’clock. There was no formal sermon,
only the simple ritualistic service of the
Episcopal church. JJuring Its converse
Gov. .Nash followed by the Ohio state
officials filed down th8 aisle and took a
last
look
at the peaceful face in the
oasket.
The funeral train arrived from Washand

Immense Crowds Greet
Him at

pal church, In whloh edifice the body has

Syracuse.

paid

a

ington 10.20

Two Other Names Since
Found

on

Body.

uncovered and
removed to
a hearse. Then Secretary Root Secretary
and
Riehard
He Discusses Trusts
Were William L. Martin
Cortelyon and Congressman Kerr of this
entered
a carriage whioh followed by
city
C’roker.
and Charles Adams.
the hearse, led the way to Grace church.
President McKinley did not enter the
church, but drove at once to the home,
of Congressman Kerr.
Senator Hanna
N. Y., October 25—Gov. arrived an hour later and spent the time
Auburn,
The man found drowned Wednesday
Koosevelts special train reached Auburn before the funeral in consultation with
morning off the Portland company's
at
on
the president.
time, having stopped
practically
wharf was not Walter B. Hoyt of New
After the services were concluded in York or of
Sterling and Wededsport after leaving
Norwalk, Conn., as was supAt
Sterling, although there the
Oswego.
bore
the posed. It was learned
church,
policemen
yesterday morning
one or two bouses and it is casket
were but
to the hearse followed by the that Walter B.
Hoyt Is alive and well and
a
railroad
than
500
merely
crossing,more
General Neison that he was as much startled to
honorary pall bearers,
read^of
persons were gathered to greet the gov- A Miles,
P. T. Sherman, Alfred W. his sudden death In the
papers afi were
The governor said nothing new Hoyt, William
arnor,
Charles W. his friends and relatives,
McComb,
It seems that
at Sterling, devoting himself particular- Sherman,
Colonel
Gale
Hoyt, John Mr Hoyt is a consln of Mr. Baymond
benefits
that
had
accrued
to
the
to
Sherman Hoyt and Prank B. Wiberg.
ly
who married Annie Louise Cary, the oelTo the Mansfield
farming interest in the improvement of
a mile dis- CUlfltCU
fell

back

as

m.
All
the oasket

ffas hi His Body Fonnd in Portland
Co-, Boek.

a.

wa3

They

cemetery

coalitions during the last four years. tant, the procession
moved, led by the
The most important statement of the carriage containing President McKinley
and party
governor's address at Oswego was this:
At the cemetery the last
££“Yesterday Mr. Bryan at last was words were pronounced and the casket
goaded into mailing a pretense ol an- was sealed and placed In the Sherman
swering a question as to whsther If elected he would
pay pensioners and other mauseoleum
national creditors In trolri or in
silver
Among the mourners who followed the
I use tne word pretense advisedly for tbe dead statesman to the last
resting place
answer is an evasion pure and simple an
were three men who served as delegates
evasion, moreover, so palpable and so
convention at Shelbyville, Ohio,
weak that It Is astounding that any can- to th9
didate tor the highest office In the gift of which nominated Sherman for his first
the nation should have been willing to
term in Congress.
President McKinley
The whole point at issue is
resort to it
how the law shall be construed. We and party took up their return journey
contend that It
is to be construed that to Canton soon after the conclusion of the
the nation shall pay Its
obligations in services at the cemetery.
In
other
gold,
words, we are for the
gold standard. Unless Mr. Bryan has
Low rate excursion to Boston on Octoconvictions on so important a subject, he
is not fit to be
president, an 1 if he has ber 80.
convictions, by every law of honor and
self respect he should make those convicWANTS.TO BE LEFT ALONE.
tions public
when he is appealing for
the suffrages of the people.”
Princeton, N. J October 25.—In conSyracuse, N. Y., October 25.—The versation with the representative of thq,.
closing speechse of the day in the Koose- Associated Press today, ex-President
velt campaign were made today at AuCleveland said:
burn and Syracuse after jumps through
“I am surprised that my opinions and
widely divergent counties While In Auburn and Syracuse there were several in- intentions as related to the pending canterruptions, the questions and answers vass should at this stage so suddenly be
being good natured.
deemed Important.
I am daily and
of
At Syracuse
thousands
people
thronged the streets. The auditorium nightly sought out by newspaper reprewhere the speechmaking wa3 held and sentatives and plied with all soit3 of
the square,
where the outside meeting
questions, some of which seam quite
took place, were both
much
too small
If In good nature I say a few
to accommodate those who desired to hear senseless.
Gov. Boosevelt.
harmless words they are so padded before
In Auburn
three meetings had to be
publication as to be unreoogDiznble or are
held to accommodate tne peopls. In the
made the pretext for utterly unauthocourse of
the speech a number of ques“It seems to me
tions, mainly upon state matters, were rized presumptions.
asked and answered. Finally someone that my situation ought to be sufficientelse tried to Interrupt the governor, but
understood and
b/
appreciated
had enough and ly
the audience had
friends
to justify in their
showed it very plainly, and the governor thoughtful
said:
"Now keep quiet, you have been minds ivy determination to remain sileDt
But
I want to say that
answered.
during this exceptional and distressing
there is no question that can be hone tly
asked about any act of my administra- campaign.
tion which I cannot answer instantly
whether it refers to prosecutions, approWARD MAY BE DISFRANCHISED.
priations, laws or anything else. Unlike
Rochester, N. H,, October 26 —In conI
Mr Bryan, unlike your candidate,
anon national
swer all questions
issues sequence of the delay on the part of the
and I meet every issue fairly and squareselectmen, Aurelia Beaudois, J. Frank
lv.”
At Syracuse, the governor talked for Reed and Richard Thompson, of Ward 4,
an
hour, touching most of the issues in- it is generally believed that a legal elecbut dwelling particularly on tion cannot be held in the ward on Novolved,
trusts and military matters.
Speaking vember 6th. There is considerable appreof trusts, he said:
4 “What I want to call attention to and hension on this point among both the
to emphasize, is the utter insincerity, the Republicans and Democrats,
It is the
base hypocrisy of men like Mr. Croker.
largest and only Democratic ward in this
who denounce
trusts in general in far
and if the vote is thrown out it will
more sweeping terms than I—because I city
A warrant was
intend to make my words good by deeds disfranchise 400 voters.
when the time comes—who denounce
posted on the 24th, which was only 12
as
an unmitigated evil and then
trustB
election whereas the
to the
become the most prominent stooknolder days prior
In a trnst that has excited more indigna- statutory limit Is 14 days.
tion than any other in this state.”
the

ADLAI ON THE

son, Democratic candidate for Vice President, returned from Michigan today and
after a visit to national headquarters left
lor

■atteville, Wis,,

to

SENATOR ROSS’S THANKS.

STOMP.

Chicago, October 25.—Adlai E. Steven-

speak

tonight

He will speak at Milwaukee tomorrow
and return to Chicago on Saturday.
KRUGER TO LAND AT ALGIERS.

Algiers, October 25.—It is asserted here
that the Netherlands government has
notified the Dutch consul In Algiers that
the Dutch cruiser Geldertand on which
Mr. Kruger
Is
being brought from
Lourenco
Marauez will land him here
and that he will only proceed to Prance
after a stay at Algiers the length of which
has not been decided.
SIMS REEVES DEAD,
October 25.—Sims Reeves the
g London
English singer died today at Warthlng

Vt.,

Burlington,

October

25.—Judge

Jonathan Ross who was appointed by the
Governor of Vermont to occupy the seat
of the late
Senator Justin S. Morrill
until an eleotion could be held, has written a valedictory letter to Governor Stiokney expressing his high appreciation and
heartfelt thanks to the people and especially to the bar of Vermont, for the numberless
kindnesses and for the uniform
and great forbearance shown
courtesy
during the nearly thirty years of public
service just closed.

Governor Stlckney in
Senator Ross that his
long and devoted public service is deeply
appreciated throughout the state by every
loyal citizen who has at heart the best
interests of the oommunity.
his

reply

assures

Don’t miss the trip to Boston on
30.

Octo-

ber

IRON AND STEEL TRADE GOOD.
Sussex. Mr. Reeves had been confined to
Ohio, October 25 —The Iron
Cleveland,
his bed since Monday with
bronchitis
Trade-Review this week will say: “With
and he died while asleep.
luo

UNLUCKY THIRTEEN.

Constantinople,

October 25.—During
wedding ceremony last Sunday, at
Argyrokastro, in Epirus, the floor collapsed, with the result that 13 persons
were hilled and 40 others injured,

a

ARTHUR F. BARTLETT.
Arthur F. Bartlett died this morning
at 11 Ruckliff street, Deering district,
Funeral Sunday afteraged 25 years.
noon; interment at Bryants Pond.
The annual meeting of the Thirteen
club was held at the Falmouth hotel last

evening.

A

fine supper was served.
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be assumed that buying of iron and ,'steel
would wait on the actual announcement
of the result.
As a matter of fact there
has been an active
market in the past
week, finished material being in largest
demand while pig iron in seme selling
centers has been more active than in recent weeks. The placing of contracts with
the proviso that they may be canoelled in
case tbe eleotion 6hould result unfavorably to the administration has been a
feature of the week’s
business.
Many
buyers, also, satisfied of the election oatsome are evidently placing their orders in
the belief that the demand will Increase
promptly on the announcment of the result and the result on some materials at
last will be high prices.’*
KEN1UUKY

SATL-S.

Washington, October 28.—The battleship
sailed
from Tompkinsville
Kentucky
today on her voyage to the China station,
adjustments in her gun mechanism having proved
entirely satisfactory. She
touches first at Giberaltar.

republican
McKINLEV AND ROOSEVELT

!

I

DEMOCRAT
BRYAN AND STEVENSON

PROHIBITION

SOCIALIST

WOOLLEV AND METCALF

BESS AND HARR! MAN

a——i—b———ea=»:1

1

11.

For Electors of

For Electors of

For Electors of

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

Joseph O. Smith

For Electors of

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

George E. Hughes of Bath

James Perrigo of Portland

Louis E. Bramha.ll Pf

George P. Wescott of Portland

David L. Parker of Danforth

Henry Woodward of Winthrop

Charles L. Fox of Portland

Charles F. Libby of Portland

Cornelius Horigan of Biddeford

Edward T. Burrowes of Portland

Fred E. Irish of Portland

James W. Wakefield of Bath

J. S. P. H. Wilson of Auburn

John H. Stacey of Phippsburg

Lewis J. Hills of Warren

Fred Atwood of

of

Skowhegan

i

j;

/umk—bmmej»ecct«:

Car^den

V—

Winterport

Almon H. Fogg of Houlton

Edgar L. Jones of Waterville

Charles H. Clary of Hallowell

W. G. Hapgood of Skowhegan

Frederick W. Knowlton of Old Town

James D. Clifford of Island Falls

George W. -Saunders of Lubec

BlUgOi',

The

discovery of the

Hoyt in

a

note

of W. B.
man's pocket

name

book in the

when his body was picked up was conclusive evidence to all concerned that the
man’s name
must be W. B. Hoyt and
had it not been f&r the fact that the real
W. B. Hoyt happened to read of his death
in the papers early enough to notify his
friends that he was alive and well, he
would have been buried by this time and
his heirs would have been reading nis
will.

fell Into the water.
it will be remembered that only six oents were^found in
tne man s pocket and that his watch was

AM. MISSIONARY ASS’N.

COLBY

BRYAN IN NEW JERSEY.
Annual

Initiation

COLLEGE.
of the

D.

K.

E.
Is Greeted by Unexpectedly Large and
his chain remained
Important Report on Closer Union ConSociety.
Lntbnslastic Audiences.
1 here were no brulseB
Societies.
or other signs of
gregational
violence on the
man’s person to show
[SPECIAL TO THE MIESS.]
that he had met with foul
Jersey City, N. J., October 25 —The
play and it
October 25.—At the Irst
Mass.,
October Si6—Xi chapter ol
Springfield,
of
xNew
Waterville,
tour
of
Mr.
Bryan's
would be absurd to believe that the man
days
annual business meeting this afternoon
Colby's oldest
Epsilon.
closed here with six meetings to- Delta Kappa
had
Jersey
been robbed or
foully dealt with of the American Missionary association,
From the time be entered Wash- Greek-letter society, held its fifty-lourtb
when he had^six oents in his
night.
pocket and this afternoon, the most Important feata watch chain with no
ington Park, opposite Philadelphia, until annual initiation banquet at the Gerald,
watch attached,
ure was the
Report of the committee of Pe dosed his last meeting here, he made Fairfield, this evening
lhe man was found
face
downfloating
nine on a closer
union of the six mis- L5
were present and
He spoke in succession at
Many of the alumni
speeches.
This was rather a
Fortunately he was able to refute the ward in the water.
sionary societies of the Congregational Washington Park, Biverslda Burlington, the occasion was verv enjoyable.
After
in
singular
statement of his
way
which to find the body
unhappy ending and
churches and which was characterized l’renton
Princeton Junction, an excellent menu was discussed chairs
(twice,
of a man who had been drowned.
suicide In time to retain his
Usu- as a
identity and
revolutionary document. The re- New Brunswick, Elizabeth, Marion and were pushed back and the ciga rs lighted
to relieveSthe anxiety of his life insurance ally the body of a drowned
person fills up port, which was referred to a committee
Then came these toasts:
Jersey City (six times).
companies. The real W. B. Hoyt being with water and sinks and does not come of
The journey through the state was a
five, recommends that a joint annual
Alexander
Maxwell
Toastmaster
to
the
surface
for
found
means
of
the
by
days, It may have been
newspapers it
those
to
accompanying Mr. Blackburn,
meeting of all the six societies to be held surprise
the
overcoat
became necessary to giv e the body picked
heavy
if not to him, for in few states if
which buoyed up the
in October each year, with a united mis- Bryan,
Uhoragus—Cecil Maurice Daggett,
my, has he had larger or more demonup in the Portland company’s dock an- body or it may have been that the man
The Occasion—Nathan Pulsiter Thayer.
conference at the same time and strative audiences.
sionary
other name and this duty was attended was dead when thrown
The Grip—Cecil Maurice Daggett.
into the water
Ha arrived at Princeton Junction, at
place. Each society is to have its sepaThe Fish—G3orge Albert Marsh.
would have floated for a
to so promptly
after It became known and therefore
officers lialf past five o'clock and spoke from a
rate board of directors and other
The True Dske—hherman Perry.
in the rear of the railstand on the
that W. B. Hoyt was alive and in good time at least. When found the body had
The collection of funds is road station green
as at present.
’45-’XI—Sheppard Emery Butler.
Included in the audience
health that two names were found on not been in the water more than a few
D. K E in Publio Life—Charles Fredunder a speolal sob-committee of were fully a thousand of the students of
to be
In the man's pocket was also
erick Seaverus,
the clothing of the drowned man where hours,
Princeton college
When Mr. Bryan areach from the American
two members
Our Future—John Perley Dudley.
one
only could be discovered at first. It found a celluloid book with stamps berived he was greeted with the college
Commissioners for Foreign
Board of
The initiates are Alton I. Lockhart,
rell and there was a similar demonstrais now said that the drowned man may tween its leaves. Had it been in the waFrank
W. Tar bell,
John B. .Roberts,
Missions, Congregational Home Mission- ;ion made upon his departure.
either be William L. Martin or Charles ter much longer than three or four hours
Anson L
Tilson, George E Tolman,
At
Mr
for
Elizabeth,
Bryan
spoke
ary society and American Missionary
B
the
Edward
Winslow.
Walker
and
Donald
S.
stamps would have been wet but as
Adams. The namgjpf William L, Martin
association, and one delegate each from ibout twenty minutes but he d d not adt was they were
Mr, Bryan’s
was found on a handkerchief which was
Fimce any new arguments,
perfectly dry.
the Congregational church building soroute from the railrord station to the
When it was
beilpvori
*>%,,*
mm.
taken from the man’s pockets when he
in which the Elizabeth
ciety for the Congregational central so- public
park
Canton, Ohio, Octoher 25,—President
found
was
ff,
B.
was picked up but which was not examHoyt the passenger list
Sch
x>l
and
meeting was held was brilliantly lighted. McKinley and Secretary of War Koot reSunday
Congregational
ciety
of
the
Boston
boat was examined to see
ined until yesterday forenoon. The other I
He
to an Immense audience.
Mr
spoke
and Publishing society. The committee
rrom
the Sherman funeral at
If anj suon
name appeared
name, tnat of Charles Adams, was found
there, the is to have charge of a “forward move- Bryan’s train arrived at Marion a suburb suming
of Jresey City at 8 15 o'clock and he was Mansfiell did not reach Canton until late
on the strap
of the man’s vest together theory being that the drowned man had
for
ment5’
systematic giving by the IriveD,after a brief meeting at that place, shls evening. They stopped over at Masoome to Portland the
with the llgures “1-21-19jO” these evident
morning his body churches and other agencies and super- co St. Joseph s Hall his first stopping
was found
sillon, eight miles west of this city,where
the
by
to
the
in Jersey City.
time when the vest
ly referring
Boston boat and accivise the work of missionaries and publi- place
Mr, Bryan made his nocturnal tour of they were joined by Mrs. McKinley and
was m ide by the tailor. The same figures dently stumbled oil' the end of the wharf
cations.
the
Jersey metropolis in a barouche Mrs, Root, to attend the wedding of
being carried by the ebb tide around
were found on the inside of the watch
A
resolution which protests strongly Irawn by four horses ard he was escorted Arvine C. Wales and Edna Elizabeth Mepocket in the man’s trousers, though into the Portland Co’s docks But |thls
a
marohing club of several hundred
against the new movement in the South by
Clymonts, children of old time friends
a greater
j'oung men.
part of the watch pooket had passenger list failed to disclose the name to disenfranchise the
was
negro
adoptThe wedding v,Tas an
of W: B, Hoyt
of the McKinleys.
been cut off and was missing.
thuoght It may have con- ed.
about 851) guests being
tained the name
elaborate one,
of Charles Adams or
IN
ALYOBD
C'XUUCi
MANHATTAN.
1UUUU)
The following officers were elected:
including people from Canton,
present,
of which may or may not be that of the William L. Martin.
Last night a careful
President, Rev. Dr. F. A. Noble, IlliNew York, Chicago and sevCleveland,
Rank
drowned man It became necessary to give examination or the hotel registers were !
Teller
Will
Be
ArDefaulting
nois; vice presidents, Rev. Dr. Alexaneral from European cities. The ceremony
him a residence.
Now W. B. Hoyt lives made but no such names as those menrested In Day or Two.
der McKenzie, Massachusetts; Rev. Dr.
was to have oeearred at 6 o'clock, but
in Norwalk, Conn and occasi anally he tioned could be found.
It may be asGladden, Ohio; Rev. Dr.
Washington.
that it might be witnessed by
In order
sumed from this that thB
goes to New York where he has business.
stranger had ar- Henry A, Stlmson, New York; Rev. Dr.
New York, October 25.—Lawyer Baker
the President, it was delayed nearly an
Therefore it followed in a logical course rived by the Boston boat on the morning
Janies W. Goopar, Conn ; Wm.H Strong, declined to say anything for publication
from Mansfield being
hour, the return
of reasoning that William B, Martin or of the accident and possibly some of the
Michigan; recording secretary, Rev, Eu- concerning Capt. McCluskey s visit to later than expected. Secretary and Mrs.
of
the
Adams must be a resident of employes
boat if asked to do so
Charles
the
First
National
Massachusetts;‘correbank, other than to-1 Root w 111 probably remain with the Mcgene 0. Webster,
New York. This conclusion was arrived may identify the body when they have
The President
sponding secretaries, Rev. A. F. Heard, day that the Alvord matter was now offic- Kinleys until Saturday
manner of reasoning as seen it,
at in the same
will probably register tomorrow. It will
before the police.
Rev. Dr, F. P. Woodbury and Rsv. Dr,
ially
A strange thing about the case is that
be next to the last chance of the camthat of the old gentleman who found out
It was said In Mount Vernon tonight
of New York; treasurer,
0. J. Ryder
He was out of the city on each
pa igu.
what time it was by bis clock. When the the man’s boots were unbottoned when he
Alvord
is
New
that
now
at
W. H.
th
e
home
of
an
of
the other days,
York; auditors.
inHubbard,
hands of his clock pointed to twenty min- was picked up and that the lower part of
in
Edwin H. Haker, Connecticut, and John timate friend
Manhattan and will be
the clock struck four and his watch pocket had been cut off. The
FRAUDS IN
utes of one
NATURALIZATION
E. Leech, New York; executive commit- arrested in a day or two, Alvord was a
therefore the old gentleman knew that it watch pocket being cut is accounted for
BOSTON.
to fill unexpirea tarm of one year, guest at Haddon Hall,
tee
one of the most
was a quarter past seven.
Reasoning in by the theory that it was cut off by the Henry R, Wilson of New Jarsey; for full fashionable hotels In Atlantic (Jity; last
October 25.—Five politicians
Boston,
this manner it of course follws that Wil- man to avoid the discovery of his identiHe was accompanied by a pre- were arrested by United States marshals
Rev. Dr. Williams spring.
term of three years,
If
this were done
y.
liam B. Martin or Charles A dam 9 once
by a man contem- Hayes Ward and Dr. Lucien C. Warner possessing woman who dressed well and and secret service officers in Cambridge,
and as
lived In New York and by rights the plating suicide
the vest and of New
York, Rev. Dr. Llewellyn Pratt wore diamonds, and who was generally tonight, and with live or six other wan
be his wife
Alvord spent rants
man
bearing either one of these names trousers found on the body were undoub- and Rev. Dr. W. W. McLean of Connec- supposed to
yet to be secured, It is believed that
money lavishly, gave liberal tips to hotel an
tedly made by the same tailor and preeffort
will be made to show that
must have lived In that city somewhere
Moxom
Dr,
S.
and
Rev.
and paid for th8 best of everyPhillip
ticut,
employes
fraud has
wholesale
been committed in
for
the same man
sumably
and at some time.
why Is it that of Massachusetts.
thing
The men arsecuring naturalization.
The World will say tomorrow:
But lor some reason the authorities do it cannot be assumed at once that the
are
rested
Cornelius
The convention closed tonight with the
Representative
“It was learned last night that Alvord
believe that the man’s name
not
13 drowned man was Charles Adams as that
Patrick
Helbert, founregular meeting in Court Square theatre Is not the first employe of the First Na- Minihan, grocer:
name
Patrick
on
machinist;
appears
the
That name was found
Charles Adams.
Jordan,
strap of the vest to- and an overflow meeting in the First tional bank who has embezzled. Just be- drymau; C.
Edward
Bradley, sewer employe; Arof the vest and may have gether with the same figures which are
on the strap
A. R. Thain of Illinois fore Alvord was promoted to the place of thur L, Farrell, student Harvard law
church.
Rev.
note teller, there was a scandal that imbeen cat out of the watch pocket as it Is found on the remaining portion of the
spoke on “Enlarged work in our mission plicated one of the old employes in whom school.
apparent that both the vest and the watch pooket? On the buttons of the field
Rev. Dr. C. W. Hiatt of Ohio, the bank officers had thorough confiTHREE STOCKMEN KILLED.
trousers were made at the Bame time and trousers were found th9 names “William
How
much the shortage was
on
“Enlarged fields for our mission dence.
for the same man.
But it is of course and George Zindel, Phllaevidently
could not be learned. It was said, howMiss., October 25.—A freight
Jackson.
The
address
was
worW
closing
given ever, that as soon as
occurred on the Illinois Central
of the tailors who made the
exposure oame, the wreck
much easier for a man to have in his the name
by President F. A, Noble of the associ- man was dismissed
His
in the death of three pep
bondsmen
and
today
resulting
ation.
possession a vest and a pair of trousers clothes,
friends made good the amount and the sons. The McCornb city accommodation
There were many
other than his own than it Is for a man
people about the city *, See Boston's landmarks on October 30. matter was hushed up,”
passenger train had stopped on the main
I line and the
brakeman went back and
to have in his pocket a handkerchief be- yesterday who
knew these facts
who
ALYORD’S
FAMILY
AT
STOCK- liagged a freight. Another
were
freight was
else
and marked
disposed to believe that the man ROSE MULLEN’S LOVER RETURNS.
longing to some one
PORT.
immediately Iollowed, but on account of
with another man's name. So up to thi s had been given “knock out drops,” had
the heavy fog the engineer of this train
Blddeford, October 25.—George Chabenzo.—Cornell- < did not see the
xiuasou, in. xM uctooer
time all efforts have been directed towards died as a result and had been robbed and
signals of the flagman and
eau, the young man whom K088 Muli6n, I us L. Alvord’s three
•I
children,
he train crashed
bis
into
the
accompaof
the
whereaDouts
William
afterward
caboose,
B.
body
finding
thrown Into the wa- who lives on Pike street,
with
nied
charged
by tlieir nurse, arrived at the home killing three 6tockmen who were accomwhile
Charles Adams whose ter. Those who
Martin
claim this to be a reaher
on
the
were
of
Alvord’s
uncle
iu
to
deserting
day they
Stockport this af- panying shipments to New Orleans.
clothes William B. Martin had on at the sonable theory of the man’s death point
have been married, returned nome Tues- ternoon. They were not accompanied
time of the accident or murder or suicide out the facts that the body was found
their
mother.
It
is stated on* good
GOOD ADVICE TO KRUGER.
day night, and he and his intended wife by
face
or whatever caused his death
is allowed floating
by tlie people living in the vicdownward, that the boots have buried the hatchet jmd will be mar- authority
The Hague, Ootober 25 —The governof
the
Alvord
homestead
were unbottoned,
that
inity
the
co live a wane longer.
the
watch missing ried in a few days.
ment has submitted to the states general,
defaulting teller was seen iu Stockport the test of three secret
Now they go to New York because of together with all the valuables
on
the
despatches which
The warrant which was sworn out by
on Monday and it is generally bevillage
the Dutch minister
of
course'
William L. Martin must have person excepting six cents.
foreign affairs
Miss Mullen will not be served, as the lieved he is in that vicinity yet.
Close sent to Mr Kruger last year, dated May
lived in New York and the New York
the
Yesterday
body was embalmed, young lady called upon Marshal Harmon surveillance is kept of that vicinity by 13, August 1 and August 15, all of whloh
police take the directory and find that no autopsy having been madelast night and asked that it be dropped, officers and if he is there he will be ap- counsellel him in the true interest of tha
In the dead man’s
there are two William L. Martins given
Transvaal to be as moderate and conciliabook as her
George had made a satisfactory prehended.
Britain
tory as possible toward Great
there. One lived at 101 Bead street and was written:
“836 \v. 39
Candy.5’ settlement with her and she had forgives
and intimate that any appeal to Germany
GERMANY WILL ACT EARLY.
when the New York police tried to con- This entry is supposed to relate to a conhim for all wrong that had been done.
or any other great
would be bap
London, October 2d.—“Rumor credits! ren of result and power
vince him that he was dead and that his fectionary
Chabeneaa does not deny that he left
highly dangerous to the
manufacturing establishment
the
the
correGermans,'*
found
In
says
South
African
a
Shanghai
bad
been
dock
in Port- which, according to a New York
body
republic.
paper, the girl in the predicament that he die
Mr. Kruger’s replies were also given.
of the Times, “with the intenlocated
land this particular William L, Martin is
at 336
West Thirty-ninth but he says he had good reasons for s< 1 spondent
All
these
a
displayed
strong objection
tion
to take early action In the Yang5
refused to believe it. Then they hunted street, that city.
to accept Great Britain's
doing and that he went to Boston afte: Tse
proposal oi
where the military situation1 an
An
L.
William
Martin
region,
the
other
who
was
Associated
up
international commission, the final
Press despatch received work.
Is becoming serious.
despatch declaring that he had no intengiven was living at East 138th street but last night was as follows:
Chabeneau
says he will wait a fev
The Chinese troops there and in the? tion to appeal to the powers.
“New York, Ootober
it was learned that this man had moved
before
he
marries Miss Mullen, but
^25.—The only days
north are diligently drilling
and prac
to Boston about a year ago and now the William M. Martin In
the directory Is a will not be long.
SURPRISED MR. RICE.
Boston police have been asked to hunt
tlclng
musketry lirlng under foreign
At his office It
Broadway.
Bath, Oct. 25.—Burglars entered the
trained
he bad
officers.
him up and try and convince him that he
of
THAT
Large
JOYFUL FEELING
quantities
pro
gone to his home
house of N. C. Rice this morning and
at Norwalk, Conn
tor the day.”
is dead.
visions, war material and treasure are be- stole a vest
fouad
With the exhilarating sense of renewe< 1
containing §53 belonging
on
the
hanikerchlel
The theory of the authorities is that
lng forwarded from the Yang Tse dls!■ Mr. Rice. The vest was found in pe»r
s
was not Wilhealth and strength and internal olean
!?ant»ut
trloti to the Imperial court.1’
the man, whoever he may be, committed la™
tree
near
the
Mr. Rice heard the
house.
william L. Martin.
which follows the use of Syrup o
tdat wHliam M. Martin liness,
suicide or accidentally fell off the wharf
intruders and took a lamp to investigate.
is
MARLBOROUGH
unknown
to
TO
the
few who havi ,
a8
SUCCEEI^ When he entered the kitchen the lamp
In the pocket of his overcoat was found
^ialng In Norwalk, Figs,
CADOGAN.
was knocked out of his hands and the
'Aana aiHe *OWn from which W. J3 progressed beyond the old-time medi
a clove and a
piece of flagroot and the
® handkerchief bearcines and the cheap substitutes
som
Dublin, Ootober 25.—The Evening Her.. men escaped through the window.
logical conclusion arrived at is that a
wltb the above with times offered
out never accepted
by th 3 aid revives the report, which It asserts i
man having a clove and a piece
of flagStops the Cough
to
well-informed. Buy th9 genuine. Man
well
the dead mar
founded, that the Duke of Mar)1"
rooc in his
possession must have been while in a r.r,r. t
an.! works off the Cold.
l01
took
ufactured
in another pockel
by the California Fig Syru] ) borough
will succeed Earl Cadogan a
nnder the influence of liquor when be waa found the narce 44
\y.
Laxative Bronio-Quirtino Tablets cure 3
Co.
Hoyl/*
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.
|n ou* day. Nature. No Pay. Price 25 eeut*

missing although
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R. M. LEWSEN & CO.

TWO EPISODES OF POLITICS

All Styles Sc All Grades.

Lancaster—A Converted Democrat,

Uticlinnan

and

the

Honest

of

Folks

and when he
few speeches In
Ohio,
came to Cleveland I Invited him out to
He was in a pleasant mood
my home.
and told a number of funny stories, one
of which I recall.
In 1862, when he was

oorgG-riHiBB

_

st.
_

Demoorat,

he was announced to address
a
Democratic
meeting with James
Buchanan at Lancaster, Pa.
Simon Cameron resided,
The meeting
was held In a large hall from which all
the seats had been removed.
The hall
was packed to the door by men standing
up. Hamlin was the first speaker and for
an hour or more held the undlvld ed attention of the big audience.

a

While he was talking several persons
In the back part or the hall had been relieved of their pooketbooks. The sergeant
of police, who was In the hall,
worked

;W;

his way through the crowd to the stage
and whispered to Cameron a request to
announoe that there were plokpockets in
the hall and that the people should be on
the alert to proteot themselves. Cameron

-aiiifr /«-<

Intended to make the announcement at
the dose of Hamlin's speech, but In the
applause that followed he forgot it. When
quiet was restored he introduced Buchanthe audience as their distinguished
and
fellow oltlzen. Buchanan got up
surveying the crowd of his old neighbors,

an to

began:
“

Nasal
In all Its stages there
should be cleanliness.

Ely’s Cream

‘I assure you, my fellow citizens,
that It is indeed a pleasure to return to
my old home and meet you again. I like
to look into the honest faoes of the people
of Lancaster. A more honest people does
not exist than In this dear old county-’
“Cameron just here thought of what
he had forgotten and, Interrupting Bu-

®»
JJUo#

CATARRH

f

Tp

Balm

cleanses, soothes and heals
the d seased membrane.
It cures catarrh anddrivea
away a cold In tbo head

VhiT*.J

✓

'J

S^Yiy^M

mnan, said:
‘I am requested by the sergeant of
police to state that there are plokpockets
In the hall, that several persons In the
had
their pooketbooks
audience have
stolen, and to ask you to be on the watoh
o

\

qsickly.
Calm la placed Into the nostrils, spreads
orer the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a care follows. It is not drying—does
Cream

Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mall; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.

not produce sneezing.

to Intercept the guilty ones.'
‘Of course,’ said Hamlin in relating
the story to me, ‘ther9 was great laughter, but Buchanan passed It off casually
and went on with his speech.'

I

GEORGE A. LIBBY

"Lew Barker," Col. Wlnshlp contin‘was without
ued,
question the best
political orator who ever lived In Maine."

Teaolier

A nH

....of....
FRED

Piano and

Singing.

INQUIRE OFx

WILL

F.
—

—

JONES
Ac ALLEN,
Portland, Maine.

CKES8£Y,

lUildMict, No,

1 '£ Bryaut St.,
Woodforili, Maine.
sep2leodlm

Blues
is

foretells physical
pale lifeless skin.
The muscles shrink and become flabby; the body becomes emaciated, and
there is an early tendency to round
shoulders. The step lacks elasticity,
the nerves become weak; mental and
physical activity are a burden.
This condition is called Nervous Debility; it is cured by the use of
one

signal

which

Another is

decay.

gentleman who Is looked upon with
by many as the candidate of the
Republican party for mayor next spring,
on8 of the
Is Mr. Fred N. Mayberry,
popular young men of the city. HIs
friends have for several months been putting in a lot of quiet work to land him
as the
leader In the coming municipal
oonteet, and they are highly pleased with
the outlook. Mr.
Mayberry himself Is
making no effort to obtain the nominamatter to his
tion, leaving the entire
friends and to the decision that the party
shall reach. He has never sought public
A

ways followed.
In the two years of 1896 and 1897 he was
7.
the oounollmen from Ward
one of
During this time he was one of the Hading members of the city government and
In all subjects relating
was well versed
to the business of the olty. In 1898 he
was appointed by
Mayor Randall the
ohalrman of the police examining board
he
this year
Mayor Robinson.

hungTy nerves, revive
organs and make life

was

reappointed by

For

years he

three

the

the weakened
brighter and sweeter to any man or
woman who has suffered from physical
drains.
81.00 per box; 6 boxes (with legal
guarantee to cure or refund the money),
$>•00.
Book free.
Peal Medicine
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale by C. H. GUrPY & CO.. Portland

fTiwm—

■
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Nature’s Choice

“Ko-Nut”

TONS OF POWDER BURNED.
Terrific

Explosion

in

Indian

Head

Proving Grounds.

Washington, October 25.—At the proving ground at Indian Head last night a
tire and explosion occurred in one of the
No one
tilling houtes and magazines.
About 25 tons of powder
was Injured.
The powder
factory,
were destroyed.
whloh is two miles from the scene of the
sxplosion, was not damaged. The oause
3f the explosion is not known.
Indian
Lieut. Strauss oame up from

A Pure Sterilized Cocoanut Fat
Never gets rancid.
Twice the shortening power, of
lard.

went
Head on a naval tug and at onoe
where he made
to the navy department,
verbal repor t to Admiral O Neill. The
latter then gave out the following Infor-

For Shortening
ant] Frying.

mation:
in the small
The explosion ooourred
magazlno of the proving ground and
this in turn set fire to an adjaoent buildwhere ammunition waB stored, both

Guaranteed

free

from

animal

matter.

the

E. AGENTS

INDIA FOOD CO., Boston, Mass

IN.

M’FR’S.

Agents.

^
I
E H B*

REFINING CO., Philadelphia,

REMOVED and
HIAPHl
EA H §63 I I permanently cured

uANutns&u;

andclroulars desorib- m ■

htoo.3!
«r.8a,
sepuM&Ftf

paste used.
■ ■

m

Book

ajv

Bang

i UlwlUil

and

the

other

building

magazine at the time there was
4,900 pounds of various kinds of

In the
about

INDIA REFINING CO.,
8 N. Market St., Boston, New
England

|NDlAe

magazine

being destroyed.

powder, and

in

the

nave

you

visicea

"mouncain

view

Park,”

a

considerable

estimated by Admiral O’Neil at between
$25,000 and $40,000 on powder and amThe loss on the building is
munition.
The cause of the explosion is
trilling.
a

complete mystery, although investiga-

tion

and formal

report will be made on

the subject.

SAYS FILIPINOS WIIiLi GET HELp7 DEATH
OF A GAKDINEK PH XSICLAN.
New York, Ootober 25.—At a banquet
given by the Filipinos here to Romero Y.
Gardiner, October 25.—Dr. B. M. TurRobledo, the Spanish ex-minister of Jus- ner, a prominent physician of Gardiner,
tice, says a Paris despatch to the Times, died this evening from a complication of
the latter made a warm
He was born In Leeds Centre,
speech enoour- diseases.
aglng the Filipinos,
He 6aid that they March 14th, 1866, graduated from Burhad the sympathy of
Medical college and began his
Spain, and called lington
the United States a “robber nation.”
practice In Gardiner in 1889. In 1891 he
Senor Robledo said help would come married Clara
Dlngley, daughter of late
to the Filipinos if
they kept up the strug- Mayor J. B. Dingley, who
with father
gle,
and one sister survive him.

that
out

LORD ROBERTS GOING HOME.
announoee

to

Ootober 25.—The war offloe
Roberts
today that Lord
leave South Africa for home

about November 15, and that Gen. Lord
Wolseley has consented to continue to
perform the duties of commandcr-lnohiel of the army until the end of November.

Susie
and unpaoked the things.
An other than Charles Deary| saw"the
overcoat that night. While Bailey stood
talking with her husband, on the steps
to the milk mom, the light from within
fell
full upon him and Mrs, Deary, who

looking

from
the
window, noticed
the coat reaching to his knees. Mrs.
Deary recalls other'things, among them
that later when one day she asked Best
what he supposed had become of Bailey,
Best replied: “I am not going to tell all
I know.”

Visit Boston

on

excursion on that

Ootober 80.

Speolal

day.

M. PIOHON ILL.
Ootober 26,—The foreign offloe
has heard directly from M. Piohon, the
French minister at Pekin. He has been
ill with typhoid fever, but is

Paris,

night before Best was arrested,
the day Bailey's body was recovered from
the pond
at floating
bridge, Best told
Mrs. Deary that he expected to hear from
Bailey [in [the morning. His prediction
came true, for next day he waB told that
a body had
been found in the pond and
later he was taken Into custody. The
have
police now
the number and description of the missing watch that

Bailey

carried.
The Information cams
Jeweler
Palmer of Head
Tide,
Maine, who repaired It. The watch was

from

a seven Jewel
Elgin movement size 16
gold tilled open face oaso, and numbered
<3,919,695. With this the search of the pawn
shops will be taken up again.
The officers are anxiously
waiting for

State Officer Proctor to return from New
Haven with
a report on the rifle and
bullets found
in the Breakheart hill
house and the bullets taken from Bailey's

body. It Is also necessary to hear the report of Prof. Wood on the bloodstains
that have been found at different
points
and
submitted to him for microscopic
examination. While the-officers are waiting for these two Important reports, they
are

devoting their time In getting eviIn shape to proceed against Best,

dence

providing

Officer Prootor and Prof. Wood
make
reports that the officers believe
will be made.
Miss Susie Young returned to her home
at Wlsoaseet, Me., tonight, but
a

expressed
willingness to return here at any time
deem her presenoe

MOB

New York,
Ootober 26.—Crowds surrounded the Passaic county Jail in Paterson, N. J., last night and threats were
made
against Walter C. MoAllietsr,
George J, Kerr, Wm. A. Death and Andraw Campbell, ooniined
there on the

charge of having murdered Jennie Bossohletter.
So menaolng

guards

were

Improving.

He has not been so 111 as to be unable
to oversee the affairs of the legation, and
It Is believed he will be able to attend
the sessions of the ministers in a week.
MAINE PENSIONS.

Washington,

Ootober

ing pensions have

25.—The followbeen granted to Maine

people:

in the

oonfrence
but
he said that no
restitution had been made as yet.

What Shall We Hava for Dessert F
This question arises in the family every

day.
a

Let us answer it

delicous

pared

today. Try Jell-o,

and healthful dessert.

in two minutes.

No

no

baking! simply add boiling water and
set to cool.
Flavors:—Lemon,
Special, acorued October 11, Mary B. Raspberry and Strawberry. Get Orange,
a packNorth
Smith,
Orrington, $8.
age at your grocer* today, 10 cts.
OBIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.

VALUE
IN

I Dependable

Qua!lty-Price||^

| sfUTPPT

Workmanship—Style

CLOTHING-Rtr0110*'1
Look at our stock.

lots.

Everything

new

and

bright

as a

pin.

new

No time to waste trying to get big profits.

No

sluggish

MONEY MOVES THE WORLD!
Cash talks and low prices speak louder than words.
We manufacture our own goods and by
buying your clothing and furnishings
from us you save from 40 to 50 cents on every dollar.
COME AND BE CONVINCED that this Is the greatest bargain centre in the State of Maine.

AMERICAN CLOTHING CO.,
Portland's Greatest

Clothing; Store, 255

Middle

St.,

_PORTLAND, MAINE,_octlOdtf

they that extra
duty. The officials
leader appeared at any

-IS AT-

THE DAMASCUS

we are

Congress St.,

so

one

for immediate
It is easy to

than the $19.75

J

J
£

Beautiful China.

p

merchandise

fine

collection
at

call

low

:

Give

>

guarantee satisfaction.

me

a

i

use.

see

they

and

Bugs,

of

24

FREE

5

iff

\

|

j
i

j

^

4

UoctlOdlm

f

5

more

STREET.

A Real
Bath Room.
You don’t want your house turned
into a swimming pool, but it’s likely
to occur unless you look closely and
get the proper kind of plumbing.
Try our plumbing if you waut work
that will stand the test of time.

^

F.&C.B.Nash Co.,
384-390 FOHE ST.

OCt25d3t

Insure your prop-

4

will

third

*•»

£

fine #

a

W. T. KILBORN 00.,

j

J

NADJ1M D’MIRHIGE.

worth

asking.
designs from the Persian and Turkish,
retaining all the individuality and richness of true
Oriental coloring.

{

prices. £
I

are

we are

In five

have

Persian and Turkish

A

this week on these 9x12

low that the well informed would hardly let
the opportunity pass even if they might not need
is

just returned from 4j
4 the Orient. My goods are
just 5j
r!
? fresh and genuine.
I

making

AXMINSTER RUGS

I

BAZAAR
£

that

J

ORLD’S
FAIR

at 510

The specialprice

on

Pre-

boiling I

WHAT COUNTS?

were

put

feared that
if a
time
to
Inspire the crowd an assault
might be made.
There had been fully 300 persons
present during the
afternoon, but when the
mills and faotories
dosed probably 3000

ol

officials and that the case
In the hands of the police.
He
said he understood that a federal warrant
had been granted today.
Vice President
to say what had passed
Hlne refused

,._.I

THREATENS
PATERSON
MURDERERS.

Alvord’s holdings
when realized
on will make him only $100,000 to the bad
on the amount of his defalcation.’’

bank

I

neoessary,

that

by the

I

Are you going to Boston on Ootober 30

under consideration in the
negotiations between Alvord’s friends
and those from whom he stole.
“One of the absoonder's friends asserts

was now

1

Un the

are

Detectives McClusky, Atthe First National bank
and Vice President Hlne held a conference at the bank for more than an hour
this afternoon. After the conference Captain McClusky said he had been sent for

i

!

and Deary had not brought
Importan t bit of evidence.
Young went with Officer Neal

with the real estate holdings,
blocks of securities, his wife’s
diamonds, his horses and livery, and his
Interest in
several New York business

Captain of
torney Fisher

cigar

this

“This,

oonoerns,

cent

night,

the officers

He called
such an accession as Barker.
on Barker In his room at the village hotel
the next morning.
‘I want to
congratulate you,’ he
have
6aid, ‘upon the noble stand you
You have been
taken In this cause.

10

brown overcoat whloh
Bailey wore on
the night he was killed while making his
last trip to the Deary farm at Pleasant
hill with milk. The coat had been noticed hanging where Bailey used to hang
It during the
searoh at the house, but
then no one knew that Bailey wore It

several

London,

Paul f^auvar

by his brother aud boxei ready for shipment to Maine, and brought back the

The_

adjaoent building hopes

amount of ammunipound and three
tion,
including six
pound shells and 25,000 pounds of small
ammunition.
This oaused the successive explosions
lasting until after midnight. The loss is
was

.—™

A»ke(l About

gathered and the excitement was intense,
but the majority drifted away without
attempting violence.
A statement was made last night that
favored with an excellent command of
a woman
assisted in removing Jennie
language and you are in a position to do Bosschietter's
unconscious form from the
There Is only one fault
a power of good.
saloon where she
had been drugged, to
I would find
with your speech of last
the hack.
She had seen the girl in the
once
that
Is
that
or
twice
and
night,
you back
room of the saloon and had
helped
used expressions that bordered upon the
by lifting her out, opening the door and
profane. Now, you know that the people
CANNON ACQUITTED.
about here pride themselves upon their standing guard until there was nobody
Lewiston, October 25.—Emanuel Can- religious breeding and the championing in sight to interfere.
of only those things that are
If
good.
non of Portland was before Judge Coryou will only moderate your talk In such
Big trip the excursion to Boston on
nish, Thursday morning,
charged with Instances
what you say will have a vast Ootober 80.
October 9, infi uenoe.*
uttering a worthless oheok.
“Barker looked at him a minute and SUGAR
Cannon
purchased from [A. Bernstein,
BOUNTIES TO BE ABOL‘You are right as far as
then replied:
a Lisbon street merchant, a mackintosh,
ISHED.
Elder tcurbank, but I want to
you
go,
two rings and a watch, the whole valued
say that If I were to come up here and
New York, Ootober 25.—It seems likeat 111.50, tendering in payment a check tell the people that I had been a Demoly, from negotiations which have been
dated October 16, and asking it be not orat all my life and did not swear they
place here, says a Paris despatch
taking
wou Id thick It was a damn he.’
Bernstein waited
deposited before then.
to the Times, that France, Germany and
until the
16th when he aeposlted the
to
Boston
on
to
October
30.
Arrange
go
Austria will abolish the sugar bounties
check only to have It come back marked
if other countries will abolish the ImALVORD SAVED HIS STEALINGS.
"no account." Bernstein admitting on
taxes. It is not asked that America
port
the stand
his understanding when he
New York, October 25.—The Evening abolish
her duties, as she is relatively a
took the oheok there were no funds In World, following
up the reports that small importer of sugar.
the bank to meet ’t, the court ordered Cornelius L.
Alvord, the absconding
Cannon discharged. Bernstein, however, note teller of the First National bank,
in his Mount Vernon home,
through his counsel, will endeavor to is hiding
reoover the value of his goods and Thurs- says:
had a writ of attachment sent to
to have had an enor“Alvord Is said
day
In ready cash when he took
mous sum
Portland.
his Anal departure from the bank.

ing

Ask your grocer or write

SOLE

descendant of Rev. Solomon Lombard of
who was
a
member of the
Gorham,
Provincial Congress and the first judge
of
the Court of Common Pl9as of Cumberland county. He Is a member of the
Mains Society of the Sons of the AmeriHe also belongs to the
can Revolution.
Linooln club and the Portland Athletic
club.
Particularly happy is Mr. Mayberry as
an afterclinner speaker, his reputation In
this line Is an enviable one.
He lives at the United States hotel and
Is unmarried.

UI0CDLLANKOU9.

Bailey’s Whereabouts.

EMt.

mother, who is a native of IShaplelgh, is Republican meeting up In Androscoggin
and among nls listeners was
still living.
county,
to
Portland Mr. May- an old close-communion
Before coming
Baptist minislived
In
and
for
the last ter
Gorham,
berry
by the name of Burbank. Barker was
17 years he has been connected with the
his
speeches
Patrons5 Co-operative corporation,whole- a very profane man, and
sale grocers on Commercial street. He is were few In which he did not work In an
Rlohard oath or two.
a lineal descendant of Capt.
Burbank was an Intense
Mayberry of Windham and of Capt Went- Union
he was pleased to hear
office and It Is not his Intention to now worth fcstewart of Gorham,who were sold
man, and
deviate from the policy which he has al- lers in the Revolution, He is also a lineal that the Republican ranks had obtained

and

They feed

Mnnlotr nnHHnH ouoanf

“In the Democratic convention of 1S62
a resolution sustaining the war was laid
was the treasurer of the Republican city on the table. Darker was a fierce Union
man and, although he bad always been
committee.
Mr.
Mayberry was barn In Lowell, an uncompromising Demoorat, be picked,
Mass 41 years ago and was educated In up bis bat and left the convention hall
never
the public sohoois of that city. Ilia fath- and
again affiliated with that
er was
the late Benjamin B. Mayberry party.
“A short time aferwards he addressed a
of Windham, -'lb dlel in 1892, and his

MAYBERRY,

favor

LIBBY,

WITH

N.

When

I

__MMCraXAKBOOT^

Philadelphia, October 26,—When Col.
Lynn, Mass,, October 25.—State Officer
Wlnshlp, who was for years a Neal went to Breakheart hill farm this
resident of Maine, but Is now a member morning,
overhauling the effects of the
of the bar in Cleveland, met Joseph H, murdered
George E. Bailey, all puoked

a

S33

Answer

ALL.

John O.

lin," Col Wlnshlp said, "was during the
Blaine campaign In 1884. Hamlin made

M. Lewsen. «Sb

Best’s

TELL

_____

Manley of Maine here he told some stories
of old time Maine polltlos and interested
a little group of listeners
who gathered
around them In the lobby of the hotel.
"The last time I saw Hannibal Ham-

Our stock of Ladles’ flue and medium grade
garments was never so lar^
prices never so
low, styles never so attractive. 25 per cent saved as most of our goods are from maker to
wearer.

WOULDN’T

erty with

INSURANCE COMPANY
Of London and Edinburgh,

local agents.

Great Britain,

The largest Insurance Company
in the world doing a fire business.

RALPH S. NORTON,
STATE AGENT
AND

Total Assets,

our

$70,325,675

17

ADJUSTER,

Exchange St
BariaM.W&FU

——fc

General Patrick Collins thinks that
Greater New York will givs the biggest
and
Democratic majority in Its history,
thac the up-stata vote will be close. We
predict that the day after election Mr.

of Dot very long ago that nobody can
THE MARGINAL WAY.
put much faith In their sincerity. Crofcer
To-the Editor of the Press.*
today professes to be in favor ol Bryan's
The great bugaboo In the question of alPhilippine policy, but the last time he
the use ot the Marginal Way by
lowing
himself
before
the
expressed
necessity
the
Boston
and Maine road seems to be
of
had appeared
seeming to be In line
the fear that the city will be overreached
with Bryan this Is what he said:
In its trade with the road
In this there
“I believe in expansion.
I believa in
bolding whatever possessions we have may be some reason, judging by tbe
gained by annexation, purchase or war
past experiences. But in this the city
“This policy is not only patriotic but
Itself
onght to be able to take care of
it is the only 6afe one to pursue
Any and no obstacle should be
other policy would show weakness on the
placed in the
part of the United States and Invite ior- way of any corporation desiring to bring
elgn complications. This must be avoid- new enterprise and business to our city.
ed, hence our policy must be vigorous.
But to many people there is always a sus“Every patriotic American, ana every
Democrat In particular, should favor ex- picion thas there is some underhanded
scheme. Should a railroad ask for any
pansion.
“Jefferson was an expansionist, other- consideration in this
city, the city should
wise he would not have favored the
acquisition of Louisiana with its foreign be able to maintain its rights and yet
population which in Jefferson's time was meet all such requests in a broad and
quite as remote a3 the Philippines In friendly spirit That the Boston and
this age of steam and electricity, distance
Maine road want this right of way beis no argument against expansion,”
cause it will be
of benefit to them no
Can anybody doubt that Mr. Croker’s one can donbt. At the same time will it
real opinion today is the same as it was not tend to the development of that secwnen he uttered these words, or that he tion of our city, as it will never be deunless
some such corporation
will avow | it again after election is veloped it for by
business purposes.
It is
I desiring
over? Can anybody conceive of Richard I the future situation for manufacturing,
lumber
and
coal
and
such bueiCreker's abandoning anything
yards,
which
ne.-f need the railroad facililtes to develop
will furnish opportunities for supplying
them. No more dwelling houses should be
his henchmen with jobs? Can anybody bu t
hers, as’the fill la a great deal too low
conceive of hl3 letting go
of anything to ailcw drainage below Lincoln street,
by a pumping station. As regards
eicept
that can be
exploited for money? If
this
cost of the “Way’: to the
Bryan is elected it will be largely through city, original
it will nave to charge that off with
the power of Klabard Broker, and his Inseme other railroad property to profit and
loss. Let the Boston and Maine add to
fluence must, by the nature of the case,
their proposition the expense of the lauo
be very potent In determining the policy
damage necesssary to build the apprach
of Kryan‘s administration. Does any
to Washington street, and I think the
body believe that Broker will advise offer a fair one for the city. But the city
Bryan to abandon the Philippine islands wants to very carefully guard its rights
in the agreement. Wnen the city abanwith tneir vast opportunities tor
pelf doned East Commercial street to the
and jobs? But Crokar is not the only Grand Trunk railroad, tne
original plan
I
powerful Dem ccrat that te ieves in hold- of the Marginal Way was destroved.
to
see
the
Back
Bay section ocing on to everything we have taken. The hope yet
cupied
by man aufactories and large lumwhole Southern wing of the party
are
ber and coal yards.
ZENAS THOMPSON.
expansionists, and almost the entire press
of that section has criticized and
Portland, Me., Oct. 25, 1EC0.
condemned Bryan’s policy as declared in the
L. H. S. TOMORROW.
speech h e made on the “paramount”
issue early in the campaign. Senator
Morgan of Alabama is the very prince of P.Tl. S. Team ActtTely Prepartug for
imperialists, and Tillman, while he opthe Important Game* of the Season.
posed the acquisition of the Islands, has
his
utterances
that
abundantly proved by
Portland
Yesterday afternoon the
he has not the slightest consideraticn fcr
the rights of any men who are not white. High school eleven had Its hardest pracagainst the second
An appeal by Brvan to Tillman to rise tice of the week
at the grounds near Deerlng park.
up and defend the rights of the brown team,
played lS-minutas halves and
men of Luzon would get very scant
at- The boys
tention from the South Carolina sena- scored four times on the second. The

Collins will try to forget that he ever entertained this thought.

programme which involved the
abandonment of tne Philippine islands,
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By the year. $8 In advance
the year.
By the month. 60 cents.

or

$7 at the end of

The DAILY PRESS Is dedvered at these rates
of
every morning to subscribers in all parts
Portland, and in Westbrook and South Portland.

MAINE STATE PRESS (WeeklrtBy the year, $1 ai advance, or $1.26 at the
end of the year.
For six mon:hs, 50 cents;
26 cents
Subscribers whose papers

for three
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months,

not delivered

promptly are requested to notify the office of
the DAILY' PRESS, No. i>7 Exchange street
Portland Me.
Patrons or the PRESS who are leaving town
temporarily may Lave the addresses of their
papers changed as often as they may desire by
notifying the office

Presidential Election, Tu3s„ Nor. 8.
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.

For

President,

William

McKinley
Of Ohio.

For Ylee

Theodore

President,

Roosevelt

Of Xew York.

FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
At Large—Joseph 0. Smith of Skowbegau;
George P. Weseon of Portland.
First I)i3t-Cuarles F. Libby of Portland.
Second Diit.—lames W. Wakefield of Bath.
Third Dist—Fred Atwood, Winterport
Fourth Dist.—Almou H. Fogg. Houltou.

The falling off in the registration in
Ere lower part of New York has been explained by Tammany on the ground that
there has been a movement of
population up town. But the Board of Health
finds more houses in the lower part of
the oity used as domiciles than ever before.
The Hon John G. Carlisle says that he
is going to vote for neither of the two
leading candidates for the presidency.
Apparently h9 is to take to the woods.
The indications are that Grover Cleve-

The Maine Farmer urges the
people
who want the tax system reformed to ortheir
demands.
ganize and formulate
Tne Farmer apparently has the grange
particularly in mind. Bat the grange
has no deeper interest in a reform of our
taxation methods than the dwellers in
cities. The notion which seems to be
assiduously cultivated in some quarters
that the farmers are
the chief bearers
The
of the tax burdens is erroneous.
merchants, especially the small ones, and
the manufacturers are the bearers of quite
as heavy burdens as the farmers.
there are temptations in the
world and men weak enough to succumb
to them, there will be occasional oases
Ilka that of Alvord, who has just gone
through the First National bank of N8W
of
York to the tune
No
$700,000.
amount of caution which Is practicable,
and no number of checks which can be
devised will entirely shut off all opportunities for stealing. At the same time
it looks as if there was some carelessness
or stupidity on the part of the officials
of the bank that Alvord succeeded in
robbing. If some lttble attention had
been given to his habits and the prlnoely
style in which he was living, suspicion
must have been aroused long ago that he
was using far more money than he could
get legitimately from the bank.
As

long

as

The device known as the “grandfather”
clause, by which most of the Southern
states have saved the
suffrage to the
ignorant white voter while taking it
away from the blaok, is yet to be tested
before the Suas to its constitutionality
preme Court, It seems to be the opinion
of most lawyers that the court
will decide that it is unconstitutional, and this
opinion Is shared by Sentor Tillman, who
bluntly says that he has no doubt that it
is unconstitutional.
With
this clause
white as well as the
out the ignorant
ignorant black vote would be disfranIf both races were treated alike
chised
nobody couli flud any fault with the
educational qualification set up at the
A similar qualification has been
South.
The Iniquity of'it
set np in the North.
at
to

present is that it is so contrived
apply only to the blacks.

as

As bearing upon the question of the attitude of a Bryan administration, should
the country be unfortunate enough to
have one, toward expansion or imperialism the real belief of the men who will
be potent in that administration is of
great importance, f nr Bryan himself could
do nothing, unless he had the support of
the influential elements of his party,
toward changing the policy in the Philippines. The professions of love of liberty
and respect for the rights of man which
most of

the

Democratic leaders are now

are of very recent orlgiD,and they
in such direct conflict with utterances

making
are

Dr Bull’s

“

used 50 years ago! It
save
your life some
has
saved lots of
day—it
others. Always look out for
a cough!
There is one
proved cure—Dr. Bull's.
may

FOR

I INVESTMENTS

Present Direct From the Hoilis Street

~~|

Formerly

tor.

A

or’any
policy but the reduction of the natives to
complete subjection wouid not, we believe, enlist the
other

support cfmore than

two or three Southsenators, and it would not get any
support from the dominating elements in
the Dsmocratlc party at the North. What
pretense there is on the part or Broker
of favoring a change of policy toward the

ern

on the

ST.

EVENING—Box Seats §3.00, Orch lira §1.30, §1.00, Balcony $1.50,
1.00. 75c 50c.
Gallery S5c. S{«cial Wednesday Matin er— Bax Sun
§1.50, Orchestra, §1.00, 75c, Balcony §1.00. 75c, 50e, 25c. Sea’a now on sale.

npiPCQ
ifllULOi

PORTLAND

A BULL MARKET
is
11 is unpossinie
gaining morneouim aauy.
la limited space to give the public our reasons
for the belief that is in us, hut it caa be briefly
said that tne very best indications from Wall
Street point to Vanuerbiltilactirlty in all their
specialties: to ilarze commitments on the
long side of Noriheru Pacific by insiders in the
face of news of crop disaster covering three
states; to purchasers of Atchison securities by
one of the heaviest operators in the Street, who
never goes into the
market for short turns.
Politics no longer cuts a figure wbli the Dig
men. For them the ejection is settled, ana
such signs as the above are enco raging to the
brlief that this bull market will not stop with
the election, except perhaps for a few days in
which to recover Its breath.
The point that ;we wish to bring out Is that
the people who are running this market are
men that cannot as a rule make short turns, on
account of the magnitude of their umiertakings. This point, il correct, U worth more to the
timid speculator than ail the bull tips from
Street. We wish to sav tb it we hare on fi e in
this office information which leads us to believe that we are safe in thus commuting ourselves to the bull side of this market fer a
period to last OTer election.

Tiro
ONE BIG

THE

|

H. T. WATERHOUSE,

WEEK

TO

of
BEGIN

tiro Season!
MONDAY, OCTOBER 23.

MORRISON

COMEDY

CO.,

o nil

scenery.
Prices Evening.

Prices Matinees, K» and 20e.

10. 20, 30c.

Seats

now on

MONDAY’ NIGHT.

|

sale.

OCTOBER 22th.

The MOREANS in

the four act

comedy

drama

SI HEDGES GAL!
INTRODUCING

j

Sale of seats open

NEW SPECIALTIES IIETWEEN
Friday morning, October 26th. Prices—15, 25, 35c.

JEFFERSON THEATRE,
Evenings at 8.15.

Wallj

on

THEATRE.

Event

Supporting Dainty Allte Garald an 1 Mr. Eugene Powers, present a new and
brilliant reperi lire ot Mesr Yor< successes.
REPERTOIRE FOli THE WEEK.
Friday Mat.The Princess of Patches I Saturday Mat..Coon Hollow
Friday Ere.Lost in New York | Saturday Eve..The Diamond Necklace Robbery
Every p'ay will be finely staged ..ml beautifully mom.ted by company**

j

TONIGHT A YD SATURDAY.
The show you’ve been waiting for.
RAY’S BIG EASTERN.

A HOT

Man’g’r

EACH

OF THE BRANCH OFFICE OF

ACT.

Matinees at 2.15.

MAHAEE SATURDAY.
The famous record breaker,

011*30

TIME.

Dan Gracey, Ada Burnett, J. Aldrich Libby, the Sisters Gladstone
Regular price3, $1.00. 75c, £0c, 25c. Matinee prices 25 and 50c.

ELKS’ SOCIAL SESSION.

The affair was under the management
of Mr. Charles W. Lawrence.
SI HEDGES’
Si

Hedges’ Gal Is a comedy of the
highest order, and in the hands of the
Moreans proves itself one ot the strongest
known
that well
organization has yet
presented. At Portland theatre on Mon(Albany Journal.)
day evening the people of this city will
Jones of Arkansas is still
claiming have the opportunity to see it at its best,
for
is
SenBryan. Claiming
everything
ator Jon^s s forte
In 1896 he
claimed as ever y effort is being put forth to make
one to be remembered
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wis- this entertainment
in the history of local theatricals. Tickets
consin, Iowa and Minnesota by pluraliare now on sale at the box office and by
ties ranging from 296,000 tc
600,000;
but all those states went for McKinley by the members.
pluralities ranging from 18,181 in IndiE'or a good time go to Boston on Octoana to 142,498 in Illinois.
Doubtless Mr,
ber 30.

Ootober

STUMP.

52— Seorteary

Washington,
Long will leave Washington on Saturday
for his western trip, during the course
of which beexpacts to make several political speeches. He goes from here dlreot
to Colorado Springs, where His daughter
resides
It is expected that he will make
one or two speeches in Colorado and perhaps others in Nebraska and other states,

SWAN 4 BARRETT.

and

others.

Municipal, Railroad and Street
Railroad Bonds
IT*<3Ft SALK
U. S. Government Bonds

bought and sold

or-

on

ders.
Stocks
on

bought and sold

Bond

CO.,

TRUSTEE.
46 Wall St., New' York City.
oct23d2aw2wTu

Dr. Austin Tenney,
OFFICE 514 CONGRESS

STREET.,

Over

TWO SEIZURES.

FURS REPAIRED.

OCtlSdtf

Deafness Cannot Re Cured

MRS. L. E. BOLTON wishes to announce that
she is prepared to make or repair all kinds of

they cannot reach the
disased portion of the ear.
There is only one
way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by ac inflamed condition of the mucous lining of tbe
Eustachian Tube.
When this tub* is inflamed
you havo a rumbling sound or imperfect hearand
when
is
it
entirely closed, Deafness is
ing.
the result, and unless the inflammatiou_can be
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
condition, hearing wlil be destroyed forever;
nine cases out often are caused by Catarrh,
which is nothing bat an inflamed condition of
as

Fur Garments. Seal Skin Coats,
Capes and Collarettes,
In

all the up-to-date styles.
Eleven years’
Good work and reasonpractical experience.
able prices.
Residence 22 Alder St., Cor. of Portland.
cot?

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN-

mucous

catarrh)

v

dim

Notice is hereby given that Portland Bridge
will be closed about three weeks for repairs,
jommencing Oct 15th. 1930.
N. H. Sc A YEY.
) Cum.
Co.
GARDINER WALKER,
CHAS. F. WIG GIN,
) C. ms.
Oct.
oc.l0-tf
Portland,
y, l.uo.

\

,

MISS

Pupils prepared for professional work
Military Band.

Elocution &

LEONORA

JACKSON,

Tickets $1.50 and $1.00.
Now on sale at Slockbridge’s Booms.
The Steinway Piano used at this entertain,
raent is from the wai er ><.ms of M. Steinert &
Sous Co., T. 0. McUouldrie. Manager.5l7 Coagrees St.
oct24-dM*

Wm. G. Davis,
Franklin R. Barrett,
Jag. P. Baxter,
Sidney W. Tliaxter,
Win. W. Brown,
Cling. F. Libby,
Walter G. Da Is,
A. H. Walker,
('has. O. Bancroft, Geo. F. Evans,
Frederick ltobie, Clinton L. Baxter,
David W. Snow,
Harry Butler,

|

jlvisdtf

Company Jis
twice over.

earning

its

With

—FOR SALE

Flagg,

a

trial order with

txcnanp

Atinilion

is

ana ivnaaie ms,

|*PHONE

j

Do Piscataquis Diy.
Do Van Iltiren Ext.

us

of

p. m.; 2.30 to 4 p.

these

m.

aged

only.

women,

Taxpayers

m.

Office hours 9

Saturdays, 9

a.

to 1
m. to 12

a. m.

FIBMOVA3L.

j

NELLIE BEARDS WORTH
of

or

A ELKS
rf

Morphine Patienis

octlO-lm

Notice is hereby given that the Board of Beg
siraiiou of Voters will be in -ession at moa
lumbered eleven (11), City Build in/, nine davs
or t
nurpose Of receiving eTidence of the
lailificatioo of voters, beginning
October 23rd, and closing Thursday, November'*
1st. 1900. Hours—3 sessions daily:
0 o’clock a. m., to 1 o’clock p. m.
3 o’clock p. m.. to o o’clock p. m.
1 o’clock until 9 o’clock
in the evening, excepting on the last day of said session (lnursday, first of November) when it will not be in
session after 3 o’clock ic the atterncon.
During this time said Board will revise and
correct the Voting Lists; and llie Wardens of
said city shall be governed by said revised and
corrected l ists, and no name’ shall be added to
or stricken from said Lists, on said day of eft©tiou and no person shall Vote at any electoa
whose name is not on said Lists; but the Board
cf Registration will be in session November
the 6th, the day of election, for the correction
of errors that may have occurred during said

Tuesc'av.1

GEO. H. T.IBBY,
City Treasurer and Collector.
City Treasurer and Collector’s Office, Portland,
September 7, 1900.
sept7dtoct31

mailed

Of

Reference—Harvey

C. W.

♦

CITY OF PORTLAND.

?

The annual
meeting o: the subscilbers of this
association will be held at the
S. R.
Home, Emerj
St„ on Tnesday. < ict. 30. at 3 p. m.
Specialist in all chronic diseases, from 622 CoaBy order ot the Managers.
} gress Sf, to the Mi. Hope Health Bazaar, No.
HARRIET S. McCOB 8.
October -_2, 1900,
Secreiarv w>6 Bedford St., between Forest Avenue aud
oct23d7t
Grove St., where ne is more fully prepared to
treat all chronic diseases of whatsoever nature
i with all the modern and improved methods
known to medical jurisprudence, having more
commodious office room and operating room,
1SS Dim forth Sl„
i aud will be open day and night to an who desire consultants. Grove St. and Forest Ave.,
cars pass the street.
Remember the number66 Bedford St., Portland.
Telepho e connecS. Murray.
l
tion.
octldtf
seplicit!

Teacher

5,'sehaage Street.

G5 Slate Sr.

have been committed to me by the assessors to
collect. On ail said taxes that are paid on or
before October 31. 1900, NO INTEREST will
be CHARGKD and all said taxes not so paid
INTEREST will oe ADDED at the rate of six
per cent., commencing September t, 1903.

sep3dtf

MISS

GO.

revision.
AUGUSTUS F. GERRISU,)
JAMES N. BEAD
)
ROBERT E. AHERN.
)
Portland, October 22,1900.

Board of
Registration
of Voters.
oetc2dSw

4s, 1929. I
Jlaia Line |
ordinance of the City of Portland, allow5s, 1943. ingThe
a discountof one per cent was repealed in
Heirs and others desiring to
1943
1S99, consequently no discount will be allowed.
5s,
Any person not receiving their tax bill before borrow
money on REAL ES1943
5s,
September 20 1900, can procure a copy on aphonsehold furni-

circular

for

BA!LEY &

to

TAX BILLS FOB 1900

application.

home

O.

THE BAILEY SANITARIUM.

Notice is hereby given that the

1908-18.

and other choice issues
on

F.

word to
as an

PORTLAND, MAINE

plication to this office.

Descriptive

noon, at the Merchants’ Ex-

liviDg in Portland will be treated at their
own homes, if they so desire,
by sending

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Water Co.

Newport Water Co.
Bangor & Aroostook

SO

Notice to

_

5s,

Auction,

hundred dollars (S500) per share. The'Sieis
subject to all dividends heretofore made in <!»■
tnbntiou. Term cash.
oet24d.d

liquor

97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET

City of Portland 6s, due 1907.
City of South Portland
3 l-2s.
Portland Water Co.
4s, 1927.
Mac hi as Water Co.
5s, 1916.
Oakland, He.,

at

change. Portland, Me., to c.ose an estate, 19
shares of the capital stock of the Deerlnj
land Co.
'the original par value was five

man

THE THURSTON PRINT

lowing list of New England in
vestments:

Stock

SATURDAY, Nov. 3rd at

—

fol-

called to the

on

CO., Anctlourr^

S’o die Electors of ss*i*l ciiy:

Mercaniile Tmst f}o.,
turner

WE

shall sell
12 o clock,

Salesroom 4ft

is not

Wouldn’t it be wise for you

place

BAILEY &

Deerfng Lend Co.

S\ O. BAILiSC

art should be treated.

nearly

BY—

Charles F.

printing

us

mechanical—we treat it

v.u,nv

<

Auctioneers and CoiBaiissiou MercUnii

m a

Of Good Printing is
the artistic insight into the
“
art preservative of ali arts.”

llhgt sys-

interest

mmiii

The Knack

Co.

Electric

Physical Culture.

..

—■■■

and

I*’. O.

MRS. ABNER W. LOVELL

TBU8TEES.

Accno

Koorti S7.

lias removed to 72 Ashmont St., Woodfords
[Grove St. carj, and is now ready to receive
urivate pupils. Classes In light gymnastics for
ladies and children, to open Nov. 1, in Port and
aud Dealing, now forming.
For particulars
call or address 72 Ashmont St., Telephone
1003-13,
oct2dtf

194 KIDDLE ST., Portland, Hie.

Notice is hereby given to the holders of the
Five Per Cent (5 per cent) Purchase Money
Gold Bonds of the Arizona Water Company,
dated January 1, 1899, that the undersigned
Trustee under the mortgage securing said
to ids has on hand Tan Thousand Dollars applicable to the redemption of toads. Under the
terms of the mortgage all Bondholders desirf ng
to have their bonds redeemed will notify the
undersigued Trustee, atating the price at
which they will inru them In. All offerings must be received ou or bafore November
15th, 1900, and from the offering* receive a those bonds will be redeemed
which are offered at the lowest price. |
Further information will be furnished upon
,i
application.

SGili,

Ocf.

CO^OSHT

i he Famous Vio iuist, supported bv celehraied
irtist/s, Miss Josephine Flburna. Prima Donna
ioprano; Tor Van Pyk, the eminent
leror and Mr. Selden Pratt, Coneert Pianist

Te:,chiro_t'VIOLIN and CORNET.

Population Supplied, 75,000.

Redemption.

riday Evening,
-BY-

!VIr. Frank Burnham,

WJI. G. DAVIS. Prest.
JAS. P. BAXTER, Vice Pregt.
HARRY BUTLER, Trcas.
JOSHUA C. LIBBY, Asst. Treas.

Covering the entire gas aud electric
tem ot Trenton. X. J., and suburbs.

The police made seizures last night at
Harrigan's on Commercial street and
Pat KaneVplace onp’ore street.

V

EDUCATIONAL.

First Gold 5’s Due 1949.

00,

t

<

in Orckestia and

oet.odtf

WAT : t

KOTZSCHWIAR HALL

Swedtaj

Exchange St.

Specialties:—Hijfb Grade Bonds for 53?
Congress Sf.,
IiiTestmeut, Interest Paid on Deposits.
sep25dtf

186 Middle Street. Cas

Foster, Avery & Co.
Specialist In diseases of the Eye and Ear and
the scientific fitting of Glasses.
Saturdays Only, Beginning Oct. 27.

surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by
that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Seud for
circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY A GO,, Toledo, a
Soil by Druggists. 75c.
Hall’s Family'Pills are the best.

87 and 89

BONDS.

NEW YORK SECURITY & TRUST

The special city government committee
in the
revision of the city charter have
prepared a draught of a new charter for
the city which will be presented to the
city council at the November meeting
signei by all the gmembers of the committee who recommend its adoption.

*

The Ztlpha Ladles’ Orchestra of Portland will play in the Casino evenings trom fi.30
to 8. Electric Fountain will play at 8.00.
First class game and shore, dinners at the
Casino. Arrangements can he made for private
Inouire at
parties for dancing, whist, &e.
Portland and Yarmouth railroad oflice, 440
oat2dtf
Congress street. Telephone 31-3.

commission.

ASiZOSA

ATTRACTION—Nov, 1-2-3. Q.PO Y AD IS.

Underwood Spring-1

-AND....

C»i>!tnl Stock,
S2QO,(JOO
Surplus acid Profits,
175,000
Total Deposits,
1,800,000

BANKERS.

NEW CITY CHARTER.

by local applications,

Portland Trust Co.,

TRENTO*, N-W JERSEY.

GAL.

SEC’Y. LONG TO GO ON

NEXT

lebTdtt

Last evening the regular monthly social of the Portland lodge of Elks was
held at their hall on Congress street near
occasion was a reception
Brown. The
tendered to the members of the Morrison
Comedy company, and the members of
the house orohestra.
About 200 gentlemen were In attendance and enjoyed a
peasant time,
Different members, supplemented by
Edward J. Quinn,
William O’Connell
and the Newman Bros,,furnished a pleasing entertainment
f
A sumptuous lunch was served.

The oldest princess In Europe has just
oelebrated the eighty-ninth anniversary of
her birth.
This is the Duchess of AnhaltBernbourg. who is the elder sister of the
of
Denmark.
King
The will of the late Marquis of Bute,
which has just been Admitted to probate,
makes large charitable bequests, Including £160,000 to be distributed among various Kom'an Catholic Institutions.
Representative Allen of Mississippi,
who announces that he will retire from
public life next March, 'has made all
plans to manage the cotton plantation
near Tupelo, Miss
where he was born.
The women of Colorado, Utah and
Wyoming have already voted In one
of
presidential election. The women
Idaho will, for the first time, exercise
this privilege at the election in
next
November. Very few of these western
women take much interest in
politics,
and not more than 60
per cent of the
female vote of these four states will go to
the polls this year.
Mrs Alice Korthlane, cl Sioux
City,
la., is considered one of the most competent cattle-buyers in the Northwest, and
is employed by a large commission house
in that capacity. It is said she can pick
out a good steer as quickly and accurately as a French modiste can pick out a
styilsh bonnet.
Women have teen made eligible to serve
on the new Labor Councils just established by the French government. Half
the members of each oouncil are to be
elected by
the employers, and half by
the employees.

Interest Paid

third of November.

(Boston Herald.)

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

AMBASSADOR
WHEELS WITHIN WHEELS

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY. MA 8 INGE WEDNESDAY,
LETTERS
IN- J. L. McLean & Co., MONDAY,
Meters. Cahn and Grant Present
DANIEL FROHM AN’S NEW YORK STOCK CO.
First National Bank Building.
TERNATIONAL CHEQUES
The Maneuvers of Jane I Wednesday Evening,
Monday Evening,
Wheels Within Wheels
PORTLAND, ME.
The Ambassadors I Wednesday Matinee,
Tuesday
Evening,
The Maneuvers of Jans
oetndtf
SALE,
Matinee prices, $1.00 75. 50, 25c.
Prices, $1.50, gl.co, 75. 50, 25c.

There is something more than usually
strange in the want of oversight on the
part of the directors of the First National
Bank of New York, which opened the
way for the
just reported defalcation
there. With the many
examples we
have had of similar looseness, this instance is yet amazing.
Here was a man
in charge of a deportment in wnich he
was reported to by
nearly forty clerks,
and more left to himself in it than weie
those who headed other departments of
the bank apparently.
With all this heavy
responsibility, he received but $3500
salary. This in itself was so inadequate
to the position ,‘as to have invited, close
scrutiny, bnt in addition it is disclosed
that this officer was living at a rate per
year of which his salary was but a bagatelle, “plunging” at Saratoga, and spending $300 a .day there in the season. It
and the
appears to have been known,
manner of accounting for it acids to the
features
of
the
case.
It was
astounding
that he was enabled to do this from his
speculations in the ^stook market! Here
is capping the'climax, indeed!
MR. JONES’S CLAIMS,

as

CAPITAL iAD srnpj.cs

DEPOSITS.
line-up was: Flanagan, centre; Conley TIME
and Rider, guards; Thomas and Adams,
tackles; Prlndable atd Drummond, ends;
OF CREDIT AND
Seiders, quarter
baok; Woodbury and
Coyne, halves, and Deerlng, full The
subs used
were Ross, centre; Morrill,
guard; Haskell, tackle and Drummond,
FOR
quarter.
The second team is getting into form,
Correspondence solicited from Indiand
Banks
and at present is captained by Holt.
viduals,
Corporations,
others
to open accounts as well
The Lewiston High school game which as fromdesiring
those wishing to transact Bankis to
b9 played at the Forest avenue ing business of any description through
this Bank
grounds, Saturday morning, at half past
will
the
chance
a
to
ten.
give
public
get STEPHEN il SMALL. Pn»sfdwi*_
a line on the team that will face BanMARSHALL R. GOOINGL Cashlac.
v _

Philippine Islands i» simply in the hope
of catching anti-imperialist votes,
When
Mr. Bryan calls his Congress together, if
he ever does, he will be given to understand that professions made by Demo- gor

Jones’s present claims are as sound
those he made four venrs aero.

1824.

jane.

THE

-----

These three comedies ro he presented in Portland with the original scenfry, beautiM
gowns and furnish ngs which distinguished its runs in New York.
Messrs. Calm & Grant inaugurate a new rnle for the reservation of seats of the higher
priced attractions, wi:ich is that no seats will be reserved unless paid for, later than 2 o’clock
of the day of the performance

FIHANCJAL.

Incorporated

Lyceum, now Daly's Theatre. New York.
Monday Sight, Oct. 29, and Wednesday Matinee, Cct. 31,

THE maneuvers of

--_J

MAINE.

YORK

NEW

Tuesday Sight, October 30th,
Wednesday Night, October 31st,

H, M. Paysoo & Co.

PORTLAND,

,,

of the

|

_

•••••msmssOF **•••>••••«•

Theatre, Boston,

FROHMAN’S)
|_
STOCK COMPANY] |

Bank Stock.

EXCHANGE

Matinee.

DANIEL

Bailroad Bonds,

Casco National Bank

CDTplJj
L.USnL

) UI

Mgrs.

MESSRS. CAHN II GRANT

Water Works Bonds,

THB ==s

ani

29-30-31, With Wednesday

October

WE OFFER

32

GRANT, Lessees

CAHN &

Municipal Bonds,

—

AMISEME3TT8.

JEFFERSON THEATRE, f
—

COUGH SYRUP‘
was

/
f

AJniSEMETTS.

I

There is a great and growing interest
cratic leaders before
election are not
land will do thp same or go duck huntin this team which bids fair to be as
meant to extend beyond election
day.
ing. Their absence from the polls Is not He will discover
as any yet produced by the school.
just as Mr. Cleveland good
likly to be seriously missed, however.
There were several of the old players
did, that Democratic promise and perback to help coach the boys,among them
It is not to be wondered at that there formance are. quite different things, and
being Allen, 95; Larrabee *96 and Doold,
is intense public feeling against the four that the latter has necessarily no relation
*94. This is a line thing for the prospects
to the former,
implicated in the recent
young men
of the team and.it is doped by the mantragedy at Paterson. So diabolical and
agement that more of the old players
revolting a crime has seldom been heard
CURRENT COMMENT.
will lend a hand
toward patting the
of in a civilized community—and it was
promising new material into shape to
men
the
most
of
committed, too, by
meet their~old rival, Bangor High school.
THE NEW YORK DEFALCATION.
whom jihad
good
previously enjoyed

reputations.

FI>'AKCIAI*

PIANO.

Paul

Caster,

S.,

TATE, NOTES,
ture, pianos, etc.

Business strict-

ly confidential.

Stiawmut Loan Co,
68 MARKET ST.. PORTLAND, ME-

mayddtf

”]>TOTldE
All persons holding not s or iown or*
ders against the town of Sebago are re*
quested to prese t them for payment 1S*
the treasurer’s office in Sebago. No
terest trill be paid on them after No*.8%
l&'Q.
J. P. FITCH, Tre murefc

Portland,

Oct. ^3, 1900.

oc33d3«*

1 he weather
«« likely to

NOVEMBER WEATHER.

•V

to-aap
be fair.

§X£ibbi( &

Portland, Oct. 26, 1900.
Wliat It H an Been in the East

Twenty-eight

Year*.

who

are men

THERE
telegram
closely

send

never

on

There

are

a

28 years:
TEMPERATURE.
Meaner normal temperature, .38®
The warmest month was that of 1877,
with an average of. .43°
The coldest month was that of 1873,
with an average of.29°
The highest temperature was 72® on 17th

who

women

buy coffee without economizing

18 98.

a

pound if

-r.

RED MEN’S FAIR.

BRIDUTON & SACO R. R.

Tribe Ku-

l*I«mbrrs of llockaiucecooli

Large

Amount of

Freight mid
Handled.

(rrtalnlog Many.

The fair under the

ausploas of Ko cka-

lied Men at
jm6ecook tribe ofwell
attended

lied

and very
jhall has been
The fair concludes this evenSrooMsaful
ing, bat a grand ball Is to be held next
■Monday evening as the llnala to the fair
*Yednew.lay evening the one act farce ‘‘A

'Modern Othello’'

[admirable

was

to

note

that

the

freight

and

express
the road were more thun
earnings of
double the passenger earnings,the former being
$■'6,643.76, the latter, $12,278.18.
The road
hauled 24,619 tones of freight
arfd the total number of passengers carride was 19,119.

rendered In an
the
following

by
Raphael Partridge, Mr. Harry L
Cram; bertha, his wife, Miss Amy Smith;
illarrj Stagglns, Mr. W. M. Leighton;
Xancy, Miss Charlotte Harmon. The turWalt for the low rate exourslon to Boskey sapper on Wednesday evening was
ton on October 30.
attended by about 200 people, and
was
In charge of Mrs. Sumner
Thompson,
MEN’S BIBLE CLASS.
Mrs. Edgar Wntkins, Mrs. D. L. ToothThe Men’s Bible Class conducted by
aker, Mrs Warren Halley, Mrs, F. C.
Bev. Luther Freeman Is one of the sevMrs
Mrs.
Milllken,
Ueorge Little,
eral flourishing departments of the large
Leander Leighton, Mrs,
Amory Colley,
street Sunday school. The class
Mrs
Charles
E. Lopez, Mrs. Frank Chestnut
entertained
their
ladles
and Invited
Mrs.
Frances
A. Libby
Monntfort,
gnests Wednesday evening at the vestry
Mrs. Marshall Libby.
of the church In a most enjoyable manLast evening the Woodfords Auxiliary
ner. A bountiful supper was prepared In
club presented the drama “Tompkln’s
the chapel, plates being laid for 70, and
Hlrea Man” In three acts.
The cast of
all had done justice to the good
after
characters was follows; Asa Tompkins,
before them remarks were made
.oast

manner

:

Mr.

Ernest

the

hired

N.

man,

Ciinnlnhcam:

Lester

Mr,

llixev.

M. Hart;

Remington, Mr. Harold Hannon;
Janey, Mr. Arthur E. Irish; Mrs- TompJohn

Miss Fanny Berry; Julia, Miss
Lena E. Crocker;
Louise, Miss Mahel
Hies; Hath, Miss Maud C. Whitney.
The following Includes the remainder
of the committees,
not previously pub-

kins,

lished:
Handkerchief
ney, Mrs. B. F.

table—Mrs. Elmer VarMiss
Jennie
Libby,
Boucher, Mrs. Charles Goodrldge, Mrs.
George Aklen, Mrs. J. H. Allen, Mrs.
William M. Leighton, Mrs. A. C. Joy,
Miss Belle Little, Mrs. W. E. Campbell,
Mrs. Guy
E. Hill, Mrs. F. W. Fltcb,
Mrs, A. A. Hartshorn, Mrs. D. B. Soule,

j

!

things
by Mr. Freeman explanatory of the work
the class Is doing in the way of scientific
historical Bible study.
After the
supper the
company ad-

journed to the large vestry. An entertainment consisting
of
readings and
vocal

and Instrumental music had been
and each number of the pro-

prepared
gramme

enjoyed and
Salford's readings

thoroughly

was

Miss
music
by Dr. and Mrs. Files, Mr.
Sangller, Mr. Smith and Mr. Lochhead
were especially fine.
The Bible class meets ever Sunday in
the auditorium of the churoh at the close
of the morning service, at 12 o’clock.

appreciated.

PUBLIC

!

IN ST ALLA

and

blacks

tainment on Wednesday evening, November 2t8h, The committee of whom tickets
may be obtained Is made up as follows:
T. S. McDonald, P. S. Nickerson, C. C.

sorts.

H.

Candy

table—Mrs

A. H.

Bailey,

Mrs.

Five

and ten cent table—Mrs. C. O.
Mrs C. D. Moses, Miss
Nellie
Hall, Miss Annie Stevens, Miss Helen
Stevens, Mrs
George F. -Grant, Mrs,
Georsre Hlake, Miss
Etta Hayes, Mrs.
Howard O. Merrill, Mrs. F. E.
True,
Mrs. E. J. Fobes, Mrs. James Fowler,
Mrs. P. A. Feeney, Mrs. Kobert John-

Mose3,

son, Mrs. John M. Johnson, Mrs. Arthur
C, Goss, Mrs. Arthur W. Pierce,
Mrs.

MARR AUtS.

H. A. Hill Mrs, Thomas
Fruit table—Miss Julia

McLaughlin.
Hawkes, Miss

Gertrude

Head, Miss Leila Smith, Miss
Maude Smith, Miss Winnie Pelton, Miss
Maud Winslow.
Fish
Pond—Miss Mattie Thompson,
Miss

Edith Boucher, Miss Geneva Sanworld can present.
born, Miss Bertha Sanborn, Miss Callle
Don’t you think that with such an arLewis, Miss Etta Osborne, Miss Sadie
of entertainment and sight-seeing as
Smith, Miss Elsie Jones, Miss Clara ray
at present, you
is at
hand in Boston
Lelphton,
ought to take advantage of the low rate
Fall
Excursion the Boston & Maine is
Portland on Octo run to Boston from
train.
tober 30 by regular or special
The rate for the round trip is but *3.00.
This is the trip you want, so don’t miss
it.

Interesting

QUO

In Boston on

Ootob'er

30.

is tho Luin

MISSION ABM Y MEETING.
c

.x!>i\s

ion

for

getting your money's worth.
Our stock of Latin

but

time

is

small

have tho most conipleto stock of GLOVES
to be found in Portland. Wo
also carry VEILINGS and
STOCKS.
we

The Y. P. S. O. E. of the First Free
Baptist church (opposite^Publio Library)
arc to hold a missionary meeting Friday
evening, October 20th. Miss L. A. DeN. H., a lady
well
Meritte of L Dover,

known to many Portland'peoplj, is to deliver the address. She is a most interesting speaker. The public are cordially

There

is

summit of
feot
above

fine carriage road to the
“Mountain View Park,’’ 120

a

level.
The mountafia,
city, harbor, island andfocean view is
magnificent. Try it. All are welcome.
sea

FJTACTLy

Start the cold

toeather

broKen.

right.

cotton

hundred

shirts and

Drawers,

wool)

sold at

a

never

This Sale

piece.

(80

light

cent

per

price,

of

In

wool fleeced

Hygenic
Underwear, $2.00 kind for

Under wear

Sale,

for

a

all

tan

never

sold at less than

$1.50.

This

Sale price,

nation

J. R. LIBBY GO.

cashmere, bri ght
quiet colors, no end
50c

Suits,

n

g s,

Bargains

effects,

at

ex-

12'iC

begins Saturday, October 27,
at 8 o’clock in the morning and continues all day and evening.
Sale

Combi-

American

LIBBY CO.

J. R. LIBBY 00.
TiriHnrrrrTnnnr—imiiwiririii

mi i«i— «i ■■ ■

■mu

SPECIAL SALE

i

27 BVC 10 Collect

Bo8ton,Mass.,Oct.25,1900

and checks.

wool

black, natural
wool color and Camel’s Hair

made by the

_JJ.

TELEGRAM.

great lot of

Stock i

tra

This lot consists of Men’s

73c

oiler

we

Mcn,s

heavily fleeced UnderDrawers, (the fleecing is
v.
wool) blue-gray also uatural wool, Combinations.

Fleeced,

connec-

tion with this

£1.00\

shirts and

Fancy figures, stripes

[No cards.]

SiocKJngs.

Drawers,

Very fine gauge Undershirts and
Drawers, made by the American
Hosiery Co., $2.50 kind for £ 1.251

75c.

up.

Oct. 8. by Francis J. Orr. Esq..
Alpheus Hailing aud Miss Louisa E. Alexander.

and

Men's

fine

brown inlcolor.

£2.50
£1.25.

£1.50for

25c,

at

Undershirts

extra

30c

n.

36c, 50c, 75c

combinations

of

Also Pierce’s

than $1.00

less

lot

$3.50.

sold for

$1.75

iv.

and

black,

Hosiery Co., always
This Sale at

limited

Merino

Under-

wool

(wo-

at

one

in.

£2.00 for
£1.00.,

Fine gauge, uatural

lisle and
and

season

Half-price Sale of Men's X/nderbvear is Saturday, alt day and evening.

One

Plaids in cotton, silk,

lock.
In Harpswell,

OWEN, MOORE & C07

Oct, J5, Elizabeth, daughter of
Elizabeth O'N’eil, aged l year 8
*

[Funeral this arternoon at 2.30 o’clock, from
pareuts residence, 13l^|heGdan street.
In this city, Oct. 26, Bps. Mary F. Ricker, wife
of Samuel F. Ricker, aged 64 years.
[Funeral Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock
from No. J64 Pearl street. Burial at Pine Grove

K

First

Cemetery, Deering dist.

Me.
Will accept your
offer
for car of Chamber Sets.
Atkinson Fur. Co.
10-42A

Ought

to be able to get
True,
anywhere.
you ought, but it’s not
always to be found, you’ll
admit.
You never got
anything else of us. You

don’t buy Molasin a hurry.
When
we learn
that there’s a
cargo of particularly fine
and nice molasses headed
this way we keep tabs on
it.
When
it
arrives,
we’re on the ground.
If
it’s up to the standard
we buy.
If it isn’t, we
don’t. Not much chance
for poor molasses to get
in here, you see.
we

Don’t fail to

ses

O. C.,

Today

we are

unexpectedly confronted with

invoice of Chamber Suits.

58 Suits so on sale at $17.50
I 7 Suits go on sale at 21.00
20 Suits go on sale at 25.00

that

see,

CHAMBER SUITS.

These Suits were ordered for the Atkinson Furnishing Co. We
made them a cash offer for this lot and it was accepted as per
telegram.
Bather than have them shipped to Boston

Molasses.

In Saco, Oct. 22, Mrs. Hester Donnell, aged
74 years.
In Prospect Harbor, Oct. 20, Marcus Morton
Cleaves of Steuben and Miss Lois Kobecca Handy of Prospect Harbor.

see

these Suits.

FURNITURE

CARLETON

MONUMENT

21

COMPANY,

SQUARE.

Elwell,

794-790 Congress Street.
octae-it

You’ll go

right into your
wf^ep you
array of famous

see

the

makes

we

carry ip gloves.

Such makes

Dept’s,
Fowne’s, Meyer’s and H& H., names
tf)at are
farpiliar to every glovewearer in

We

as

the world.

furpisf} you with
for every occasion,

can

gloves

walking, driving, or evening dress.
Meyer's, $1.00.
Fowpe’s, $1.50 and $2.
Dept’s, $1.85.
H. & H.,75c, $1 and $1.50.
We fyave the light gray
suede, tf}e reipdeer and
three

colorings in a heavy
out-seam walkiQg glove,
either unlined or silk lined

that will slip

Everythipg

on

easy.

men wear.

FRANK NU0W& CO.,
Men’s Outfitters,

MOtf IJMEXT SQUA HE.
octeoait

I

-OF-

an

Quality

In this city. Oct.24. Annie B. Thaxter.
[Funeral service Friday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
from Hie residence of S. Vr. Thaxter.
In ilallowell, Oct. 22, Hiram L. Eastman, aged
73 years 7 months.
In Skowliegan, Oct. 16, Mrs. Maude Murray,
aged 36 years.
In Biadelord, Oct. 21, Robert Walker, aged
77 years.

pocket-book,

■

Carleton F. Co.,Portland,

DEATHS.

Invited,

THE BOLAND
j
GLOVE 08. g

|^j

all good, reliable
qualites
but the lines are

a

and grey.

In this city, Oct. 24. by Her. Abiel H. Wright,
Harry Clayton Crocker and Miss May Estelle
Mountlort, both ot Portland.
In this city, Oct. 24. by Hev. Abiel II, Wright,
Frank Augustus I ord and Miss Krneline Stearns
Baker, both of Portland.
In Gorham, N. H.. Oct. 26, by Rev. W. H.
C&nham, Harry S. Haley and Miss Susie M.
Hardman, both of Gorham.
In Deering, Oct. 22, by Rev. II. E. Townsend,
Clara Louise Cobb and George Frederick Pol-

at

L!

30 c.

excellent

an

—

Cradle of Liberty, the Old State House,
the Old South church.
Its later day Interesting points are the

business.
Of course In a city like The Hub there
must be
amusements of all kinds, and
rank among the best
Boston’s theatres
In the world,while the productions which
“hold the boards’’ are ever the most stupendous and brilliant that the theatrical

over a

cashmere at
and $1.00

And Boston—Well
if you have
been
there an even hundred times you don’t
know the “old town.”
You can go to some new new place
every hour for a month and at each place
find something that
will interest you.
Boston’s sacred land marks are Bunker
Hill monument, the Old North church,
Copp’s Hill burying ground, the Old

PuDlio
Library, State House, Trinity
church, Symphony Hall,the score of magnificent publio
buildings dedicated to
educational
work, and the great office
buildings wherein is transacted Boston’s

\7ndertoear
_

Lot I.

and *50c in black,
slate and tan. Fine soft

P.

including

pieces of Men’s

36c

Montgomery.

In this city,
Alfred G. and
months.

|(

£LOO for

grey at 25c. A fine fleece

lined

lots

several hundred

HALF V'RICF

The

of

in

pure wool stocking
men’s) in black

A POINT THE WOULD SWINGS ON.

Edwin K. Brown, Mrs. Fred P. Noyes,
Miss G. F. Pollock,
Miss Lena
Cobb,
Mrs, J. A. P Soule, Mis3 Mildred Blake,
Miss Grace Flckett, Mrs. Harry L. Cram,
Miss Angle Osborne, Miss Charlotte Harmon, Miss Dora Leighton, Fred P. Noyes,
Harry L. Cram, A. H. BaUey.

brand

shown

We sell

Q. E. Smith, G. H. Allen, G. F. Gould,
A. E. Chase, W. W. Cole, F. J. Ilsley,
O. E. Gerrish, H. E. Murdock, C. F.
Sanborn, S. Worcester, W. B. Andrews,
Joseph E. Henley, Walter H. Bailey, H.
M. Bigelow, E. W. Cox, W. L. Card, W.
L. M. Hapgood,

is

variety of

Building at Mountain View Park will
Mrs. G.Grenville P. Stevens, Mrs, George
begin at once. Have you selected your
W. L Stevens, Mrs. W. A. Turner, Mrs.
lot?
1. J. Donahue, Mrs, L. E. Austin, Mrs.

L. J. Smith.

“Onyx”

mous

Portland lodge, F. & A. M., has voted
to give a public Installation to be followed by a baquet and a musical enter-

Guy Uetohell,

foreign

every day sorts and all
the novelties.
The fa-

TION.

shall sell these

They

mills include the standard

Berry, A. D. Prince, H. H. Bussell,John
Expreu^ 'Scully, Charles H. Stevens, F. M. Strout,

The eighth annual report cf the Brldgton & Saco
river railroad has be3n received and contains much interesting
mutter on the business done by the road
It 1b Interesting
during the past year.

Men's

HAVE

toe

reasons

importations

own

direct from the

prevailing winds have been from the

WILL

Other high grades in
richly-colored parchment
bags (moisture proof).

yr

Our

tboo

are

through the two
Hosiery depart-

great

For those

a

b uying.

a care-

ments here.

southwest*
The highest velocity of
the
wind
was
60 miles from
the east on lith, 1876, and
from the southeast on the 2nd, 1885

In i-lb. and a-lb Tin
(air tight).

minutes to

ful look

WIND.

Cans

t

thirty

number of clear days.
9
Average number of partly cloudy days.10
number
of cloudy days.11
Average

coffee.

you like

what’s fashion-

year, for any member of
the family than to give

93

Average

dol-

Way.
The
actual
is
this.
story
Here are several
lines of Men's
X/ndershirts and
Drawers Which
We ha%)e decided
to
discontinue

able, what’s right for any
occasion, for any time of

7.95

The greatest amount of precipitation recorded In any 24 consecutive hours was
3.73 Indies on 26th, 1877.
The greatest amount of snowfall recorded
in any 24 consecutive hours (record extending to winter or 1884-85 only) was
14,8 inches on 27th, 1898.
CLOUDS AND WEATHER.

The

lar

Hosiery,

11

(Inches).

1882

story—in

better

way to find out
what’s new in

(Inches)...3.86
ith .01 of an
Average number of day
inch or more,.
Tbe greatest monthly pit nutation was In
1889, (inches).
The least monthly precipitation was in

no

THERE’S

.......... .........................

PRECIPITATION (rain and melted snow).
for the month, for 28 years,
Average

finest grown coffee in the world—Chase
a

Window ,ffo. 3
illustrates
the

The lowest temperature was ^-6° on 30th
1876
Average date on which first ‘’killing” frost
occurred in autumn October 16th.

so

closely on the price that it is really unappetizing, unstimulating, and unsatisfying. Is this true economy? Read the
answer in a single trial pound of the
& Sanborn's Seal Brand. Worth

Half Price Sale of Men’s XfnderShirts and Drabvers *faitirday.

of

without economizing so
the words that it is really

unintelligible.
never

The following data covering a period
28
have been
years
compiled
from the Weathor Bureau records at
Portland, and furnished by the courtesy
of Mr. II. H. Roche.
They show the
record of
the mouth of November for

$X£ibbi( &

♦♦♦♦♦

♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦+

who

| WEDDING
•

There

PRESENTS.

•

We have all the latest t
patterns in Sterling Silver t
and the best Plated Ware ♦
made by Reed & Barton, ♦
Rogers & Bros., and in- ♦
ternational silver platers. ♦
We have a great variety
|
♦ of Knives, Forks,
Spoons, t
♦
Spoons, Meat
Berry
t Forks, Ladles, all sizes, ♦
$ Pie Knives and numerous J
♦ other articles.
t
?
Our stock of Clocks is ?
t the largest and best in the
J city. A clock makes a J
1
very useful present.

I
I

J

|

I upkInney,
l

[

The Jeweler,
MONUMENT SQ.
septiodt

p

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

♦♦♦♦

is

brightness pervading
our main floor,

the

ter of
is all

on

are as

and it

this

is in the top
notch of Stylish Dress-

lamps

distinctive from those

of last year

as

“My Lady’s

the

shape

Skirt.”

The man who buys his
RAGLAN of us will get
the best sort of a tailor
style garment that can
be bought in any ready-

The

LAMPS THIS SEASON
shorter, the very high
Banquet Lamps have given

to-wear store.
The best in fabric, lin-

is much

place

to

a

more

lamp
respect.

give
ety,

comfortable

eyes
every
Our window will

inside

that

one

never
exam-

I

| T. F, FOSS T SONS,
Complete

Housefurnishers.

oct26-lt

ing

and

with

a

workmanship,

And
perfect fitonly what it’s

he will pay
worth.

you an idea of the varibut there is such ample

feels in the way, when
ini ug our stock.

r

I

in

for the

season

ing.

of

base of the

room

<»

A RAGLAN

cen-

account of those new

This- season’s

lamps.

and

newness

wears

m

W"

STANDARD
GO..

_nArT- am

IIMaAN

™
w, c,

”rs>’

1

1

MSCELLA5B0CT.

BKvhen^

—

Knights of Pythias
Visit Lynn.

A Death From

your

State St. Sewer Trouble

jgp^^hens

SHERIDAN’S

gjlr

Remedied.
_

1

Powder]

Cumberland Mills
Mr. Percy Barstow of upper Pine street
lodge
fraternal visit has gone to Harrison.
company them on the
During his abto Peter Woodland lodge of Lynn, Mass. sence his wife is
visiting at her old home
Quite a number of the members antici- in Sangervill-.
pate taking this trip.
Free trolley ride to Mountain View
The
Biddeford High school football
Call at
53 Exchange street for
eleven Is to play a game with the West- Park.
brook High school eleven, Saturday af- particulars.
of

tenant

ternoon at 2.30 o’clock at Warren park
Is
Mr. K. F. Fletcher,
Main street,
having an artificial stone walk laid from
the sidewalk to the front entrance of his
house. Hepairs are also being made on

_

{QBZmim

The

passed
prices.

Coal

keep you

1

BEDBUGS!

j

Jl
J

I HAVE YOU

ANY P

\

J

KILL THEM AT ONCE

|

^

1

OREN HOOPER
SONS.

\

Z

$

KOHLINC’S. I

S Fall

Opening.

f

|

^

j

$ W.H.KOHLINC,

WM. M. MARKS,
A

Book, Card
PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

07

1-2

EXCHANGE.

Exchange SU,

order* by mail
Attended to.

or

STORY

liver oil after dinner—once a
day—and found herself almost

Porilaii;!

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All

GOOD

A certain young lady in delicate health was advised by her
doctor to take a half-teaspoonful of Soott’s emulsion of cod-

AND-

JOB

the year to come.
vited ■

suddenly growing

telephone promptly
*ept22oedtf

So small
means

Administratrix's Police.

the

a

robust.
dose is by

no

rule; the rule is

whatever the stomach will bear

subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed Administratrix of
estate of

rHE

—not

Ihe
PATRICK J. MORAN, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
tlveo bonds as the law directs. All persons
laving demands against the estate of said debased are deseed to present the same for
jett’.emont and all Indebted thereto are reluested to ni&he payment immediately.
WINNIFRKD G. MORAN.
oct5dlaw3wF*
Portland, Oct. 2, toco.

more.

Another rule is:

take it on ever}' least occasion,
but not too much; don't overdo it.
[

We'll send you a little to try, if you like.
SCOTT & BOW.N E, 409 Pearl street, New York.

misceieaneods.

There is

Good.”

Habits

Permanently and Painlessi^

no

“Just

^eBm!ppSanitamm
PORTL AND ME.

make 4,000,000
barrels of Ceresota Flour

Sanitarium
For Gentlemen and Ladies

The only sanitarium m the
world using
THE PERFECTED
GOLD REMEDIES
Send For booklet Long Distance Teiephy*

as

Fifty pounds

CPft ot)J Bailey Mana™.

^

bread.

Ask your Grocer for it.

dea

For Women.

Monthly ll 'idaturi.aabratri
happiness to hundreds of auc/ious won.*There is positively no other remedykne^
to medical science, that will so quickiy J
safely do the work. Have neverhadasii-

>

obstinate^,
jJoocS
dauge-V;

failure. The longestand most
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
remedy will do this*. No pain, no
Interference with work. The
cases successfully treated through cor*^
pondence, and the most complete satisfe({..
guaranteed in every instance. I relieved
dreds of ladies whom I never see.
All letters truthsfurther particulars.
answered. Free confidential advice in
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bein mind this remedv is absolutely safeun®
every possible condition and will positive
leave no after ill effects upon the health. Br
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E.
MAN CO.. 170 Tremont Pt„ Boston, Mia

Ceresota Flour.

mostdrS^

Writef-i

I;

The Northwestern Consolidated Milling Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Wednesday night

J

--

Dr. Tolman's

Save time, money and

anxiety by using only

For gears Mgr. kee/ey Institute of the Eos-

octi3

Not an ounce of inin a Ton of
digestion
O
Bread made from Ceresota Flour.

each year, and it never
makes a poor loaf of

65STATE ST.

A Private

bread in each barrel than can be made
from ordinary flour.

We

V

Cured at

more

All interested are in-

The entertainment at Masonic hall on
under the auspices of
the Ladles’ Circle of the First Parish
drew a large audience and was a great
success.
The officers and members of the
Young Ladles Single Blessedness Debat-

Liquor&Mbrphm\

Flour

YARMOUTH.

high price for what marketable cabbages ing society were all present upon the
they will have The 6harp frost of the stagehand the various parts were so well
believed 19th Inst., ruined large quantities of cele- performed that from beginning to end

yet been decided upon but It Is
summer
has that it will be somewhere near the 16th ry in both towns.
of November.
rl’h3 local committee on
A number of farmers both in this town
and so has sumtransportation have secured a reduced fare and at the Cape, have invited the neighmer
is ! on the Boston and Maine railroad and bors to enter their orchards and carry
at present Indications It looks as though away the fallen
apples that must otherWe will do our about a hundred of the members of the wise decay on the ground. Even the hogs
scarce.
and cider mills fall to oonsume them.
lodge would enjoy the trip.
best to
warm.
Mr. B. H. Smith of Cumberland Mills
Mr. J. C. Clemons, who lately sold his
Is In [[attendance upon the semi-annual house furnace to the city for use in the
meeting- of the Grand Lodge of Maine TownjHouse corner school house, will
Good Templars at Watervllle. Mr. Smith replace it with steam heating apparatus.
Is the grand sentinel of the state
Kev. William F. Eaton is very sick at
organization.
his home on West Broadway with pneu
Mr. Fred Wentworth, formerly of this monia
Dr. Thombs attends him. Ml6S
dry, but now of Naples, has aoeepted a Edith Soule is nursing him.
position as salesman for the Freeman
Mr. William Mariner has accepted an
Pharmacal company of Portland, and 16 Invitation to visit friends at Bowery
to represent that company In ConnectiBeach for a week and Mrs, Hannah
cut, traveling by team.
Libby, who has been his housekeeper
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bodge attended for some time past, will go to her home
the wedding of Mr. Bodge’s brother, Dr. in South Windham.
J. Perley Bodge of Portland.
The wedWilliam Turkenton of West Broadway,
ding occurred at Brunswick.
a lad of about 16 years, who
from early
The new rotary building in the pulp boyhood has suffered from an abnormal
department of the S. D. Warren paper growth in one cheek, went to the Maine
mill company is nearly completed. The General
Hospital, Thursday, to have it
street railroad
crossing gates now [in removed. The physicians pronounce it
of
construction by the S. D. a tumor.
process
Warren company on Cumberland street
A BDpper was given at the home of Mr.
are also nearly completed.' j •*and Mrs, Willard K.
Woodbury at Danare very common in this 4
j| They
Presumpscot Valley lodge, K, of P., forth cove, Willard, Wednesday evening,
j age, and Portland has her share. Z
This is not to be wondered at, for a conferred the rank of page on a candidate in aid of the North Congregational
Z our city is subject to the same 5 at the meeting of the lodge last even- church. There was a large attendance.
chances incident to travel and x
ing. An application for membership was The large dining rooms were most taste€ change as other places.
¥ also received at this
with
meeting.
fully decorated for the occasion
Hr. F. Barrett, Main street, is having ferns and autumn leaves, and on the
several alterations made upon and about sideboard was a
large pot of nasturtiums
—*
his premises at Cumberland Mills.
in full bloom. The tables were presided
If so, don’t WASTE money, x
Mrs. J.
A. Trafton of Cumberland over by Mrs. Woodbury, Mrs.
0
W. A.
time and labor with the use of soa
Mills who has been quite 111 at her home, Cobb, Mrs.
George Smith and Miss
? called “poisons.” Get the stuff €
ie Improving.
Sarah Swift, assisted by an efficient corps
r
that will rid you of the intruders— ¥
# our ‘‘No. 3.” You can use it your- 4 I^Grand Keeper of Records and Seal, of young ladles, Among those seated at
# self, or we will send a man to do d Knights of Pythias, Wesley P. Smith, of the tables were Mrs, and Miss Hutchin¥ the work thoroughly at trilling ex- 2 Portland, was in the city yesterday on son of the Columbia, Mrs, Quigley of the
d pense. In any event
0 the way to South Windham, where he Sherwood, Portland; City Treasurer Edwas called on business connected
with win Thompson and wife, Kev. Mr. Daw*
the order.
ton and sister, Fred H. Jordan and sisA 6on of Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Lib- ter, Josiah
Cobb, Harry Hand and sister,
d with our exterminator “No. 3.”
4
by, residing on Spring street, died yester- Miss Eliza W. Hand, W. A. Cobb and
"We contract to keep premises
£ day afternoon of diphtheria. It will be wife, Mrs. Nathaniel Dyer, Miss Prince,
from all kinds of vermin, by
0 free
0
when the Mr.
and Mrs.
the year.
“No results, no pay.” i remembered that la6t week
Harry Taylor,.Miss
0
house in whlcn Mr. Libby and family re- Marguerite Plll6bury and others. The
the sick boy was affair was one of the most successful ever
sides, caught fire,
S
carried out of doors on a bed and re- held by the ladies ot the society and net#
mained several hours before a place could ted nearly $20.
be provided for him. At first the attendTEL. 501-2.
Rev. W. F
Eaton is dangerously 111
OCt22eod3t
0
ing physician thought no ^rlous results with pneumonia at his home on Broadwould follow as the sick boy was well
way.
covered with suitable bed clothes
For a
Fred Wood has succeeded
Albert P.
few days the sick boy seemed to be getBartlett as watchman at the Knightville
ting better, but the change came sudden- powerhouse, and Mr, Bartlett has rely the boy dying late yesterday afternoon. sumed his old place as conductor on the
The body was buried about five o'clock
Cape electrics.
One of the other children
yesterday.
Miss Annie Hutchinson, who, with her
has in the meantime been afflicted with
parents, occupied the Woodbury house at
the dread disease.
Danforth’s during the past season,; left
Street Commissioner Qoodell and-his Wednesday for
Heading, Pa., were she
The time having come for Fall
men have
succeeded
in looating the will pass the winter.
d acd Winter Garments, 1 beg to 5 trouble in the State
street sewer at CumMiss Sarah Smith of Boston, Mass is
j
d call attention to
stock
of a berland Mills.
my
The sewer
has been the guest of her cousin,
Mrs. W. H.
v Woolens which is now
ready for 4 I stopped up for some time past and dur- Woodbury, Willard.
# inspection.
ing the past week efforts have bean made
Rev. Dr. Blanchard of Portland will
#
The stock contains all the novel- # to locate the trouble.
The Bewer is 150 preach in the new IJniversalist chapel on
X lies in Kerseys,
Meltons and soft ^ feet in length and only accommodates Sunday afternoon next.
a finish Overcoatings.
Worsted and F one family, and as the incline of the
The second eleven of the South Port\ Cheviot Suitings and
Trouserings V sewer is not high enough the sewage is land grammar school will play the regunot
carried off properly. It was found lar
^j
team
Saturday on the bicycle
4 in the newest designs.
that the pipe for a
distance of fifty feat
grounds.
had become clogged, The pipe has baen
The young boys an 1 girls of
South
cleared out and is now in good working Portland and Willard had a
party last
order.
|
a
Baxter Building.
evening in the Willard hose house, which
i Mr. Edward J. Fobes, clerk at C. B, was a very pleasant affair. Games were
x
octieodlmo
Woodman's
drug store, succeeded in played and refreshments were liberally
shooting a duck as a trophy of his hunt- served.

1

j

Rev H. L. CaulklnB attended the first
regular monthly meeting of the Baptist
the house.
ministers of Portland and vicinity at the
The special election to fill the vacancy Hotel
Sherwood Wednesday,
In the position of second lieutenant of the
The Cadet Band are preparing to give
Cleaves Kifles, N. G. S. M., Is to occur a benefit concert
In about two
weeks.
next Monday evening at the armory
on
They are under the instruction of Prof.
Main street. The contest is between SerBlanohard. The concert will ce a testigeant Eugene Cummings and Sergeant monial to Fred E.
Stoddard, who has
H. H. Bcdge. The indications point very been
in poor health for some time and
to
the
election
of
Cumstrongly
Sergeant
unable to work.

While this has been the banner season
for squash raising at the Cape, the cabbage crop will be proportionately small,
partly owing to the severe drouth and
partly to ravages of the cabbage worm.
The farmers are only getting $0 a ton
for squashes but they are hopeful of a

WSCEUASEOCS.

CERESOTA

to ac-

There will be a meeting of the Wescustogo Reading club at the store of Frank
Boston will entertain you In great style
W. Bucknam,
The
Saturday at 2.30.
on October 30.
magazines and papers of the year will be
sold at auction to the
bidder, and
SOUTH PORTLAND. the club membership highest
will be formed for

Monday.

The members of Presumpscot Valley
lodge, No. 4, Knights of Pythias, are
looking forward to their visit to the'
members of Peter Woodland lodge, K of
P
of Lynn, Mass., with a good deal of
pleasure. It will be remembered that
In February, 1900, the members of Peter
Woodland lodge
were the
guests of
Presumpscot Valley lodge for two days
The date for the visit to Lynn has not

I

KldCELLASBOTII.

Cleaves Rifles Will Elect Lieu- mings.

W Used and endorsed by prosperous J
■
A
poultry raisers for over 30 years.
I Sole by druggists, grocers. feed dealers. It ^A
I you c*o't get itwesendouepeck,£<!;fiTe,
I $1. A two-lb. c&tutl.SO: six, S5.Express j&Tsei
L paid. Sample Poultry Paper free.
i. s. Johnson & co..
Boston.

5^
Eg^.

Thurs-

>!§yj

I flock early in the fall and your tBJ
I hens will coin money for you ^
during fall and winter months 1
when eggs arf high. It makes I
healthy and makes A
S^^y^them lay abundantly. Jkk

■prCondition

Diphtheria
day.

feed Sheridan’s

Condition Powder to

l

to Valley

—

migh^
W Begin to

lng trip on Wednesday at Two Brother* vale going from a sever? attack of pneuisland. The birds are plentiful enough, monia.
but owing to the tide, etc., It was d'ffl*
Mra. Enoch L. Plllsbury of Adrian,
cult to get at them.
Micb., a former resident of this place,
of P., has Ib
2 Westbrook lodge, wo. 27,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Eliza E.
received an Invitation from Presnmpscot Downs, and Miss Frances Hamilton.

WESTBROOK.

M.TOt!

Your grocer will supply you—if not, we will.
€114$. B. VARNEY €Om
Uliller’s Agents, Portland
*

MAINSPRINGS 75c.
Warranted for 1 year.
American mainsprings.
Watchmaker. Monument

The best

gualfir
McKENNEY,:.

Square,

septs

iae auuienoe were convulsed witn
laugnter. The receipts were about $40.
It Is reported on good authority that
the Gem of the Bay hotel is to be rebuilt
at once
and ready for business at the

opening of the'season of 1901.
A good deal of dissatisfaction is being
expressed by leading citizens at the late
arrival of the morning mall on the present plan.
It Is
probable that definite
steps will be taken at once by which an
earlier delivery can be secured. Maay
are In favor of having«the mail brought

MERRY’S
GREAT

the electrics.
The library of Nortn Yarmouth Academy has recently been recatalogned. Miss
Harriet W. Marr is the librarian.
on

Bo you want a good time? if so,
Boston on October 30.

go

ClosingOutSale

to

GORHAM.

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS.

Postmaster Edward Harding received
a’telegram Wednesday evening from the

was

teresting meeting

next

the store to he sold at

a

Great Sacrifice.
This sale

to

continue for O

days,-com-

mencing, Monday, Oct. 22.

BARGAINS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

oarrled out:

Miss Jordan
Minuet—Mozart,
Miss Curtis
Heading,
Chorus
Kentuoky Babe,
Mi66 Goddard
The Rival Minstrel,
Miss
Goodhue
Fraumarle,
The Modern Lachmoar,
Miss Byrne
Miss H. Barry
Palm Branches,
A. Berry
of
Miss
Footsteps
Angels,
Last Night,
Chorus.
Rev. Dr. Blanchard is expected to address the school next Thursday.
Letters
remaining in Gorham post
office, October 24th, not called for: Mrs.
William Burbank, Mrs. Margaret Wilson,
care Ban Hogan; Master Edward Needham.
The little five-year-old son of Mrs. Perkins, Water street, was run overt Wednesday afternoon near the High School
building by a team. The little lad was
playing and run in front ot the horse
throwing him down and breaking his
hip bone. No blame is attached to the
driver of the team.
Gorham Grange vill hold a very in-

in

Everything

First Assistant Postmaster General that
the additional rural free delivery servloe
has been ordered by the department, to
take effect November.1st.
Yesterday morning occurred the usual
Thursday morning exercises at the Gorham
Normal school, which are open to
are always
of a most
the publlo and
Interesting nature. This programme

SPECIAL,

NOTICE—We

will sell

onr

stock, fixtures and lease of store to
good responsible party at a low price.

entire

a

MERRY, the Hatter,
237-239 Middle St„ Portland, Me.

|9|

_

Saturday evening.

The time will bs occupied by the gentlemen of
the Grange.
Hon. W. J. Corthell, M, B. Johnson, G. M. Parker, F.
B.
L. Harlow, F.
Scammon, Chas.
Chaffin, F.Biddings, W. F. P. Robie and
others will take part in the exercises.
It is hoped every member of the grange

p——■

I

will be

present.
Mrs. H. L. Clark of Cumberland Mills
will pass the winter with her daughter,
Miss Clark, the popular matron of ftobie
hall.
Mr. Walter S, White of South Portland Is visiting friends on School street.
Charles W. Harding,
superintendent
of the tannery, Is In Boston on business.
Mr. Fiokett of Boston Is passing a few
days with his sister Miss M.Urace Fickett

See
Them For
Yourself
Any
ed

man

will

who is postyou the

NOT

tell

are made by
Hart, Schaffner &

America

of the Normal school faculty.
Dr. Edward Talbot of Sandwich, Mass
formerly of Gorham Is visiting friends
in Gorham.
Mrs. EdwTn
Crockett,
Woodfords,
formerly of Gorham, Is visiting Dr. and
Mrs. Lincoln, State street.
Charles Griffin has sold his hennery
The Cosmopolitan club on Wednesday
with about twenty fowl to Captain James afternoon, October "4th met with Mrs,
York, and will go out of the poultry Edward Uuptill. The programme:
business.
Ural Topic—“Fables and Legends.”
Another well blooded animal has been “Conquest of Italy to Julius Caesar,”
Miss Sarah Kidlon.
added to the string in Mr. Pittee's stable.
“Julius Caesar to the Fall of the EmNat Gordon has just put there his colt
Mrs. Guptill
pire,”
dam Bessie Wilkes, sire
After discussion of the papers, ices and
Westland, for
Not
the winter.
long since the colt got cake were served. Miss Katharine Hall«
frightened in the pasture by a lot of boys, day of the Normal faculty, was made a
and breaking away was so Injured as to member of the club.
require the services of a veterinary surA leader of trips, theJBoston excursion
geon to sew up the wounds.
October 30
Miss Agnes Flshsr returuned yesterday on
from a ten days1 visit in Massachusetts ;
arrived home
Mr. Edward Inuls has
It Girdles the Globe.
from a six weeks’ mackereli*'g trip. Mr,
The
fame
Bncklen’s Arnica Salve, as
now
be
Innis will
employed on a pilot the best in ofthe
world, extends round
boat, piloting large English steamers.
the earth.
It's the one perfect healer of
Mr. William Taylor has arrived home Cuts, Corns, Burns,
Bruises,
Sores,
from a Ashing trip with Capt. Doughty Scalds, Bolls, Ulcers, Felons,
Aches,
Pains and all Skin Eruptions. Only Inof the sloop Annie Belle.
fallible Pile cure. Sc# a box at H. P. S.
Leslie Brown, the right half back of Goold. f>77 Congress street,
drug store.
the South Portland grammar school foot
ball team, cut the foreAnger of his right
hand quite badly Tuesday, while chopping wood. This accident may prevent
him from taking part in
The best American
Saturday's
Mainsprings, made by
the Elgin and Waltham companies. Warranted
game,
for one yesr. McKENNEY,
the
Jeweler,
Mrs Henry Loveitt of Willard is con- M nument Square.
JlyiOdtf

WINTER
We

a

BUSINESS

our store

SUIT,

just received a new invoice of Ifr*
stylish striped Worsteds, rIso a complete !H
of choice Scotch Tweeds. We have a larger^
sortment of Fancy Vcstiuss than any otir
house in Portland. Up to date TrouBerinc
a specialty.
have

we

goods and linings, it will
only need our prices to

REUBEN K. DYER

convince you that we
are the overcoat people.

375 FORE

This

TVTercliaxit Tailor
ST., near foot of Excbanga S
oct20-dtf

i
\ oil heaters;

backed

trade

by

mark

guarantee.

MILLER

The bare announcement that one
sells MILLER HEATERS is usu
# ally enough, but if you are not
J familiar with tlieir superior quaii-1
a
ties, step in and have a look a: f
t §'
a them.

w

Come in

and examine the
and see

is

the makers’

#

J

goods,

how little we

ask for them.

PRICES

S $4.50, $5.50_$6.00 Erij

HASKELL & JONES,

\ N. M.
S

Tailors, Clothiers, Furnishers,
Monument
%

turn out

you want

?

MAINSPRINGS, 75c.

OVERCOAT.

new colorings In fabrics tS
au elegant garment, corr«;

style, exquisite In fit and perfect In taste.

to try on,
After you see the elegant fit, the quality of

I

WRINKLE

have all the

we can

All the latest
Marx.
H. S. & M. styles are

right here in
ready for you

A

in the Overcoats we make, which means theS
is perfect. Let us take your measure for i«>

finest overcoats in

Square.

#
ociiseod

PERKINS & CO.,

HARDWARE DEALERS,
8 Free St.

|i

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

have

grand concert by Mina Leonora
the girted young violinist, and
company of eminent artists, Miss
a

Jackson,
her

MOIiltitiOJS COMEDY

COMPANY.

Josephine Elborna, soprano, Tor Van
Pyk, tenor and Mr. Kelden Pratt,pianist

A large and well-pleased audience witnessed the Morrison comedy company at -Miss Jackson has a very strong comblthe Portland theatre last evening In that atlon of artists and without doubt this
romantic {Southern melo drama, “Coon concert will be one of the great musical
Miss Jackson is
Hollow.” Judging by appearances all events of the season.
the manner In considered one of tho very best
violin
were perfectly satisfied by
which It was staged and acted. Miss players in tho world. She has had everyassumed the leading role
thing written in praise of her wonderful
Aide Gerald
Minnie Milne as Clyde and artistic vio lln playing that can be
of Georgia, Miss
the world over.
Kotzschmar
Murray as Com written,
llarrot, Mr Frederic
{Stockwell and Mr. Euge .e Powers that hall should be crowded. Soats on sale at
of Diogenes Sharp, In a manner that did Stockbrldge’s piano rooms, over Owen &
them

The

THE COUNTY FA1K.

plays which vividly pioture
life are very much
types of New England
and seem to have
m vogne nowadays
way, so that it
everywiieie thair own
Is nut at all surprising that “The County

UrpwB,

Its

Hanley
Chopin

Miss Triokey.
Vocal Solo—Mirage,
Liza Lehmann
Mrs, White
Piano Solo—(Javctte Humoresque, Sohutt
Miss Lowell.
Vocal Solo—Dearest Thou,
Mattel
Miss Noyes.

balconies held as many as they could accommodate, leaving many persons standing In the rear.
Is hardly necessary to review the
It
slight as It Is, or to dwell upon

plot,

NOTES.

the quaint and interesting story so wellknown to our theatre-goers, for the play
has been liked from the time of Its origi-

The New York Dramatic Mirror of this
week says:
Eduard Strauss and his Vienna orchestra arrived from Europe last week and
began their American tour with a concert at the Waldorf-Astoria on
Saturday
and another at the
Metropolitan Opera
Douse on Sunday, being
cordially received by large audiences,
interesting
programmes were offered and the orchestra, skilfully conducted by Herr Strauss,
proved an admirable organization. Their
playing is notable in tempo, spirit and
power, but
lacking in color. Every
number was given in precisely the same
and
this
tone,
and
grew more
more
monotonous.
Several Srauss waltzs were
performed In Inimitable 6tyle,
Theatrical peonle refuse to take seriously the startling announcement made by

nal production, years and years ago, and
has lost none of Its powers to please.
Nell Burgess In the role of the eccentric

splDSter, Abigail Prue, gives

us a porwomanhood which is
trait o%angu!ar
inimitable and not so very far from naHe dominates every scene
ture alter all.
and his portrayal with Its fund of humor
and Irresistibly comlo facial expressions
He
still stands unique and pre-eminent

must have
received a welcome which
warmed his heart and convinced him
that his cap&olty to entertain is by no

\juunva

riunman iasc

wees

cnac ne in-

tends to present William Gillette In Hamlet next season. Mr. Frohman, however,
avers that he Is decidedly In earnest. Mr.
Gillette has not been heard from, as It
is claimed the announcement was made
without consulting him. Mr. Gillette has
nlways appeared in plays written by Will
llam Gillette for William Gillette. He
enjoys the reputation of smashing all
stage traditions and employing always a
big b<aok cigar as a companion star for
his tours. Whether he ever plays Hamlet
or not Is not half as inomeatous a question as the one, “Will he still smoke his
So Mark
cigar it he does play Ham let f*
Twain la to write a play In collaboration
with
Sydney Hosenfeld. Mr. Clemens
has not been especially successful In the
one or two ventures he has made hitherto In the field of dramatic authorship,
but in partnershp with such an expert
and experienced playrlght as Mr. Kosenteld It Is probable that he will have better luck.
The English members of The “Hose of
Persia company sailed for England last
Wednesday, alter scoring a complete failure in this country.
Maurice Grau s grand opera company,
numbering twoHnundreaJand lirty persons,
failed from Southampton Inst Saturday
for New Pork. The members of the
organization, which Is the largest that
ever left England, were recruited mainly
from Covent Garden. Immediately otter
their arrival on this side they will start
lor San Francisco by special train.
At Salem, Mass., last, week,
during
the performance of The Lady of Lyons by
the AlmaiChester company,
Miss Chester was presented witn a florul pl8ce by
the Sheridan and Enterprise olubs, that
l attended to the number of 400.
Anna Held has canceled her engagement for this week at the Euclid Avenue
Opera House, Cleveland, because of tbe
refusal of the local management t.o advance the price of orchestru seats to $3.
wnoert i-arKer is coming irom r,ngianu
to see the rehearsal of Marie Burroughs
in the dramatization of his novel, “The
Battle of the Strong.”
David Biapham arrived in New York
from Liverpool last
Wednesday on the
Majestic His family will remain in
Berlin, where his children are being educated. Mr. Bispham
will sing
in a
number of concerts while on his way to
ban h'rancisco where he is to
join the
Grnu Opera company on Nov. 13,
Olga Nethersoie will return from England in time£fco present bapho at Walbe
laces on Nov. 13. Later she will

The support is quite adequate, and Litauburn-haired waif from
tle 1'ftgB, the
the slums of New
York, In the person
of Miss C. Blanche Klee, deserves special
her clever Impersonation.
mention ror

dainty in her comedy moments, contributing no small amount of
life and gaiety to the performance, E. S
Meoalf as Otis Tucker, Harry (i. Stafford
Herbert Chesly as
In the part of Tim,
Solon Hammerhead, and Harry Burkhardt, Miss Bus Seymour, Miss Annie
Lennon and Miss Margaret Coleman were
uniformly good.
The scenery was particularly appropriate ami the scenes of the corn husking
was

club yesterday morning

Miss Fletcher.
Piano Solo—Nocturne Up. 27, No. 1,

revival In this oity at the
Jefferson last evening proved sutlidently
attractive to crowd the house. There
were no empty seats down stairs and the

She

Kosslnl

gave the following programme:
Piano Solo—Prelude in C minor,
Bach
Miss Holmes.
Vocal Solo—Amare Sotfrlro,
Tirlndelli
Miss Fassett.
Plano Solo—Paris Flute Up, 50, No.
(iodard
MrB Dennison.
Vocal Solo—The Sweetest Flower that

Pastoral

on

very

In
the barn and that of tho race are as
realistic as stage art can make them.
Several songs that met with
popular
favor were rendered by a quartette of
farm hands and all around was a delight-

MOIlltILLS.

and

Annie Knight presided
over the
punch bowl; Misses Georgie May Bates,
Nellie Prinoe and Agnes
Fairbrother

Motorman
Thomas
J. Little of the
KVverton Hue of the Portland! Kallroad

served

company, has concluded his labors with
that
His car Is now being
company.
run oy Alotorman Harry Hallard.
Vernard
Pelton, employed at the
New England Furniture
factory, was
the victim or a slight accident early yes-

Miss

ice

cake; chocolate
poured by Miss Louise Mcintlre,
Ethel Vincent and Mrs. Clarence

was

and

oream

Bates.
Mr.and Mrs. Weeks were the recipients
of a large namber of useful
and valuable presents. The guests departed for
home at a late Lour, wishing Mr. and
Mrs. Weeks many happy returns of the

_

present
restwotable fun, ernment

to
begin negotiation at once
with the Chinese envoys on the basis of
in the German and Frenoh
the points

all the more effective because It Is dean.
Such a production Is the Kays’ "A Hot
Old Time.” “A Hot Old Time" has now
been In existence for four years, and it
has been Improved In oast,

specialties,
settings, until It

brightness and stage
seems

In

to have at last

notes upon which all powers are agreed.
the ministers at
that
It is understood
Pekin of the other powers have similar
Instructions but whether they have or
not, Mr. Conger Is not to be restrained.
that
The Berlin statement this morning
Germany has agreed to Japan’s proposals
that peace negotiations with China shall
for the present be entrusted to the foreign
representatives at Pekin is regarled here
as an Indication that Geimany has taken

become

rollicking diversion,

the limit
and rapid fire ac-

tion.
NEW MUSICAL FEATURE.
A novel musical feature Is
being arranged for tonight at Madison Square
for the demonstration In Governor Roose-

similar action in the case of Minister
Mumiu Yon Sohwartzen stein.

velt’s honor. A score or more bands will
unite In playing the "Star Spangled Banner,” and the time will be beaten for
all the bands within sight of Madison

Square by

a

searchlight

on

EX-SKO’Y. HAWKINS SURRENDERS
Dover, Del., October 25,—Former Seoietary of Stat9 John D. Hawkins, indicted
on a charge of embezzling §3,000 and who
esoaped from! the custody of the sheriff

the

tower of
This
giant

Madison Square Garden.
baton of white light will be manipulated
by an experienced musical director. The
volume of music is expected to

be

walked into the
yesterday afternoon,
Superior court today accompanied by one

some-

thing extraordinary.
LEONORA JACKSON TONIGHT.
This

evening

at

Kotzsohmar

hall

we
I

He
surrendered.
of his bondsmen and
Tne court rescinded
was placed in ja„51.
the forfeiture cf the §24,030 bail.

OXFORD CO.
For

Programme

TEACHERS.

help, and

g^at

WOODFOIiDS.

tive purposes.

during

the

Refreshments were served

evening.

The Misses

Alice Russell, Mary Prince
r—

but could be plainly seen with
a telescope or spy glass
The tugs Knickerbocker and Mary J.
Finn arrived yesterday
towing in th9
dredge Freeport, two soows and a water
tank.
The steamship Allandale of the ThomIn the morning
son line arrived early
Shields which port she
She came from
left October 8 and was light. Captain A

,N
SILVER

Sinclair reports that strong head wind3
prevailed as well as thick fogs which
made the passage a slow
on3.
One re-

Association.

511 CONGRESS ST.

Cornish, October 24 —The Western Oxford Teachers’ association will meet at
fcimlth and Warren Hall Cornish, Thursday and Friday, October 26 and 26.

SPECIAL SALE

Pro-

-OF-

gramme:

SILK WAISTS.
The manufacturers have been s<
delivering Silk. Waists that
several lots
we have just received
slow in

Manners and

Morals in the SohoolMiss Cora Giles, Brownfield
Co-operation of School Board and
Teachers, Mr. Levi L. Cook, Cornish
Mutual Relations of Parent, Teacher
room.

which should havo arrived three
weeks ago, therefore we have about

and Pupil,
Allss Eunice

three hundred

W. Forbes, South Paris.
An Element of Successful Teaching,
Miss Florenoe Pugsley, Cornish
Variety In School Work,
Miss Ethel Morrill, Fryeburg

Que8tion.Box.ji

(Thursday Evening,

7.30 o'clock;
4#st Church.)

Music.

stitching

9 o’olook)

Business meeting.
^
What to do with the Little Ones,
Miss Ivy Norton, Cornish

Another

Miss Margi8 Marr, Cornish
Its Responsibility for

§6.00

(Friday Afternoon, 1.30 o'clock.)

prices,

509

CONGRESS

ST.

Going

Boston to

see

the

lot of about

100

all
Silk.

in

front,

tucked

hem-

back,

fine tucks.
new bishop sleeves with
hemstitching in front and back and new
colors, regular §5.00 to $5.50 sale price,

and

good quality

taffeta Silk in all colors,

regular price

§6 50 for this sale,

$5.62
of black and colors

composed

but all marked

equally

as

low.

Samples

in different

$4.50

of the

styles
lot

and

can

Cottages built for sale
“Mountain View Park.”

and to

just

received

a

days.
large line

be

of

Rainy Day

Skirts

to

be

$4.98

F. D.
Telephone

1006-4.

FOLSOM,

let.

ORDERED TO NEW YORK.
October 26.—Batteries E
and'G of the fifth artillery now in the department of Porto Rico, have been ordered to New York for assignment to
stations In the department of the eaet and
Battterles L and 0,of the same regiment,

Washington,

No place like Boston, go there
ber 30 and see for yourself

£♦«

^
%

on

♦
♦

T
♦
a

[

DELICATESSEN

[

Dinner Bill of Fare.
♦«™

Octo-

Scalloped Tomatoes,

I

Another Smelt
Upwards

iu

•

We have the
the Jewelry line.
most complete stock in the city.
Come to our store we can show

a

is

packed

with

everything

now

I

T
•

you everything usually
first class jewelry establisha

J

meat.

S

found

today

in

—*

Boiled Cod—Hollandiasse Sauce,
Boiled and Mashed Potatoes,

<*»♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦

m *♦♦♦♦

Department.

i

the department of the east, have
stations In the departbeen assigned to
ment of Porto Rico.
batteries ordered to Porto Rico
The
will be filled to the maximum by transfers from other batteries of the fifth artillery stationed In New York harbor.
now in

♦

u

Peas,

Rolls,

pint

of 400 dozen sold last

and quart air

20c per order

)

Friday,
15c per quart

tight

Individual Size Lobster

V

12c per dozen

Fry,

Delicious Clam Chowder,
In

)

earthen

jugs.

Salads,

12c each

will be

'VA7~ 3-5 T ■'FS
to

in-

sold at

I

J~

he

to

We have also

Child Study,Miss Florenoe Spring,Hiram
Elements of Discipline,
Mrs Fred B. Pike, Cornish
Some rambling thoughts in connection with our High School course.
Mr. Stephen Rounds, Cornish
Musio.
What Parents Can Do,
Rev. T. C. Chapman, Cornish
Miss Jenette Wiley, Cornish
Influence,
Schools ImDiscussion—Have
Rural
proved under recent Legislation?
The officers are: President, Rev. E.
H. Abbott, Fryeburg; vice president, Dr.
C. E. Wilson,
Hiram; secretary, Miss
Flora M. Lord, Kezar Falls.

steamer at Portland and return
home
Captain D. Thompson is temporarily in
command of the steamer.

sails when

will

seen in our show window lor a few

Musio.

Geo. H. Griffen,

the steamer

sleeve, black

The balance is

Dinner will be served at Methodist vestry.

I IVlcKenney, :j

until

decided

that

$4.50

and

deported,
Captain Colby of the steamer State of
Maine was taken ill on a recant trip to
was obliged to leave the
Boston and

two stowaways,
E. Eefter and Andrew McGill^ a ScotchMoGill will be deman, were brought.
tained by Inspector of Immigration Elliot
and

rather

with fine tucks and

One lot made of

Moral;Training,
Mr. Magnus Kidlon, Kezar Falls
Language versus Grammar,
Mr. E. N. Stone, Brownfield
physical

stylo

tuoked dress

Teaching Exercise,
The School;

today

but

have

we

prices on them
quick sale.
one

stock

.good quality taffeta
style has twelve rows of

One

Purington, Farmington

(Friday Forenoon,

return them

put

in

made of

Lecture,

Prof. Geo. C.

than

There is

Music.

•

we

sure a

Metho-

more

actually need,

than

to

Our assortment of articles for table
use is larger than usual at this seaThe list
son—very attractive, too.
would fill a column and many artistic
effects in Sterling Silver you’ll find.
The marks of the best makers will bo
found on each piece.
Handsome
Berry and Salad Bowls, Bon Bon
Dishes, Chocolate, Coffee, Ice Cream
and Salad Sets are worthy ot special
mention,
0
_^_

turning cattleman

FOLSOM,

F. D.

Meeting 3We*t Oxford

terday morning. Young Pelton was en(Thursday Afternoon, 1.30 o’clook.)
lumber
from a day.
gaged In unloading
Music.
freight oar, when he slipped and fell
Scripture Heading and Prayer.
“Mountain
View Park.” Lands for
from the car, some of the lumber falling
Music,
with him. As a result one leg was quite investment. See our guarantee.
Address of Welcome, Geo.F. Clifford, Esq.
H Abbott, Fryeburg
Rev.
F.
Response,
badly bruised. Young Pelton started
The Difficulties of Che Rural School,
to walk to his home, but had only gone
WELDINGS.
Miss Rose Meserve, Cornish
a

short dlsanoe before
he had to have
was carrle 1 the remainder of
BODGE—PLUMMEli,
the distance to his home.
Airs, O. A. Hill, Forest avenue, Is enBrunswick, October 26.—Wednesday
evening at the residence of Mrs. Isaac
joying a brief visit In Boston.
DANIEL FKOHMANS STOCK CO.
Air. Charles L. (ioodrldge has returned Plummer on Cumberland
street, Miss
Stock
Oo.
The Daniel Frohrnan's
Julia Emllle Plummer of Brunswick
from his recent business trip to Boston.
which plays an engagement of
three
was united in marriage with Dr. Joseph
Boston Is a
place and there Is to Perley Bodge of Portland. The
nights and a matinee beginning next
ceremony
be
an
excursion
there
on
October
30,
Monday night, presents the three most
was performed by liev. Weston D. Plumsuccessful plavs of their past New York
mer of Hallowell,
a cousin of the bride.
season, “The Maneuvers of .Jane,” “The
The groom
was attended by his cousin,
Ambassadors'1
and
Within
VVhepls
Mr. May bury
of Massachusetts as best
W heels, all of which are comedies which
man, and Miss Louise Plummer of TopThe
funeral
services
of
Mar- sham acted
achieved brilliant suoces In London, Chias bridesmaid.
The ushers
the
three
months5
old were E. C Patten and Charles Alexander
garet,
Ciigy, Boston, and in fact everywhere preof
John
M.
and
Mr.
Elizabeth of
ented.
daughter
Topsham. The wedding march from
held yesterday morning
Rounds wex-e
The oompany is oomposed of thirty-two
Lohengrin was
played by Miss Maud
at |11
o’clock from
the fi residence,
of Windham, the sister of the
members, all of whom are the best qualiBodge
44 Revere street. The
body was taken groom.
The
bride was becomingly
ty. Besides these it oarries two car loads
to East Poland on the noon train, where dressed in a
of scenery, calcium effeots and furnishgown of white 6llk with a
the burial is to take place. The funeral veil crowned with
ings.
pinks, She carried a
were conducted by Rev. H. E. ahowter
services
of bride roses. The dress
bouquet
QUO VADIS.
Townsend, pastor of the Woodfords Unl- of the bridesmaid was of white organdie
In presenting
Stanislaus
versall3t church.
Ktange-'s
trimmed with lace.
After the ceremony
At the meeting of Rocky Hill lodge,
dramatization or Kenryk
Sienkiewicz’s
a
was
held for the
reception
many
No. 51,
immortal novel Quo Vadls, which Is to
Knights of Pythias, held last friends of the bridal
couple from nine
be the attraction at the Jefferson theatre,
evening, the rank of esquire was con- o’clock until 11.
Light refreshments
ferred on a candidate.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday ot next
A special
of the Woodford6 were served by Caterer Given.
meeting
week, Messrs. Fred O-S Whltnay and
Dr. and Mrs. Bodge left Thursday for
seen as Magda.
Unlversallst
parish has-been called for
Edwin Knowles have spared
a
short wedding trip after which they
Lillian Blauvelt tripped on a rug in her
no# expense
October
at
7.30
29th,
Monday evening,
to make it one of the inost colossal pro- room last
Thursday and sprained an o’olook in Lewis
to take action on will make their home in Portland, where
hall,
had
ankle,
bhe
to
cancel
several
concert
ductions ever seen In this city.
While
the matter of providing the furniture Dr. Bodge Is a practicing physician. The
there are several garbled versions of Quo engagements.
Wallace Hopperjarrlved New York and fixtures for the equipment of the house was tastefully deoorated with potUEdna
Vadls being
played the version
by on Saturday alter a Hying trip to Europe
ted plants, ferns and autumn
leaves.
new churoh building.
Stange Is the only authorized and correct to begin rehearsals for Elorodora, May
The many gifts received testified to the
Edouin came by the smte steamer to ap- TWENTY-FIFTH
one. It has been made perfect In Its
WEDDING
ANNI- popularity of the couple.
very
Mrs. Bodge
in the same play.
detail by the use of gorgeous scenery, pear
VERSARY.
is the daughter of the
came
back
on
Suzanne gAdams
late Mr. Isaac
historical properties and magnificent cos- Saturday from Europe to join the MaurMr. and Mrs. Ervlng L. Weeks ob- Plummer of Brunswick, and is a poputumes, all of which are made alter mod- ice Grau Opera company
served the 25th anniversary ol their mar- lar young woman. Dr. Bodge Is the son
were again
Amelia Bingham's plans
els from truly historical data.
arranged by rumor last week. This time riage at their pleasant home, 518 Wash- of Mr. and Mrs, El bridge S. Bodge of
her husband, Lloyd ington avenue, East Deering, last eve- South Windham. He is a graduate of the
A HOT OLD
it was said that
TIMK.
meant to hire a theatre and
ning. A goodly number of relatives and Maine Medical sohool In the class of :99,
Apropos of the forthcoming engagement Bingham,
place her at the head of a company of her friends
o' The Kay’s big success “A Hot Old own.
gathered to extend congratula- and made many friends In town during
and
to Mr.
But it was ail news
tions and to join in the festivities of the his stay here.
Tlme:’ at the Jefferson, tonight and to- Mrs, Bingham.
A play entitled" A Queen's Heart” is occasion.
1
morrow matinee and
night, a certain
being written for Mrs, Langtry by Pierre
Mr. and Mrs. Weeks were
married
noted critic has this
Big town, Boston. Big time there on
“In
the
say:
and Claude Berton.
Mabel Hay Barrows, daughter of the October 14, 1875, but owing to unavoid- October 30.
present Inexplicable and meretricious thecircumstances, could not observe
atrical craze for suggestive lines and vul- Massachusetts ex-Congressruan, has writ- able
Love the
HAliBOK NOTES.
ten an Indian
play, Kawahha’s
on that date, so it was
anniversary
gar, even indecent situations, it is rebong, that probably will be presented by
until
of
the
new torpedo boats recently
One
the
yesterday.
postponed
During
to
ilnd
a
freshing
thoroughly clean pro- the Ojlbway Indians at Desbarets, Ont,,
at
Bath was in Portland
early part of the evening Mr. and Mrs. constructed
duction, free from whai the French find who recently played Hiawatha.
their friends In the par- harbor for a short time yesterday
Weeks received
afterauuujr Aiuuuvttu in its uumur aim—every
Bear In mind the low rate excursion lor. The guests were Introduced to Mr, noon,
She arrived at a few minutes
body knows that American numor is' the
and Mrs. Week6 by Messrs. George Lucas past two o’olook and ran up as far as
finest In the world—causing laughter all to Boston on October 83.
She
and Herbert Lord, who actedj in the ca- Portland head.
then turned back
the time, but laughter that no one need
CONGER TOED TO GO AHEAD.
Bath. ^She ploughed
pacity of ushers, The rooms were tasti- and returned to
be ashamed of, and relying for Its sucthe
the water at a rapid rate and
25.—Minister ly arranged for
Ootober
occasion, potted through
Washington,
cess, not on pandering for questionable
but honest effort to
Conger has been authorized by his gov- plants and ferns being used for decora- was hardly visible with the naked eye

ful atmosphere of country life
Applause was frequent and the production was most cordially received.

sensation,
clean, crisp, lively and

n

16 to

THE HOSSINl CLUB.

this evening for the llrst time In this city
at popular prloes, “Lost in New York

talr

TM beat's

Moore’s.

For
this afternoon the
credit
of Monday evening will be repeat“The Princes of Patches,” and tor

success

ed,

[

sights

on

«

THE

Seo

]ly20dtf5tUor8tHp

At the

Square.

♦
*

*<$>$

October 30.
0

papers for

j

|

our

Saturday Specials

in this

department.

JEWELER,

IVionument

Today’s evening

j

Pastry Counter.

OLD FASHIONED MOLASSES9c

S2P

|

MAINE TOWNS.
Itenia

of

Interest Gathered
cal

TO LET.

YJvRDL

by Our Lo-

The

Musician

Eighty-

Hi*

Entered

kill

anything, but after the
shower Tuesday night the ground froze a

With

pleasure
regard
high
authority, but she peppers peas, the
most delicate and delicious of all vegetables: bakes beans in the water in
and whom I

as

which

they are boiled, which a country
housekeeper considers too vile to throw
down her sink drain, and adds boiling
water, in canning tomatoes, when they
already contain so much water that people who appreciate the true flavor and
Quality of tomatoes, stew or bake them
from one to two hours, to reduce water.
I think It is the same author who cooks
canvas back ducks 20 minutes.
Now unless the oven was excessively hot and the
birds very tender, this would only suff.oe
to heat them through.
Under the signature of another writer
tn a New Hampshire paper, 3 cups of
meal and
and

a

flour,

cup

of

are

used with

milk

in

a

two eggs,

Johnnie cake,

which was doubtless a mistake.
Now I may not do a bit better, but
what I send you will be the result of

ex-

perience at any rate and one of tne things
I have learned is that pepper may not
only be used but abused.
To a person of refined taste, an otherwise delightful dish may be spoiled by
pepper, black pepper we speak of, as this
j
Is the kind used in a most reckless manj
tier by some cooks.
One of the arts of
cuuKtng-

is

finities.

io

Know

Better

now

offend

com Dine af-

to

ten

people

by
leaving out pepper, which each may add,
than to ruin one's reputation as a cook
by spoiling the dish for the eleventh,
who knows.
Peas, asparagus and lettuce, above all
vegetables, should not know pepper.
Peas, with a sweetness so fleeting that It
may be lost by standing in a warm place
for a few hours after picking, may be
ruined by this condiment, for one used
to delicate feasting; and the white hearts
of cabbage lettuce, which have a fine,
nutty flavor when crisp and fresh, need no
other seasoning than salt, oil, and a suspicion of vinegar, though many cling to
mayonnaise and heavy dressings. String
and butter beans need

no

pepper.

Fresh

mashed
not

he

or

creamed

peppered.

TUGGED PlGgOjtfST
four or six pigeons and

wipe
minute

them very

dry. Boil the livers a
then mince them fine and, bruise
them with a spoon or in a mortar. Mix
them with the yolks of two hard boiled
eggs, a sprig of parsley and the peel of
half a lemon shredded fine. Take the
weight of the dressed livers in beef suet
chopped as fine as possible, the same
weight of bread crumbs and a little pepper, salt and grated nutmeg. Mix all
well together with a well-beaten egg and
a little fresh butter.
Stuff the pigeons
and their crops with this
force-meat,
or

two

sew

up the

openings, dip the birds into
dredge them with pepper
put them into a jar with a
head of celery, a bunch of sweet herbs,
four cloves, powdered mace and a gill of
tarragon vinegar. Cover the jar closely
and set it in a stewpon of boiling water
for three hours. When done, stiain the
gravy into & stewpan, stir in a little butter rolled in flour, boil it till thick and
pour over the pigeons.
Garnish with
lemon and serve.
MRS. P.
warm

water,

and salt and

APPLE PUDDING.
Peel and stew until tender eight large
apples, rub through a sieve and mix with
them two ounces of seeded raisins, the
peel of half a lemon, one ounce of ground
almonds, one quarter of a pound of sugar
and five eggs.
Mix well and bake in a
buttered mold in a moderate oven. Serve
frith rich, cre^m sauce.
MRS. BRADBURY.

potatoes
Hashed over

potatoes fried in fat need pepper, as do
fried over cabbage, vegetable hash, turnips and summer squash. Again is there
b nice difference,
since the dry, sweet
squash cf winter needs only salt and butCanned corn may have a dash of
ter.
pepper, but fresh

corn cut from the cob,
Pepper may be used with tomato,
potato and other vegetable salads, though
many prefer a dash of cayenne to black.
Never put pepper In a pot of baked
beans. Never pepper beefsteak, lamb or
These luscious and fine
mutton chops.
flavored meats, which need no other zest
than their own juices, with a little salt,
we put on a level with liver and Hamburg steak, when treated to tha/t really
coarse seasoning, which helps the rather
flavorless tripe; while a little red pepper
helps dishes made from boiled ham.
Soups, stews, hashed meats, in fact,
nearly all made over dishes, need a little
never.

pieces,

j

the

GRILLED FOWL.
remains of a cold

season

them With pepper and

in

salt,

squeeze over them the juice of half a
lemon and let them stand for three-quarters of an hour. Wipe them dry, dip into
then
melted butteT
and
Into bread
crumbs with a little grated lamon pedi.
Broil them on a gridiron over a clear
fire. If fried instead of broiled, use the
well-beaten yolk of an egg instead of
butter.

which should be well cooked

pepper,
in,
BEEF RISSOLES.
though careless cooks make a lavish use
Take slices of rather lean cold roast
this
it
of
saves trouble or j
spice, since
beef and mince them very fine. Season
bides Ignorance in the us® of others.
highly with pepper and salt, add a few
Chowders, stews and broths made of
savory herbs chopped fine, and the peel
clams, fish and oysters, need pepper, as
!
of half a lemon with rather more than
do the dressings used to stuff fish, meats
end birds.
half the weight of the beef -In bread
v_nui
sauce
crumbs. Mix all well together with two
aim catsup iouk. ana lasie
better without pepper, depending on the eggs well beaten into a very thick paste.
Form it into bails, egg and bread crumb
red or green peppers used, while many
for the same reason, leave it oult of picthem, fry to a nice brown and serve with
HOUSEWIFE.
brown gravy.
calilli and mixed pickles altogether.
Game should be seasoned with red pepper only, While the delicate flavor of
LEMON PUFFS.
poultry should be preserved Intact, using
Beat and sift a pound and a quarter of
pepper only in the stuffing, or in soup
loaf sugar and mix with it the peel of
and broths made from fowl.
two lemons grated fine. Whip the whites
No broiled fish, or meats need pepper,
of three eggs to a firm froth, add ft gradunless the taste Is to be quite changed
ually to the sugar and lemon and beat
by a marinade, and in making tneat and
It all together for one hour. Make it up
and
fish sauces,
marinades, Ailing for
In any shape you please, place the puffs
sandwiches and stuffing of eggs, tornaon oiled paper on a tin, put them In a
toes, rolls, etc., pepper should be so hapmoderate oven and bake six or eight
pily blended with other seasonings as minutes.
Hot to predominate.
Pepper seems to blend with eggs, but i
EGG BALLS FOR SOUP.
lit is a question if all cooking and serving ]
Pound the hard boiled yolks of eight
of tomatoes is not better without it, with
eggs in a mortar until very smooth.
the exception again, of soup. As a rule, |
Then mix with them the yolks of four
the coarser the food and flavor, the more
raw eggs, a little salt and a sprinkling of
is
black pepper as a season- !
►ppropriate
flour to make them bind. Roll them Into
MRS. R. W. SHEA,
)ng.
small balls, and then add them to any
made

dishes

or

soups

for

which

OYSTER SALAD.
may be required.
About half a dozen small oysters j
for
be
each
allowed
should
person. Scald
them in their own liquor and drain and
flry them carefully, standing on Ice in
the refrigerator until cold. Just before

they
TENA S.

j

lime

to serve them mix with an equal j
►mount of crisp, chilled lettuce leaves,
thredded, add the hard boiled whites of !
tggs, cover with dressing and serve on \
lettuce leaves. Garnish with hard boiled
KATE C,
iggs and slices of lemon.

VEAL OLIVES.
Cut some thin slices of veal rather
Wide, but not more than three or four
Inches long. Lay a very thin slice of fat
>acon on each, then a layer of forcemeat, a little shallot sliced as thin and
line as possible, pepper, salt and cayenne. Roll them round and fasten each
►ecurely with a small skewer; brush
them over with egg and fry to a nice
fcrown. Boil a few mushrooms with
►bout half a pint of brown gravy, pour
)t round them and garnish with hard

foiled

egg.

Pomona

Grange at Gorham, Saturday, were Mr.
ana Mrs. C. M. Elliot, Misses Ethel Hill
and Iva Moses’and Mr. Orville Hanson.
Mr. D. F. .Small of West Falmouth
conaucted the meetings on the Plains

SOLO AT OUR STORES

Qrocers^everywhere

FOR

BRICK

Sunday.

""

Glantz finished work at Mrs.
Lydia LeUrow’s this week.
Mr. Herbert LeGrow of Portland spent
Saturday night and Sunday in this place.
Mr. George Willey met with the loss
Mr. John

a

FOR

WANTED—By

horse Saturday night.

r

Boston excursion on Ootober 30.

WIT AND WISDOM.

rARGE-house

TO

Reasons.
you so fond of Shakespeare?” asked the acquaintance.
“Because,” answered Mr. Stormington
Barnes, “he is the great, the peerless
poet, the man who spoke alike to peasant and philosopher and moved the world
to higher emotions.
Besides, you don’t
have to pay Shakespeare any royalties
for the use of his plays.”—Washington
Star.
Good

“Why

are

TO

TO
TO

to Mothers.
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for iufants and children,
and see that it

Important

Bears the

Signature

of

TO

In Use For Over 30 Years.
the Kind You Hate Always Bought.
ee

COMPETENT,

TO

Moments of

Bliss.

FOR

Old Gentleman (to ticket collector)—
Your life, my young friend, I imagine, is
laborious one and fuil of
Collector—Yes, sir, but

trials?
there are moments when it is filled wim peace and
happiness and joy.

Old Gentleman—When

your

paid, I s’pose?
Collector—No, sir, when I
in tha face of somebody
great hurry.—Tit-Bits.
Success

ItO

wages are

""

slam the gate
who is in a

FOR

Genuine
produces
Pond’s Extract ia sold only in Bottles, with
landscape view on buff wrappers.
Imitations.

20-1

PINE TREE KINDERGARTEN.

RENT—No. 13A St., Knigutville, down
stair tenement, 5 rooms compact, sun all
day, line harbor view, steam heat, lias stable,
small family, $12 a morth. BENJAMIN SHAW
& CO„ 611-2 Exchange street.
20-1

FOR

At the annual meeting of the Pine Tree
Kindergarten Association, under whose
auspices the summer
kindergartens
were conducted, the fallowing report was

Proctor,

an

BORDENS

Membership Committee—Julia Thompson.

St.,

9 rooms, hot
conAddress
veniences; now ready for occupant.
F. E. DOCKERTY. Box 1619.19-2

lor physician; No. 129 Spring,
10 rooms all improvements; No. 133 Federal, 7
rooms; No. 1 Munroe Place, house 7 rooms,
cozy *nd convenient; No. 270 B., 7 rooms, near
Union Station; No. 16 Gilman, 6 rooms, verv
desirable; No. 236 Brackett, 6 rooms; No. 66
Smith, flat 7 rooms, separate front door, price
moderate; No. 64 Smith, corner Oxford, 5
room flat, verv sunny; No. 89 Myrtle, 7 rooms,
and many ot lers.
FREDERICK S.
Real Estate, First National Bank Building.

BRAND

CONDENSED HIlK
i£NJ?"R
AQIFC”abookfor
pofi DAyiilj mothers
Borden's Condensed Milk Co.NY

■hange;

State of Maine and
Nova Scotia girls for general housowork
In small private families, lias
Bay and near
suourhs; will pay $4 to $5 for competent girls;
Also two green girls at S3 weekly. 663 Wash26-1
lngton street, Boston, Mass.

WANTED—Reliable

-.

X\T ANTED

investigate.

DAL-

At once ten shirt makers. Applicants must bring samples of their stitchon
a circle, felling and
button
hemming
lag,
___octl.tdtf
holes. CHARLES CUSTIS SHIRT CO., 513Va
FOR SALE—Elegant Pianos, Mandolins, Viostreet.
25-1
Congress
L
lias.
Banjos, Harmonicas. SuperVVANTED—A housekeeper for a widower, j >r Violin Guitars,
and Bac.jo Sit ings, Clarinets, Cornets,
where there is no children.- Address
•rums, Instruction Books, and everyth ng in
23-1
LOCK BOX, No. 7, Nobleboro, Maine.
t lie music line. For sale by HAWES, 414 Concct(3-4 |
yoinglady stenographer and e res. street.
\YrANTED—A
»»
type writer, one having some expe ieuce j ] FOR 8ALE —The only available lot of land
In book-keeping preferred, a permanent posi-; J L
on the Western Promenade, located betion offered. Address L. B., Press office,
g-11’ t ween the residences of Messers. Cartland and
ANTED—A capable girl to do general : < lonley. Also a first-class furnished cottage,
"
YYr
Apply
housework; must be a good cook and j table and land at Willard Beach.
31-tf
laundress; references required. Call at 120 1 o TRUE BROS No. 394 Fora street.
FREE ST._23-1
»*

j

for general work. German
\YANTED—Girl
*»
Good pay to the
or Swede prefered.
right party. Apply No. 129 Pitt St., Fessenden
Take
Grove
cars.
octl2tf
Park.
street

fiilSCELL, AS ECUS.

a

dress

WANTED.

'1

to store furniture in

person wishing
with a
ANYforcheap
way can do
the
ot
best ol
patty

AGENTS

__20-1
rent In western part of city; 12
(CHOICE
A' rooms, all modern
conveniences,

NOTICE.

to

POR

VAILl,

^

it will pay you

CON & CO., 08 Exchange street.
octltltf
SALE—Houses in Deeriug for $1 500;
$2,400, $3,000, $3,800. $4,000; alsoj houses In
1 Portland for $2,200 to $5,0r-0. Choice building
1 ots at Oakdale, Fessenden
Park, Peering
1 lighlauds and also choice cottage lots at Otta, ra Park (Cliff Cottage)
All
Elizabeth.
Cape
1 :inds of real estate taken in exchange. Easy
t eims. DALTON & CO., 63 Exchange street.

responsible

so

it;
C. D. M., 75 Gray street. City.26-1
use

care.

Call

or

ad-

^

the Portland Daily Fress: 1 wish to saymy
i GEN rs WANTED in every section for oar j i
husband Herbert N. Morgan has never
newly- A full line of flavoring extracts and other A supported me and nas paid no bids of my confitted up, nice neighborhood, sunnv exposure. No.
products from our own laboratory. Alt tracting siuce I married him.
MRS. HELEN
For particular call on GEO, F. JUNKINS, 270 strictly high grade and warranted. Liberal M.
*
Middle street.
13-4
coniission, permanent work; state experience, v * MORGAN._20-l_
ORTGAGES N EGOT1 AT ED—Owners of
inclose stamp. Address P. O. BOX 1757, Portreal estate who desire loans to complete
OR FACTORY BUILDING-The land, Me.
25-1
their purchases or parties having mortgages
first floor of the building occupied by the
4 GEnTS WANTED- ‘GALVESTON; iTlie maturing or past due can obtain liberal loans at
American Express Company on Plum street is A
Horrors of a Stricken City,” by Murat low rate of interest, by applyiug to FREDERoffered for rent. Apply to E. A. NOYES, PortHalstead.
Fully illustrat'd, fastest selling ICK S. VAILL, Real Estate, First National
land Savings Bank.
lO-tf
book ever published; only $1.50,
Best terms Bank Building. Portland.
_20-1
outfit free; be quick.
J. S. ZBIGguaranteed;
LET—A first-ci ss corner store, Congress
\l ISS UPTON has returned with the latest
LER & CO.. Chicago, 111.
23-1
Hi
corner Gilman.
Plate glass, steel celling,
designs and w ill be pleased to see all old
customers and new ones; designer and maker
good location for arug or grocery store or shoo
store: almost new. P ice $25.
L. M. LEIGHof all kinds of dresses, from storm suits to
WANTED.
TON. 53 Exchange street.
2$-tf
Prices reasonable.
evening end bridal gowns.
Dressmaking Parlors, 2?4 Cnmberlrna St. 19-2
ri’O

Prov ident Association will hold
rHit«
OFFICE
“Oetmg iu
9, City Building.
at 2l3° o’clock, for
Eeelect^nhAf «Smencing
■ftlce,sana the transaction of
)Titelnih»0rnSf
my other business
that may be brought
room

B

egally before the meeting.

1

Per Order Managers,

Forll.i.d, October

pleasant play.

rowes.

tenement No. 232 High
water heat, all modern

No. 26 Arsenal, 12 rooms,
FORallRENT-House
Improvements, rent moderate; No. 773

and her efficient assistant,
For eight weeks these children
were
and
made comfortable
happy at the
rooms, where play and work were adapted to their needs. The term closed with
of this work, to which
an exhibition
parents and friends were invited. The
rendered
were
songs
particularly pleasing,
and thoroughly enjoyed by those present.
The fact that a hundred children had
to be turned away from the Bethel shows
a desire for
vacation work among the
children who spend the summer months
within the city limits. Touched by thlB
crying need, the association was enabled
through the kindness of interested
friends, to open a second kindergarten
for the month of August, at the Preble
had
chapel. Miss Mabel A. Dunbar
charge of the forty-seven little ones registered, and this place proved to be another center of cheerful, happy work and

this time transfers her interest in the
Hunt Memorial
kinderearten to
two
summer kindergartens, to be known
as
the George S. Hunt Memorial kindergartens, the same to be conducted under the
auspices of the Pine Tree Kindergarten
association.
p The following officers were elected for
the ensuing year:—
President—Marion R, Worcester.
Vice President—Sarah M, Hacker,
Secretary and Treasurer—Dora H,
Moulton,
Programme Committee—Mrs, A. B.
Beck, Mrs, H. True Hooper, Ruth Bur-

0 LET—Lower
f|
J

Congress, suitable

experienced kindergartner,

The association wishes to acknowledge
Its indebtedness to Hon. Charles F. Libby
and the Misses Libby, and to Mr. Zenas
Thompson, for their gifts to the Preble
ohapel kindergarten, also to the friends
who have so generously responded to
the appeals for funds, without whose cooperation this work would have been lm-

LET—Lower rent of 6 rooms, rear No. 2
Monroe
Place, ga? and Sebago, house
nearly new, in nice repair, good yard room,
sunny exposure; price $12.
Apply to EDW.
HASTY, 243 Middle St., upstairs.20-1

TO

submitted by the secretary:
On July 6th the kindergarten at
the
Bethel church was opened for the third
one
hundred
and
summer, fully
fifty
ohildren ol all ages waiting for admission. As there were accommodations for
fifty children, only the younger ones
were invited to remain. Each day songs
were learned, games were
played, gift
work and occupations were engaged In
of
under the supervision
Miss Jane I.

possible.
Courage and inspiration have been
largely increased by the action of Mrs.
George S. Hunt, who convinced et the
benefit of the summer work, and «s;eing
tne great need of it in
the city, from

CHOCOLATE

%.{

WANTED—A

WINDHAM,

a

fowl

_2IT

TO

East Windham, October 2 5.—Mr, and
Mrs, Frank Gllpatrick, who reoently purchased the Jacob LeGrow
place, have
closed their house for the winter, and
will keep house for Mr. Wm. Morrill.

SOME SAUCES AND GARNISHES.

Cut

iS

newlm

daughter and many grandThe funeral will be at West
Baldwin, Thursday, Oct. 26,
Mr. Fred Murch began making apple
barrels, Oet. 24, In his shop at home.

of

Marston Sauce for Meats and Game.
% cup of grape jelly; 14 cup tomato
©aitsup; 1 tablespoonful each fine chopped
pickle, &ood table sauce, mustard from
mustard pickles and spiced vinegar; pepper sauce and salt to taste, mix thoroughly together.
Use as a marinade for venison or beefsteak, or mutton chops freed from fat;
ait the end of two hours take the meat
out, broil over a charcoal fire, and while
so doing, put sauce in a granite double
boiler, add half cup of butter, heat hot
and serve with meat.
It is also excellent with wild ducks, or
fried oysters; or cold,—withoult the butter,—with cold meats.

FOR

nf

children.

attended

^nuXW.SWTHC^*

I!*5

sons and a

who

foS

LODGING

Mrs. John Cartret went to Bartlett,
N. H., to visit Mrs, Walter Chandler,
Oct. 20.
Mr. Ira Burnell died Oct. 23, after a
short but painful sickness, caused by
two shocks.
He leaves a wife, three

those

/

Ip

this week.
A few have sold some of
their apples for 76 cents a barrel delivered
at Mattocks, but more are
putting them
in the cellars.
Mr. Lorenzo Thorne has 60ld his farm
to Joe Chadboume of East Baldwin.

Among

Geo. W. Brown, 53 Exchange St.

u<nia^
SALeT^^

__

froze, even to apples on the trees, but not
enough to hurt them; but this week Is
fine again. The apple crop Is very large
and people hope to get them all gathered

Pickled Lemons; for Garnishing.
Select smooth, thin skinned lemons, cut
a thin slice of rind from each end, slice
the lemons in thin slices, pick out the
seeds with a sharp point, being careful
to remove every one. Put in small glass
jars, abouit the diameter of a lemon,
with tiny red peppers, whole mustard
and mixed spices, cover with cold vinegar, seal tight, and let stand at least a
week before using.
A number of jars
may be made at once as they will keep
well. Nice for garnishing.

With

shell beans it will do.
should

Draw

FOR

TO

little and the cold continued until Friday
night when everything above ground

T am tffad good cooking is to be made
thoroughly practical and that the wives
•i New England who daily cook are 'to
contribute to make it so. You will pardon me if I say that many things written by professional writers are above us
poor, every-day mortals and some of the
things they write do not agree with my
every
For
day experience.
instance,
there is one writer whose articles I read

Forty words Inserted under this
h
week for 25 cenU, cask In

1-40 b. p. horizontal Erie
engine
The correspondent of the
New York
llxlo cylinder center crank,
tight
Damatlo Mirror in Home, under date of
One new 9 roam bouso with all modern 1m lubricator, feed water
heater and oamT
provement*.
Oct. 10 writes:
also 1-15 h. p. vertical
One new 10 room house in Coyle Park on
Fitchburg eneini’
8xS cylinder and 1 boiler.
Clifton street
“Today Verdi enters his eighty-eighth
Will selfat1
“
One 2 tenement house 4 vears old. A splendid bargain.
to
year, and Is still as green, youthful and
Applv
investment.
hardy as his Iname. He ;thinks nothing
One new 6 Iroom house with all modern imof running from Genoa to Milan to see
provement?.
how things are going on In the instituSeven
fine bouse lots. Fessenden Park, will
|
noR SALE—2 Tenement house, 6
tion he has founded there, and where he
roomsT^T
LET—Large, pleasant front rooms with be sold cheap to close.
a
in good repair, comer
hopes to be burled If the Milan municinouse, all rented^
small rooms connected; steam heat and
se:I as the owner is going South, for
ttSaTha
pality will allow. He has received hun- electric lights: suitable for families. With or
a
WANTED—MALE
great bargain. Call on EZRA HAWK*'
HELP.
dreds of telegrams from all parts of the without meals. Kates, board and room. $oio
Estate agent, 36 Exchange St. Tel.
434-2."
$n perweek: transient. $1.00 $1.60 per day;
world, wherever he has a friend or an 21
meal tickets, gents $3 63. ladles $3.00; 10 meal
OR SALE--Great chance; photo amTtv'
aamirer of his genius, and 1 may say ol
Forty words Inserted under this head
$2.10. AT THE WALDO, 636 Congress one week for 05
his good qualities as a man.
type gallery; call soon; now is your tiro.
Austere to tickets,
cents, cash lu advance- No. 199
St.
25-1
1-2 Middle street, Portland.
those ne does not know, he 16 all heart
for those he does know, and his modesty 'I O
SALE—On Pleasant avenue, two iamiil
LET—Large
pleasant front chamber with
and
and
boarding bouse, 20 rooms,
house. 14 rooms, now 0 cupl’d bv
simplicity are proverbial. He has 1 alcove, up one flight, unfurnished: likeclearing |35 weekly and your rent free; | tenants, paying $300 per annum; must be
only one hatred, and that is for the piano wise a good sized room up two flights, lur- another
16 rooms, dinmg room let for $12 week- ! to close an
estate, one of the best
His own 1b looked np for the greater part nished. Both at 16 CASCO ST., City; very
| ly, leaving 14 sleeping rooms only ts rent; an- Deering section, on car Una. W. 1L locations!.
20-1
WALDRrre
of the year, and once when at a watering central._
other 12 rooms all let, paving well; will take &
iso Middle
CO.,
street._
place the hotel proprietor put a splendid nro LET—A
$151 down, balance easy.
Ttuse bouses f
very desirable upstairs rent of 8
be
niano in his room, thinking to please A
to
as
or
no
represented
guarantee
sale; if ipOR SALE—Farm, 100 acres, well divided r,
rooms, 138 Sbermau St,, rent
$25 per you want a
bouse see me; no trouble A
him thereby, he locked the piano, then
tillage, pasture and wood, house of 9room,
month; also small rent Trowbridge Place; also to show youlodging
and ample outbuildings in good
my bargains. F. H, PEERING,
i
took oat the
repair, yn-,.^
on?
and
threw
on
Forest
a
St.
to
took
JOHN
DEEKW.
walk,
Apply
key,
161 Tremont Street,
half mile from dray village-nrii
orchard,
the key down a
Boston._26-1
precipice, to make 6ure 1NG, 576 Congress St. Telephone 868-2. 25-1
$1300. W. H. WALDRON & CO., 1
Mr
it would not be
ANTED—Two young men to board in
found again during *his
tenemen\ 6 rooms, with shed
nice pleasant front champrivate
stay. And yet no man is or ever was rpo LET—Sunny
nicely finished, new house, near ber. location family,
extension,
central to
business.
Call 62 | TYPEWRITER FOR SALE-The
fonder of mualo than Verdi, and no man electrics and steam cars,
perfect drainage,
*
24-1
burg visible writer.
has ever worked more than he, nor so street lighted, near schools and churches. In- MYRTLE ST., upper belL
Every letter is t,
|i
plain view’ as soon as made. It will do all Kinds
late in life as he. Why, It Is only a few quire at house No. 17 SAWYER ST„ Woodto J. S. RAN- 1 of work, runs easy and givt-s good
AlfANTED—Catmepters.
Apply
impression
years ago that hs brought out Othello and fords, or oi C. B. WHITE, with W. L. Wilscn &
221
B
PALL,
A first class machine; price $7s.eo, a 1
St._24-1 ii BAILEY,
Co*25 1
r alstalf, two
263 Middl- street.
masterpieces of a master’s
1VANTED—24
men
bright
young
throughout
mind. There was a time when he would
LET—Tenement of five rooms, in good re''
tho State of
sit from fourteen to sixteen hours at his
pair, Howard St, Wfil let to small family cians and make Maine to solicit among physi- ! l^OR SALE—At Deering Center, eonvenl'm
from $10 to $20 per day.
L F.
month: rent free to November 1st. G. F.
piano, and now he hates the sight of it, $8.00
[A to the High and Grammar schools, one of
CO., Day Building, Worcester. Mass.24-1
ALEXANDER & CO., 93 Exchange St.
26-1
! the best building lots on Pleasant
Avenue, wr
although his head still sings with ever
Stevens Plains Aveuue; excellent
to
man
act
as
bookyoung
new melodies, he
neighbor,
says, but he has no TiO LET—Downstairs rent of six rooms, in
for a rapidly growing concern. hood ; about one miuute fro m two lines 0; elw
keeper
new
longer strength enough to write them
bouse, electric lights and bathroom, M ust write
plain, easy hand, and be rapid in. tries. .FRANK B. SflEPHERD & CO
down. He came of peasant parents, held on 59 Robert St
Inquire at 28 SPRING ST.
estate
both writing ana figures, would like party
office, room 3, First National’Bans
25-1
laborers m fact, but seems to have been
familiar with type-writing by long or shorthand Building._
244
born with music on his brain.
dictation Ad tiess, with references, N. E. A. T
As soon
'T'OR SALE—4 horizontal boilers, with fronts
TO LET.
24-1
as he oould toddle
CO., No. 11 Exchauge St., Room 14.
hie
alone he would
A
20 ft. long, 5 ft. In diameter. 31-2 inch
Himself to church to listen to the organ,
I? ESIDENT managers wanted for office work tubes, good condition; also six steam radiators
Tlie centrally located store TSo.
or would
of any
In prominent cities, position permanent: WM. H. PERRY CO., Brattle and
stop at the windows
Martyr Sts.
house where music was being
played. 180 Middle St., formerly occu- no canvassing; business will pay manager $30 ___
to
There he would remain as long as
$60
weekly; uo money required but good refhe pied by Lovell Arms Co. Will be
SALE—Band
saw. 36 inch, 4 S3ws to
POR
Send
could hear a note. This conduct being remodelled for offices to suit erences; party with office preferredT
A
condl ion. $55.00; Ricker phner. Sso.ooUTOPIAN SUPstamp for full patflculars.
soon
noticed, the proprietor of a villa tenant. Apply to
doublo cut off saw, *{5.00; upright drill, $1900!
PLY CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
23-1
spoke to him one day, and seeing him
saw benches; a fine small guiie
II. T. WHIPPLE,
$45.00, beltln*!
standing like In a dream, listening to
YTrANT£D—20
brick masons.
17G 1-2 Middle St.
S. W. FOS- etc., etc._C. J, FOSTER, No. Gray, Me. 24-1
"
the music which was being played with23-1
TER, Iiumford, Falls, Me.
oct20dlw
SALE—We offer three parcels of unia
in the house, the gentleman took the
proved property situated at West End, on
LAYER WANTED at Fort Williams. Congress. Lowell. Burnham and
peasant boy by the hand and led him inof
LET—ReDt
and
steam
7 rooms
Cherry streets,
bath,
J. 8. RANDALL.20-1
to the room, where his little daughter rpo
*
at prices to induce promotors to purchase
heat, very pleasant and convenient C. B.
was
BENJAMIN SHAW & CO., 61 ^ LxcnauiJ
Years alter Verdi mar- DOTEN. 10 Sherman 8t, or at 176 Commercial WE do not w ini
practicing.
or loafers to write us,
boys
street.
ried that
24-1
231
daughter. It was her father St. Telephone 720.
men of ability only.
$200 to $500 per
who procured a scholarship for the boy,
Salesmen an general agents, salary
LET—Two nice tenements of six rooms, month.
of all kinds; pole, exSALE—Ladders
who was then sent to the Milan Conser- fTO
or
commission. special inducements. RACINE
*
$11.00; two tenements of seven rooms,
tension, step and tressle. REUBEN WES
vatory, where he was told there was no $10.00j others is centrally located; price from FIREENG1NE&MOTOR CO., Iiacme, Wis. COTT,
137 Lancaster St., foot of Myrtle, tele20-1
music In him. Within a few years, how- $25.00,20.00,18.00 and $30.00 per month. En22-2
phone338-4._
ever, he was back in his native village, quire of EZRA HAWKES, Real Estate Agent,
an established, well rated
86 Exchange St Telephone 434-2.24-1
art squares, almost new, win
as organist in the
F ORsellSALE—2
very church where he
*
scheme or specially men to sell an
firm,
at a reasonable figure.
used to sit entranced, listening to the orApply m
LET—Rooms by the day or week, with or exceedingly attractive and salab o line.
Spec- PARK
gan, now his to play upon.
His first
STREET.__ 22-1
without meals, steam heat and electric ial terms and unique inducements.
High
opera was a failure, as also was his sec- lights, 21 meal tlcKets. Gents’ $3.50. Ladles’ priced men investigate. Box 432, Detroit, Mich.
Cider linrrels For .Sale,
ond opera—a comlo
20-1
was $3.C0. At the WALDO, No. 636 Congress St
opera, whioh
Shipped in lot* to suit. E. O. B. Boston,cars or
hissed off the stage. But he swore to
24-1
boat.
wau's capable men and woman
himself that he would write a comic
Whiskey, rum or wine barrels, §1.25
opera
J to act as
LET—Two desirable rents corner of Ashgeneral ageuts. $900 yearly salary,
which should be a success before he died,
25 galion kegs,
1.00
mont and Beacon Sts., Woodfords; key at expenses, extra commissions, brilliant
••
••
oppor16
and he fulfilled this oath in his last
.75
68
Highland St., or apply to F. N. MAT- tunity. STAFFORD PRESS CO., New Haven,
pro10
duced opera, Falstaff. On the first night THEWs, Union Mutual Building.
,50
24-1
Conn. 'octl7-4
Hour barrels,
,25
of this opera the old man allnded to this,
Cash with all orders unless known to shipO LET—A
End flat of 6 rooms and 117A NTED,—Sub agents.
Reliable men for
by saying, ‘I have gone back to my first * bathroom,West
Address GEO. L. ELLIOT & 00., Cor,
newly renovated, located 929
paying local work; permanent position. per.
love, as 1 said 1 would.'
Congress St„ near Union Station; price $ 16.00 Also agents for places outside of city. For fur- Mystic and Garfield Aves., Somerville, Mass.
“He lost his first wife and his two to family adults. Apply M. H. FOSTER, 137 ther Information
OCtliOJlW ]
address P., Press Office.
15 2.
children while still a young man,
24-1
and Spring street.
TIT ANTED—An able-bodied man, who un- “FOR SALE—On one of the most desirable
for a time he thought he would never
streets in western part, flue brick resitt
derstands farming thoroughly, between
LET—Whole house, 66 Quebec St, 7
wish to write again. Fortunately time
dence, 15 rooms and bath, recently renovated
rent the ages of 21 and 35, and who comes well rerooms, Sebago and water closets,
inside aud out, including open plumping, steam
cures all sorrows, and thus the world was
to
IRA
commended.
STOCKa
cozv
A.
convenient
all
C,
home
Itself.
Apply
$9.00,
by
heat and all modern conveniences, first time
benefitted by some of the most
BRIDGE 507Vi Congress street.
12-tf-lw*
sublime C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.24-1
offered, price #0,500. best bargain in Portland.
operas ever written.
W. IL WALDRON & CO., b-Q Middle St. 20-1
LET—A desirable tenement of six rooms
“Verdi is not and never was a society
near Congress Square Hotel.
Price $17 00
SALE—One good driving horse, about
WANTED SITUATIONS.
FOR
man. Nothing could induce him to leave
A
6 years old, kind and good driver, some
per month.
Apply to J. C. WOODMAN, 93
his home for a
afraid of cars as he does not see them very of23-1
society function. At times, Exchange St
when traveling, he was obliged to make
ten; also one new low down fine upholstered
Forty words Inserted under this head sleigh, new driv ing harness, nearly new top
concessions, but whenever he coaid he
LET—Down stair3 rent at 116 North St j
would make some excuses to keep away
7 rooms and bath, hot and cold water,
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
carriage. H. H. HARMON, North Windham.
steam heat, first class repair, sun all day, wry
20-1
from society
sightly, fine view of city and snburbs. Inquire TV ANTED—A
“In appearance Verdi Is a striking per- at
OR SALE—A set of light driving harnesses,
position as stenographer by a
THOMAS’ 8TABLK, 34 Lafayette St. 23-1
with 2 pairs of brass hanies, 2 pairs coach
sonality. His features are regular, and
young man.
Experienced and compehis eyes are shrouded by very heavy and
LET—House No. 13 Henry St, all modern tent. References. Address R. L., this office. hames. collars, breast piates and breechings,
fflO
26-1
usset
reins; also one old work harness, robes,
bushy brows. His voica Is remarkably A Improvements; possession given Nov. 1st.
olankets, etc., all new, cheap; also one double
pleasing. In his youth, he took part in Inquire of H. A. FLETCHER, 241 Commercial
md
work rigging, hay rack. Address
five
single
man
SITUATION WANTED—Young
23-i
the Italian
Independence wars, His street.
H. H. HARMON, No. Windham.
years experience, at assistant bookkeping
2<U
name, indeed, became a warcry, its letind
c.erlcal
would
like
a
work,
general
position
OR SALE—One poultry bouse. 60 x 12, cost
LET—A house and stable, either together
ters forming in initials the
h that line; good references.
Address F. H.,
words, ‘Vicwill sell lor less than one half ; also
or separate.
The house Is an upper rent
#00.03
tor Emanul, Be Di ltalie’
26-1
(Victor Eman- No. 2 Ocean street Inquire of J. H. REiiD. Box 37, Gorham, Me.
dump cart, dong cart, one single 10 gauge shat
uel, King of Italy).
23-2
gun, one 38 calibre Winchester, 1G shot ride,
experienced
stenographer,
sll reloading tools; one home made incubator
“Verdi is a senator, and to give
you
operating ltemiugton typewriter, desires would be fine to use as
an ilea cf his dislike to any demonstraLET—Nice house of 10 rooms, bath and
brooder, one Mann.
position as office assistant, best of city^refer- §16.00, bone grinder.
Address H. H. HAlb
tion, he came to Borne by night to take
laundry, hot aud cold water, steam heat, ences as regards character and ability
subNo.
Windham.
MON,
20-t
to
near
date;
coagress street;
bis oath of obedience and left the city everything np
nitted. Address “STENOGRAPHER,” Frpss
can be seen afternoons; will be vacant Nov. 1st
dfflee.
SALE—Three large mirrors, two marble
25-1
lnimediately after his audience with the Enquire of EZRA
86
Sr.
HAWKES,
Exchange
top ice cream vats with all piping camKing. He knew that a demonstration
WANTED—Those desirtous of
23 1
SITUATIONS
plete, one sodaifountain with mirror in splendid
o obtaining competent help for hotels, boarafor him was being prepared in Borne,
show cases, silver mounted 9 it.
oadition;
and so be determined to frustrate it, and
ng houses, private families or restaurants, can
LET—Parties desiring pleasant, homelike
long, marble top counters and tnrnlufc seat
5nd first class cooks, table, chamber, kitchen
rooms lor the winter, would do well to call
-all o address T. M. GLENDENNING at f.
did, much to the disappointment of his
ind
laundry girls and help for all branches of M. C. A. Building or
good Homan admirers.
| on MRS. CHAPLIN, 118 Winter St, telephone
Cook, Everett & Pennell.
work at my office.
MRS. PALMER, 399 1-2
V.1-1
221
“Altogether he is a wonderful man. | In house.
22-1
Dongress street
rilO LET-HOUSES AND APARTMENTS.
May he live to be a hundred.
SALE—New six flat block on High St
-I Frederick S. Yaill has the largest list of
IVANTED—Situation as barber; who is POR
A
now rented for $1400 per
year; strictly first
strictly temperate, will be pleased to •lass and suitable for
Excursion to the “Hub,! on October houses and apartments for sale and to let of
trust, runds or individual
any real estaje office In Portland. His specialty
rear from a liberal parcy,
willing to work U'.esiment. Builtln 1899.
DALTON & CO,,
30.
Is in negotiating mortgages, collecting rents ana
•easonable. Address G. M., 31G Congress St, >3
ootiedtf
Exchange street.
the economical management of real estate.
24-1
Portland, Me,
BANK
BUILDOFFICE FIRST NATIONAL
SALE—Those magnificent building lots
ING.
20-1
CiiTjLAuri XXH.JH
v*
L/.
on FessendeD, Pitt.
William and Dartnouth streets, Oakda e. Perfect electric car
riTO LET—At Woodfords, lower tenement of 7
lervlce, sewers, sidewalks and Sebago; sure to
A
words
Inserted
nudtr
this
modern
head
Forty
rooms;
conveniences; furnace;
idvance to double their present cost; interest
with or witbrut stable. Apply to JOHN H. one week for 25
cents, cash in advance. < •nly 6 per cent; other property taken in exCARD, 37 Lincoln St., or 98 Exchange St., city.

BALDWIN.

to

Estate

FOR SALE TODAY BY
(finsst part) an elegant
rent of rooms, bath, pantry and abed, and
lawn; beautifully sliuated on corner; steam
beat, electric llghis, hot and cold water, porcelain batn tub, electric belli, close to schools
and 4 car lines; fine bouse, $25.00; also anew
double house, now building, ready in six weeks,
bath and pantry, fine loeat on, steam heat,
electric lights, hot and cold water, electric
bells. By engaging them now you can choose
your own room papers. A pply to L. W. BEADSTREET. 54 Lawn St, Peering.20-1 i

North Baldwin, Oct. 24.—Such fine
weather as we are having at this time of
year has not a parallel in the remembranoe of the oldest people of the place.
Lntil Oct. 16 It had hardly been cold

enough

FOR SAX*.

one

Eighth Year Oct 10

Correspondents.

TO L'feT—IrTlJeerlng

(COPYRIGHT)

Real

Forty word* Inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cask In advance.

2^a.Bi9w!LE’ SS3%

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Police

Examining

Board.

T'O

_

TO LET—Large, furnished

front

room

with

alcove, steam neat, gas, bath room urlvileges. Inquire forenoons at 19 ELLSWORTH
STREET.
1 if

^8?’,?r1IQC';tinS

of th? Police Examining
^oard wtll be held °a
Tuesday. October 30tn
: ,900, at 1.30 mm,, at Boom 8,

City Building.

oct20dtd^EPHEN

1

File

Fortiand

LOST AND

Secretary.

Widow's

FOUND.

Forty words lnsrxted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

Forty words Inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

four to six.horses to board
YU ANTED—From
on hay and grain this winter; good running water under cover; can exercise hoises if
agreed upon; referenc s given in Portland Post
Office, Box 125, Brownfield, Maine. SAME EL
2

ETsPRiNG.__25

"VOT1.CE—Wanted

to buy cast of clothing.
gents’, ladies’ and children’s. High prices
Send letter or postal card. Address D.
ROSENBERG, 17 Pearl St.12-2
experienced teacher, a college graduate,
will tutor in studies of primary, grammar
and high school grades; Latin, Grec-k an German a specialty.
Best of references; terms
Tv

paid.

AN

moderate.

Address

“TUTOR,”

72 Ocean At*.
ar

octid4w__

ELIABLE PARTY—Wants to lease a good
Wood
8. DeLong.
contractor U»c
-»v
payng farm in Cumbei laud or York countSociety.
builder; Jobbing promptly attended to;
ies.
Address Box 33, East Farsonsfleld, Me. estimates
1
houses
for
sa e »»d to ;et‘,
at
Wilson’s
Acadegiven;
Dancing
of
OST—Monday,
the
Portland
Widow's
Meeting
25 1
a
Yiood Society for the choice of officers tor
my, or on Congress to State to Deering St., j
mortgages negotiated, also care of DropviT,
, ha ensuing year au l the
Call or
hire a pleasant, sunny. fir»:
Carp ‘liter's shop 204 Federal 8t.
trausaciion of such one small silver watch and chatelainpin; waten
< ither busmess as
class house, west o? High street. Family write 80 EXCHANGE ST. Office hours 9-11 a.
Finder will obta n reward
may legally come batire said made by Go;bam.
i of two, no children. Address H. B. B„ this m. and from 1-5 p. a. Telephone 434-2. I
neeting will be held at tbeir offic \ City Build- by returning to 46 DEERING ST.
24-1
!
! office.
23-1
mar21dfi_
(}*>, ®" W ednesday evening, October 3lsL A.
OST—Row boa‘ went adriit from Cape shore
1 X, 1900, at i.30 o'clock.
J
& Wilson, auctioneer®, «;
on Saturday, pa sited light color outside,
K. r. BRADFORD, Sec.
WANTED.
moved to 154 to 160 Middle St, core**
darker inside.
Finder please notify P. E,
p
Portland, Maine, Oct. 13. lioo.
HANNAF9RD. 164 Commercial street.
23 1
! Fitly horses to board through winter months.
B1lver 8t
Address H. P. W., 247 B. VVrE WILL BUY household goods or store
! _octlSdtd
set of builders plan wirn name I Terms reasonable.
v V
fixtures of any description, or whl r*W. J. Keith, Minneapolis. Can be obtained St., City. 1 will call personally to make arrangeoci22dlw*
coir© th© same at our ©action
rooms f®*
by applying to the Note Teller, First National ments.
»»1©
on
GOS8
& "'ILSOh
commission.
Bank, uy proving same and paving charges.
to
board'
the
winduring
\\rANTED—Horses
Auctioneers, 154 Middle street, corner snvjr
23 1
one

N'OTICE—C.

WANTED—To

1

CARL

LARSON,

Feacher of the
]
] icrllii,
Call or
j ,,e HC-

Violin.

NOTICE—Goss

FOUND—A

__

SPOT CASH—DLD GOLD.

ter: best of feed and ea-e; terms

reason-

able.[^HENRY NELSON,

Cumberland Centre,
Me.20 1
to board for the

winter
YYrXNTED—Horses
H*gh School of Music
We pay spot ea*h or old gold and give you
a good light and warm stable at
North
Germany,
the highest price.
We also :ake it in exenauge Deerina, on line of electric cars.
For further
address. LAMSON STTDIO. 5 Tem- for other goods. McKENNEY. The Jeweler,
of
J.
SMITH
at
233
Midparticulars enquire
L.|
Monument Square.
gepUSeodtflstp
20-1
seplSdtf j die St.
[
In

teba-tt.

street

GOOD WATCH needs careful attentlou and
best of workmausKp when it is cleaned or
repaired. Tlrs kind ot work is mv specialty;
my 20 years experience wBli W. F. Todd is to®
best guarantee of good work.
My price* ar*
reasonable. GEO. W. BaRBOCR. 538 Com
Ttt
HalL
grass street,

A

opposite City

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

backs.,..

..17 00
oo
26

Pork-Medium.15 fi0®16
neifV,r.•.10 76® 11
Boueiess. naif
Lara—ics ana

Quotations of Staple

Products in the

bbls.
haitbbi. nure..,.
Lara—tc»ana halt bbl.com....
Lard—Pans pure.
Lard—Pails, compound.
Lard—Pure, leaf.

Chickens.

Leading Markets.

050

,3

8%&8%
0%®6T/a
9%*9%
7% 38
10
t&10%
16®

..

lurkevs.

«am*:.

Shoulder s.

18

12*16
13(416
11411%
8%

Fruit.
YurU

Ik.tw

and

Slock,

Money

Market

Kcvlcn

Oralu

£ppl«».1 25®2 00
Lemons. 4 26^6 60
Oranges.. 4 00@4 60
Oils, Turpentine anti Coal.
Haw Linseed Oil.
Polled Linseed oil.

Astral. :
Half bbls. lc extra
Cumberland, coal.
Stove and furnace coal, retail...

their efforts proved futile and prices generally show losses on tbe day. A sudden
break in sugar in tbe llnal hour had not

Grata

ouely

a little to do with the decisive course of
the market downwards. Sugar suffered
heavy liquidation after its
from very

recent sharp rise which was not accountToday’s break was
ed for by any news.
equally without explanation. The drop
The weakness
extended to 3 1-4 points.
was not extreme at other points in the

Pratt's

1213
(

Franklin.
Pea coal, retail.

8 60
6 00

quo a. 10ns

WHEAT
ODenmi.

..

Closinz
71 s/8

Oct.

.72%
116(5.
73Vs

71%
72Va

CORN.
38
37
36

In ov.
36%

U1T».

'} hese

rumors

oontered about Brooklyn
and Included a change of

transit today
control to Metropolitan street railway and
a newly
acquired interest by the Pennsylvania railroad In the property. The
1-4 points
on
ttock was pushed up 5
but tell back 2 1-4 in the
these rumors,
In the railroad list Southlate selling.
ern Pac’Ho was the conspicuous feature
extromo advance o£ nearly 2
with an

313/8
21 %
2iya
14 00
10 35
10 97%
6

82%

RIBS.

Oct.

e

45

Tnursaav’s quotations.
WHEAT.
ocemme.

0(51.

£ov.
D66.

Closlncr.

72%
72%
733/8

72%

CORN.

(>Ct.

S8

?|ov.

37%
36Vs

t*60. 34y«
OATS.

£ov

21%
21%

21%
21%

DoO.

22

PORK

Nov.
Jan--**.

10 76

1117%

LAUD.
points and a not gain of 1 1-4. The new
Nov.
r, 95
Chicago & Alton securities, which were Jan.
6 82%
traded In for the first time, advanced
Kins.
which
the
common
for
stocks
Nov.....
« 20
steadily
Jan
6 95
rose 8, while the preferred recovered a deThere was nothing In the money Portland Dally Press Stock
cline.
liuotatlo ns
Corrected by Swan & Barrett.
fwrket to disturb HDeoulative borrowers.
Biulcnrs, laa

rate for call loans was
1 he maximum
) 1-8 per cent against 6 per cent yesterday
end the rate yielded to 8 1-2 per cent In
The bond market was
the late dealings.
not wry active today, but prices were
Total sales par value, &!,hrmly held.
600,000. U. S. 5 s advanced 1-4 per cent
on

the last call.

NEW rOKK; dct 25.
Money on rail closed firm 3%@4Vfe per cent;
last torn 4; ruling rate —.
I

.l«j

riniH

naper at

5<t6

rer

cent.

Hterltiu Kxnh&ng was steadier, with actual bu-itor deneaM In bankers bills at O oo@4 b3J,»
n and and 4 80%@4 80% or sixty nays posted
t oil.ra <** at 4 81@4 82 and 4 84%@4 85
merclal bills at 4 79% @4 80%.
Bar Silver 04Is
Silver certificate. 64
Mexican dollars

COs/i.
ttovernmtmia strong.
State bonds inactive.
Railroad bonds firm.

_

M met.

The follow my quotations represent ia» p»yini prices In this market:
Cow and steers.6o
t? th
Co
bulls and stars.
1
8
............
Call Sams—No
quality
M
No i
...6 r
No 3
“.25c each
Retail (<i ortrs’ Sugar Market.
Portland mantel—cut kuu 81: confectiouors
hc; po.v lared 7%i: granulated 7c; co.fee t
irusueu 6 Vic ;yellow 6
Portland Wkoleaale

Slarlint.

PORTLAND. Oct. 26.
Thofollowing quotanonsrepresent me w.iole‘.aie prices tor the market;
Flout

fuperflr.e and low grades.2 75 S3 00

tprlng Wheat Bakers.3 7*34 o3
8i<iiug W heat patents.4 06 a 4 90
..Mica, and St.Louisst. roiier„ ....4 10^4 25
Mich, and St. Louis clear.4 OO cQ 4 15
Winter Wheal patents.4 4060
Corn and Foe I.
Corn,

lots...
lots.

3 61

car

Com,bag
Meal, bag lots.

@54
ia 5

2
@ 3<>
34
333)
00@26 5o
00327 on
00@19 Oo
00,u 19 00
0G@20 00
Middling, bag, lota..-19 oo@20 50
Mixed tceu.19 09419 50
Dry,Fl*li and Mackerel.

Oats, car lots..
oats, bag lots.
Cotton seed, car lots.OO
Cotton Seed. Dag iota.00
Sacked Bran, car low.. .. ..18
sacked Bran, bag. lots.00
Middling, car lots.18

Cod, large Shore. 4 7635 oo
Medium shore fish.
@3 75

Pollock.,.

2

Haddock.

60^3

60
@3 00
2 75

Hake.
Herring, per box, sealed.

@10

Mackerel, shore is.
Mackerel, shore 2a,.

Large

@18 00
@$lt>
@815

3s.
Produce.

Pea.
Jeans. Ca
iforuia

Beans,

2 30.32 35

Sugar, Coffee, To a. lloiiHrtoj. ftaiai ns.
Migar—Standard granulated.
5 94

Sugar—Extra line granulated....

Sugar-Extra 0.
Coffee-Hio. roiisted.
toiioe—Java and Mocha.. ...
Teas— Cnioys.

Leas—Congous.

Teas-hormnsa.
Molasses—Porto Rico.

Molasses—Barbadoes.

5 94
n»5

13

@H?

27030
25(335
27@60
36rn)65

S8@40
32@35

Molasses—common.
20 2 >
New Batslns, 2 crown.2 00®2 25
do
3 crown..2 26@2 50

,do
bslslns.

4 crown. 2

50(12 75
I cose Muscatel. 7Vs
d)8%
Pork. Ucof. Lard and Powlt-r.
Pork—Heavy, clear.
00

Brought

A

Description.

•STOCKS.
Far Value

Canal National Bank...100
Casco National Burnt..ioo
cumoorlaud National Hank.100

Chapman National Hank.100
Fitst National Bank.loo
Merchants’ National Bank_75
National Traders'Bank.100
Portland National Bank.... 100
Portland Trust Co.100
Portland Gas Company. 60
Portland Water Co...'.100
Portland Sr. Railroad Co.100
Maine Central R’y. 100
Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R. 100

Bio. Asked
100
102
no
112
IOO
101
100
101
ioo
102
101
102
100
102
109
HO
145
86
110
150
760
60

160
90
112
160
170
61

BONDS.

Portland 8s. 1907.117
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 10*
Portland 4s. 1913. Funding.106
Bangor 6s. 1905.1 Water.112
Bath 4%a. 1907, Mumcloal.101
Bath 4s. 1921. Kofnnding.101

119
103

108
114
103
103
113
102

Belfast 4s. Municipal! 918.110
Calais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding_10O
Lewiston6s,* 1901. MumolDai .101
Lewiston 4s. 1913, Municipal __106
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.IOO
Maine Central R R7s.l9l2.cons.mtgl35
“4%S~
108
"
*
,4b cons, mtg.... 106
*

102
107
103
137
110
106
102

ctis.l900.exten’sn.l01
Portland & Ocd’g k6s.T9O0. 1st uuglOO
Portland Water Co's as. 1927
107

101
109

....

lion to 11 Stock List.

stock at the Boston Stock Exchange;
bid.
Atchison.’.... 32%
Boston « Maine...190
Central Massachusetts... 13
do pfd.
62%
Maine Central......168
Union Pacific. 62%
American TeL andgTel.148%
Union Pacific ufd. 76%
Mexican Central 4s. 79v*
Amerfcau Sugar
.12 6%
American Sugar pfd..
Sales of

New York

Quotation* of Stock* and Bonds
(By Telegraph.) *
The following xre tho closing quotations of
BonaOct. 24.
Oct 25.
New 4S. ree.133%
i33%
New *a. ••odl>.134V*
134%

New 4».reii...116
New 4s. coup.115
Denver « k. H.tlst.103
Erie gen. 4s..
71%
Mo.;Kaii.« Tex. 2d*. 67%
Kansas « Pacmc consols..e;.
Oregon Nav.ist.109
Texas racmc. L. ti. lsts....j 14
do reg. gets. 70
Union Pacific lsts.106%

u,>
116

103
71

6v%
110
114
70
106

Quotations of stocks—

Oct. 24.
Atchison. 32%
Atcmson dig. 76
central racpac.
Chcs. 8. unto.. 80
Chicago. Bur. Stiimncv.128%
Dei. ai'nua. Cauai co.113V*
Del. Lack. St West.178
20
uenver sen. G..
Erie. new.... 12
sne is ma. 35%
119
Illinois central.
Lake iirm & West. 36%
Lake snore.
.206%
Louis & isasn. 76%
Mannattan Klevateu.-.
97%
Mexican ..central ..
12%
Michigan central.
61
Minn. St St. Louis.
corns urn. 98
Minn. «
Missouri Pacific... 56%
New dersev Central.ISnJ
New York Central.133%
Northern Pacino com. 67%
Nortnern Pacific ufd. 7 8%

Oct. 26.
32%
74%
30%
127%
113%
178

le%
13V8
35%
118V*
35%
206%
76%
97%
12%

....

Pea. 2 85@3 00
beans, Yellow Eyes. 2 4Q@2 60
Beans, Red Kidney. 2 40 a 2 50
Native Onions, bbl.1 76 @3 oo
Cranberries, Cape Cod........
050
Potatoes, bush.
60@f>5
Sweet Potatoes, Jersey
@2 50
Sweet. Eastern Shore.
@2 00
Bugs. Eastern fresh..
@ 24
Eggs. Western fresh.
@ 22
Rutter. Fancy Creamer.
24 « 25
Butter. Vermont.
213 22
Cheese. N. York and Vermt...
12% 313
Cheese, sago..
13
@13%

....

Middle street.

Good Fortune.

entail item in his own paper lately
brought amazing good fortune to Editor
Chris KeltterJ of the 8aglnaw
(Mich )
Poet and Zeifcung. He and his
family
had the Grip la its worst form.
Their
doctor did them no good. Then he read
that Dr. King’s New
Ulscovpry for Consumption, Coughs and Colds was a guaranteed cure for Ha Grippe and all Throat
***** Hung
troubles; tried it and says:
ihree bottles cured the whole
family’
ao other medlolne on
earth equals It...
Only 60o and $1.00 at H P. 8. Goold, 577
congress street, drug store. Trial bottles

CHICAGO. Oat. 16*
8,600, Ineludln* 1(K)
ans; generally steady
sale 3 cars 6 86; good

1900.—Cattle— receipts
Westerns and 800 l exto strong ;nntlves, best on
to prime steers at 6 CO®
0 00; poor to medium 4 40,aft 60; selected feeders are slow at 3 75.44 4 infixed stuckers weak
at 2 60®3 76; Texas fed steers 4 0. @4 90;Texas grass steers at 3 85(44 16.

60%
98

54%
136Vi
133
66%

Nortnwestern..163

162ya

pfd.
do
Out. «s West. 22%
17%
Readme.
Rock tsiano.109ys
Bt. raui.116
St. Paul ma.•....172%

22%
1«%
108%
115%
172

«

Ilogs—receipts 30.00th closed strong, actiye:
to 4 86; mixed and butchers at 4 46(44 80;good
to choice heavy at 4 65@4 86; rough and heavy
at 4 40(44 60s light at 4 30@4 86; bulk of sales
4 65qM 70.
Sheep—receipts 13,000; weak 1o shade lower;
good to choice wethers 3 80@4 10;falr to choice
mixed at 3 40(43 90; Western sheep at 8 85®
4 10; native lambs 4 26(46 46; Western 4 76i«i
6 30.
bomesilo UlsrKsM.

(By Telegraph.)
Oct. 26. 1900.
NEW YORK—The Flour
marxet—receipts
26.4-14 bbls; exports 22,232 bbts: sales 7,400
pc Kgs 1 market shade steadier, still neglected.
Flour—Winter pts 8 70i44 oo;winter su alghJS
3 46(43 00; Minnesota palents 4 00(44 85; wlutei extras 2 66(723 00: Minnesota bakers 3
004
3 40: do low grades 2 46(42 Co.
Rye steady; No 2 Western 67c fob afloat:
Sbito live 62,453o C 1 F New York.
Wheat—reoeiDts
177,360 bush; exports
bu; sales 4,160,OoO bush futures. 80.0u0 bush
spot
No
a Rea 78ysc f o b aAoat;
Arm;
spot:
No 1 Red at 76%e eiev; No 1 Northern Duluth 84y8!t o b afloat.
Corn—receipts 249.225:bush: exports 289,931
bushs sales 160,000 bush futures; 320.000 bush
spot; spot Arm; No2 at 4Uyjc in eiev, 46%c
fob afloat.
Oats—receipts 63.200 busn: exports
bush:
sales 40.000 bush spot;spot dull; No 2 at 26Va ;
No 3 at 26o; No 2 white 27ya(«28c: No 3 white
at 27c: tracx mixed Western 26(426Vic; tracK
white Western 27%@83c.
Beeiauiet; family 10 60(g$ll; mess at $9(§
9 60.

Cut meats steady; pickled hams—.
Lard Arm; Western steamed at 7 40 ;Oct closed
7 40 nominal; refined firm; continent 7 66; 8 A
—; oom.jound —.
Fork steady; mess at 12 50(413 60; family at
16 00(416 60; short clear 14 60(417 00.
Butter market is steady; creameries at 16®
22y*c; do* factory at 134,16c 1 June erm 18®
21c; state aairv 16 421c.
Cheese steady; targe white at 10%; small
white lie; large clored at 11: small ai 11.
Eggs quiet; state and Fenn 21(422; Western
regular packing —c; Western loss off —c.
l etroleum dull
Rosin firm.
Turpentine firm.
Rice quiet.
Molasses steaay.
sugar—raw easy; fair refining at 4Vsc; Centrifugal 96 test 46/sc; Molasses* sugar 3%c; refined market quiet; No 6 at 6.20; No 7, 6.10
No 8 at 6.00c; No 9 at
.90; Nolo at 4.85
No 11 at 4.80 No 12 at 4,76c. No 13 at 4.76
14 at 6.70; standard A and Confetiouers
No_
A 6.55; Mould A 6.90; cut loaf and crushed at
6.15; powdered 5.86; granulated 6.75; Cubes

Ar at

Liverpool 26tli,

Now York.

Ar at Southampton Oot 24,
New.York.
Notice to

Germanic,

steamor

steamer

fm

St Paul.

17%
75%
7%

Office of the Lighthouse Inspkotob,
Futst Distbct.
Portland. Me.. Oct. 16, 1900.
Notice Is hereby given of the establishment
of the following aid to navigation:
LProspect Harbor, Maine.]
Cranberry Point Bell Buoy, painted red, was
established on Oot. 22, ]90o, off Cranbery
Point, In 64 feet at mean low water, to mark
the eastern entrance to Piospect Harbor.
Bearlugs of prominent objeots:
Old Man Ledge. 8 W 6-8 W.
South point of Onter Bar Island, E by N.
Prospect HarborLight-house, N.N W 1-4 W.

PHD DIED

uUnnlLn

19
190
203
129
156
50

93%
43
189

122%
80%
62%
39%
08%
98

127
161%
69%
33%
i'9Va

Market.

BOSTON, Oct. 26 1r Oo—The following
today’s quotations of Flour anu corn:
FLOUR.
8ortng patents 4 26 *6 26
Winter patents 4 00®4 76.
Clear and arraign). 3 60?i4 50
Corn—steamer yellow 48Vao.

n I

new youk

an
H

11

Boston, ('ct 26—Sch Wm Churchill,which

on ledges at Boothbay some weeks
ago,
been placed on Burnham’s railway at this
for repairs. She Is badly damaged and
work on her will occupy about two weeks.

PAUK R0W BLDG,
and 60 BROADWAY

Stocks, Bonds, Grain and Cotton bought and
sold at 1-16 commission. 10 share lots and upwards. Six per cent allowed on all deposits for

margin.

Accounts subject to check on demand.
D'lly market letter and quotation slips,
monthly manual of quotations and private
cipher code mailed free on application.
oct25dtf

I

__

0CU7

For
Lewiston, 8.15,
p. in.
For Island Pond,8.15

From

Lewiston, *8.00, and 11.15

From Island
5.48 p. m.

Pond,

*e.C0

5 48

in.,

a.

*8.00, and 11.15

From Chicago, Montreal,and
a. m„ and 6,45 p. m.

a.

m.,

Quebec, *8.00

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars are run
night trains and Parlor Cars on day trains.
Ticket

Office,

Depot

foot of

at

on

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT GO.
Beginning Oct. 16th, 1900, steamers will leave
Portland Pier, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 11 a. m.. for Cousins’, Littlejohn’s,
Great Chebeague (Hamilton’s Landing,) Orr’s
Island, Ashdale, Small Point Harbor
and
Cundy’s Harbor.
Tuesdavs. Thursdays and Saturdays at 2 p.
m., lor Cousins’, Littlejohn’s and Great Chebeague, (II uni ton’s banding.)
Return Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridavs
Leave Great Chebeague at 7.30 a. ni.. Lit deJohn’s 7.45 a. m.. Cousins’ Island 7.50 a. m.,
—

arrive Portlana 8.65

a. m.

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays leave
Cundy’s Harbor at 6 a. m., Ashclale 6.20 a. in.,
Small Point 6.40 a. in.. Orr’s Island 8.00 a. in.,
Great Cliebe urue (Hamilton’s Lauding) 9.30 a.
m.. Littlejohn's 9.45 a. m., Cousins’ 9.50 a. m..
arrive Portland 11.00 a. m.
J. H.

McDonald, Man Kger.
Office, 158 Commercial St.

Tel. 19-4.

octl3dtf

PorllanMl. Desert & Machias Si.b

CCOMMENCING
J steamer

Friday,

April 20th,

leave
Portland
permitting,
at
11.00
Fridays
p. nr
for Rocklanl,
Bar
Harbor and Machiasand
intermediate
landings.
Report
leave
turning
Machlasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4 a. m. for all landings, arriving
Portland 11.00 p. m.
F. E. BOOTH BY,
GEO. F. EVAN'S.
Gen’l Mgr.
G.P.
aprlSdU

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
Beginning October 1.1900, steamer Aucocisco
leive
Portlaud
Pier. Portland,
daily,
Sundays excepted, at 2.30 p. 111.. for Long Island, Little and Great Chebeague, Cliff Island, So. Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Island.
Return for Portland—Leave Orr’s Island,and
win

above landings, 7.00
9.30 a. tn.

octldtf

Arrive

m.

a.

Portland,

ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen. Mgr.

before

PASSESpayment
the

premiums

of

the average

of Life

upon

policy

Insurance

other in-

What
vestment

can

purchased
long time,

on

•worth

its

be
such

or

be

entire

value, if death
occurs, before fully
paid for!
face

a

good investment

for rich men ; the

only high class security available for

Mutual

Policies

strike the keynote
of liberality, fairness and genuine
results. They are

desigued to satisfy,
not mystify, pos-

In studio between 9-12 a. m. and 2-0 p. m.
septl9deodlm

Facts sent
to anyone
interested. Your inquiry
is awaited.
sessors.

J
EVERY WOMAN

For sale by C.
Maine.

H. GUPPY & CO.,

Portland,
tu,th&s^

From Boston Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.
From Philadelphia’ Monday. Wednesday
end

Friday.

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Ineffected at office.
Freights for the West by the Penn. E. R. and
South forwarded by connecting Hues.
Round Trip $18.00
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf. Poston.
K. B. Sampson, Treasurer and General Manager, 89 State St, Flske Building, Boston, Mass.
oct22dtf
surance

ALLAN LINE
Lawrence

MONTREAL

TO

Service.

LIVERPOOL.

Calling at Moville.
STEAMMontreal

SHIPS.

Thu 26 July~Numiefiau
2 Aug Corinthian
**
8
Parisian
16
Sicilian
23
Tunisian
30
Numidiau
6 Sept | Corinthian
13
Parisian
j
*’
20
Sicilian
**

|

27

Tuuisian
earned

on

u
18
25
31
7
15
22
29
5
12

Quebec
H

Aug.

is

?5
31
8
us
22
29
6
13

Sept.
••

*•
*•

Oct,
"

Aug.

Bath.

Lewiston,

Augusta, Waterville,

ow-

Bangor, Moosehead Lake, Aroostook
County via Oidtown, Bar Harbor, Bucksport,
V\ asiitXv to ( o. R. R-, Vanceboro, St.
|
Stephen
Be.au,

(( aai-),Sr. Andrews, St. John and all Aroosty via Vanceboro, Halifax and the
The train
a
g Saturday night
does not connect to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and
Foxcrof nor beyond Bangor.
took Cou

Provinces.

WHITE MOUNTAIN DIVISION.
For Bridgton. Harrison,
Fabyans,
Burlington, i.ancasier, St. Johnsbury, Kherbrooao. Quebec, Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul
and Minneapolis.
I. 05 p. in.
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton. Harris011
North Conway, Fabyans,
Lancaster,
8.50a.m.

Colebn ok ami Beecher Fails.
C.00 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish,
Bridgton, iia iison, North Conway and Bartlett.

SUNDAY i BAINS.
7.20 a. m. Paper train for Bangor, Bath, and
for Rockland except Ferry Transfer at Bath.
12.4) p. m. For Biunswick. Lewiston,
Bath,
Augusta, Waterville and Baugor.
II. 00 p. m. Night Exoress lor all points.
ARRIVALS IN

PORTLAND.

From Bartlett, No. Conway and Harrison.
8.25 a. m.; l.ewlston and Mechanic Palls, 8.35
a. m.; Waterville, Augusta and
Rockland, 8.45
a. m.; Bangor, Augusta and Rocklatiu. 12.15
p. m.; Skowhegau, Farmington, Rumford Falls
and Lewiston, 12.20 p. m.; Beecher Falls. F'abyans and Bridg on, 11.05 p. m.: Skowhegan,
Waterv lie, Augusta and Kooklaud. 5,20 p. m.;
St. John, St. Stephens, (Calais), Bar Harbor.
Aroostook County, Moosehead Lake and Bangor. 6.35 p. m.: Rangeley, Farmington, Rumtord Falls and Lewiston. 5.45 p. in.,
Chicago,
Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, No. Conway,
Bridgton, 7.55 p. m.; Bar Harbor arid Bangor,
1.25a. m. dally; Halifax, St. John, Houlton, St.
Stephen, Bar Harbor, Bangor, 3.50 a. m.
Sundays—Bangor and Lewiston, 12.25 p. m.;
Bangor, l 25 a. ni.; Halifax, St. John, vanceboro and Bangor, 3.50 a. m.
F. E.

GKO. F. EVANS, V. P. & G. M.
G. P. & T. A.

BOOTHBY,

oclGdtf

Sept,
••

OcL
’•

Insurance Co.,
Portland*

=

maitte*

RAILROAD CO.
IN

EFFECT,

Briilgloii, Harrison,
(on, We»t Scbuj(o,

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Ga
STEAMER KNTERPRISK leaves East
Boothbay at 7 a. m. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday for Portland, touching at So, Bristol,
Heron island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel

til

Effect Oct. 8, 1900.
DEPARTURES

8.80 A. M. and 12.65 noou.
From Union Station
for Poland. Mechanic Falls, Brickfield. Canton, Dlxheld and Rumford Fails.
8^0 a. m. 12.55 noon and 6.15 ». m. From Union
Station for Mechanlo Falls and Intermediate
stations.
12.56

noon

from

Returning, leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
a. m. Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday for
Squirrel island. Borthbav Harbor. Heron Island. So. Bristol and East Boothbay.
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
aug2dtf

ToififiRTurEr
Liverpool.

From Montreal,

From Quebec.
Oct. 20. daylight, oct. 20, 2 u. m.
Nov. 3, da.vlignt. JSfov. 3,2 p.m.
Dominion.
Cambroman, Nov. 10. daylight. Nov. 10, 2 p.m.
•Roman
Nov. 17 daylight, direct.
•Tills Bteamor does not carry passeu ;ers.

Vancouver,

Boston to
Steamer.

Ltorpool via. Queenstow.i.
From Boston.

New England.
Commonwealth

Rates of

Nov^TlLO.OO

a. m.

Nov. 14.
passage.

BOSTON & MAINE B. R.

steamer.
Steerage—To ju.varpool, Deri'y.
London.
Queenstown. Belfast and Glasgow,
$20.00.
Steerage outfit furnished free.
Apply to T. P. McGOWaN. 420 Congress
street, J. B. KEATING room 4, First National Bank Building, CHARLES ASHTON. 947A
Congress street and Concross Square Hotel, or
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Montreal.
ocl5dtl

CINE,

IWaine
Long

Steamship Co.
J Call'd Sound
By Uiiylt -U

The steamships Horatio
hattan
alternatively leave

Oct.

8,

1900.

WESTERN DI\ ISION.

Trains leave Union Station for Scarboro
Crossing, 10.00 a. m., 6.20 p. m.; Scnrboro
Beach. Pine Point, 7.00. 10.00 a. m..
3.30.
6.25, 6.20, p. m.; Old Orchard, Saco, Bld7.00.
8.5 >.
deford, Kennel;unit.
10,00
a. m..
6.20
12.30, 3.30,
5.25,
p,
m.: Kennebnnkport, 7.00, 8.5\ 10.00 a. m..
12.30, 3.30,;5. 5 p. m.; Wells Beach, 7.00, 8.50
a. m.. 3.30. {>.25 p. m.; North Berwick, Rolllnsford, Somers worth, 7.00, 8.5:) a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 5.26 p. m. ; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.60 a. m 12.30,
3.30 p. in.; labeport,
Laconia, Weirs,
Plymouth, 8.5) a. m.. 12.30 p. in.; Manchester, Concord aud \onheui connetions,
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p, m.: Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.60 a. m.,
12.30.3.30, p. in.;
Boston, +4.05, 7.00, 8.50 a.
3.30
Leave Boston
m.;
p.
in., 12.30,
for Portland, 5.5'), 7.33, 8.30 a. IK., 1.15,4.15,
p. in.; arrive Portland,
10.1o, 11.50 a. n>„
12.10, 5.0). 7.50. p. m.
SO.MJAK

TUAina.

Station for Scarboro Beach,
Old
Point,
Orchard,
Saco,
Keuuebnuk, North BerBlddcford<
Dover,
Exeter,
wick,
Haverhill,
Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 12.55, 4 33
p. m.; arrive Boston, 5.18. 8.22 p .m.
Leave
Pine

Union

EASTERN

DIVISION.

Leayo Union Station for Boston and Way
Stations, 8.00 a. in,; BUldeford, KRtery,
Newbury port,
Portsmouth,
Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2,00, 9.00 a. 111., 12.45. 6.00 D. m.;
arrive Boston 5.57 a m 12.40, 4.00, 9.05 p. in,;
Leave Boston a. 7.30,9.00 a.m., 12.30, 7.00,
7.45 p. m., ari ive Portland 11.45 a. 111..
12.03
1.30,10.16, 10.45 p, ill.
SUNDAY

TRAINS.

Leave Union Station for lilddeford, If tilery, Poitsmoiith, Ne wburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., 12.45 p. in., arrive
Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. m.
Leave Boston
for Portland, 9.00 a. m.,
7.00
p. m„ arrive
Lot t
12.10, 19.30 p.m.
Daily ext opi Monel i.v,
W. N. &. P. DIV.

First Cabin—$50.01 and Up Single.
ReiT«m—*100.00 and up, according to steamer
and accommodation.
Second Cabin— $35.00 an l upwards single.
Return—$06 50 and upwards,
according to

»LW FORK DIRECT

Union Station for Bemls.,

B. C. BRADFORD, Txafflo Manager,
Portland, Maine.
X. L. LOVZJOY, superintendent,
lel8 dtf
Rumford Falla Maine.

island.

to

Bridge
Bridge-

Soulli

Portland & Rumford Falls Ry.

In Effect

Cabin—$52.50 and upwards- A reduction of 5
per cent is allowed on return tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London or
Londonderry—$35.00 to $45.00.
Steekage—Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.50.
Prepaid certificates $24.
Children under 12 years, half fare. Rates to
or from other points
on application
to
T. P. McGOWAN,
420 Congress St.,
Portland, Me.
Foreign Steamship Agency, Room A
First National Bank Building, Port*
land, Maine
ar27dtf

Steamer.

Norlli

toil, Waterford and Sweden.
A. M. P. M. P. M.
Leave Portlanu mcrr.8.60
1.05
6.0 0
Leave Bridgton Junction, 10.08
2.23
7.26
Arrive Bridgton,
11.08
3.18
8.21
Arrive Harrison.
3.4 t
11.34
8,46
OCtSdtf
J. A. BE6NKTT, Supt.

RATES OF PASSAGE.

Montreal

1900

OCT. 8,
FOR

these steamers.

3 TRIPS PER WEEK.

Union mutual Life

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER

___

’•

at 7

completed.

is

and Accompaniment Work.
AildrenH 385 Congress St.

PENNYROYAL piLLS,

For
p. m.
Augusta and Waterville.
5.15 p.m. F'or Danville Junct on, Mecliauio
Palls and l.ewlston
11.00 p. m. Night Express for Brunswick.

TIU-WtEIiLY FAILINGS.

No cattio

thorough foundation oil

A re prompt, safe and certain in result. The genuine (Dr. Peal’s) never disappoint. £1.00
per box.

C. W. T. GODIN G, General Manager,
octsdtf

Liverpool.

weather
and
Tuesdays

the rudiments of music, and the patronage of
advanced piavers solicited.
Especial attention
given to Technic, Phrasing, Sight heading

DR. PEAL'S

SUNDAY TIMK TABLE.
Forest
City
Lauding, Peaks
Island, 10,30 a. m., 2.15 p. in.
For Cushing’s island, 10.30 a. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefi then's Landings,Penks Island,and
Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., and 2.13 p m.

the

will,

JAMES A. BAIN,
Teacher of Piano and Organ.

reliable
medicine.

—

From

STll EBT.

a

Return—Leave Little Diamond Island,
6.10. 7.55, o.le, n.4(> a. m., 3.25, 4.10, 6.30 p. m.
Return
Leave Great Diamond Island,
6.<’5. 7.50. 9.05, 1.35 a. tn.. 3.20, 4.15. 6.35 p. m.
Return—Leave Trrfcthen’a Landing,
Peaks Island, 6.00, 7.46. 9.00, 11.30 a, m., 3.15,
4.20. 6.40 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8,00,
10.30 a. m.. 2.15 p. m.
Return—8.45, 11.16 a. in., 3.00 p.m.

Go

FRANK JONES

BERRY,

Sometimes
needs
monthly
regulating

K' *“•

St.

of moderate
means. And Union

Memorizing, Sol

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE,
in Effect Oct. 8, 1900.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks Island, 5.30, 6.45, 8.00, 10.30, a. m„ 2.15, 4.00, 6.15
p. m.
Return—C.20. 7.20, 0.15, 11.45 a. m..3.30, 4.15,
6.25 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island, 6.45, 10.30 a,
4.00 p. m.
Return—7.05, 11.50, a. m.,
4.20 p.
m.
For Little aud Great Diamond Islands,
and Treletliens
Landings, Peaks Island, 5.30, 7.00, 8.00, 10.3!) a. m., 2,15,4.00, 0.16

BOSTON m PHILADELPHIA

people

a

1‘JOO.

India

STEAMERS.

and Carl Printer,

given

8t!i,

Street.

Life Insurance is

Beginner?

CASClTBAY STEAMBOAT CO.
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.

For

•Daily. Othei trains week days.
Every
Sunday train leaves Portland for
Lewiston, Gorham and Berlin at 7.30 a. m,

THURSDAY. Oct. 25, 1900.

Sch Ella F Crowell. Thomas, New York—Casco Bav Ganite Co,
Sch Woodbury M Snow, Blake, New York—
Casco Bay Granite Co,
Bch Mattie J Alies, Crockett, Kennebec and
New York—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Sami Hart, Keuuetec aud New York—
Chase. Leavitt & Co.J

and

m.

FORT OF PORTLAND.

—

1.80,

m<.

Trains Arrive Portland.

...

Arrived.

a.

Portland

a.rn.,1.30. and *6 0) p.m
For
Montreal,
and
8.18
Chicago.
a. m. and *6.00 p. in,,
reaching Montreal at
7,00 a. m., and 7.0 ) p. m.
F’or 4ueb«c at C p. m.

—

Steamer Allanwllde (Br), Sinclair, Shields—
To It Rei'ord & Co.
Steamer Horatio Hall.YorkrNew
B, ag g
passengers and mdse to J F Liscomb.
S earner Bay State. Dennison. Heston.
sell Ethel Merriam, Newman, Boston.
Sch Win Keene, Hathaway, Gloucester.
Sell Rena, Torrey, Rockport—lime to Cox &
Ward.
Sell Eva Martin, Martin, Tremont.
Sell Charles A Hunt, Boston.
Sch Stepnen .T Watts, lumber laden, leaking.
Sch E Ai oularlus, Rockland for New York.
Sch Mentor, Boston.
Sch Sami Lewis, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Clara & Mabel, I.e§man, Now Harbor
Tugs Knickerbocker, and Mary J Finn, towlug
dredge Freeport, and two scows.
Outside
Barque supposed the Ciampa
Emeiia, from Trapani.

S

eo(l4m

Trains Leave

p.

un)l\r
*«DINGcEY” and e!eka[>t
“GOV.
"BAY STATE”
alternately leave Franklin Wharf Portland
and India Wharf. Boston, at 7.00 p m
H
’’
Bundavs excepted.
meet every
These steamers
demand of
modern steamship service in safety
speed
comfort and luxury of traveling.
for
Through tickets
Providence, Lowell
Worcester, New York. etc., etc.
J. F. LISOOMB, Gen. Mauager
THOMAS M. BARTLETT. Agent

steamer

AA
£7 .UU

_

■

NO. 37 PLU JI

p.m.
H or tickets and staterooms
apply at the Pina
Ttree Ticket Office, 270 Mid e
street, or for
other information at Company's Office, Railroad
Wharf foot ot State street.
J. F. I.ISCOMB, Bunt,
may tfM. P.
HE It BEY, Agent.

Oct.

“

do for do.

Bool, Job

log leave Bt. John, Eastport and Lubeo Mondays and’Friday.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination.
jar”Freight received un to 4.00

Effect

5.10

Excursion Sleeper*, modern In every respect.
Pfntsch Light; High-back upholstered seats;
Ladles' Dressing Rooms;
Gas Hot Plates;
Chlnaware; Medicine Cabinet; everything for
Comfort of Passengers. Stop-over at Washington.
E. E. CURRIER, N.E.A., So. Pacific Co.,
9 State St., Boston, Mass.
GEO. 0. DANIELS, N.E.P.A., Southern Ry.,
22S Washington St., Boston, Mass.

....

NE¥8

Arrangement.

On and auer Monday, Mav 14, steamers
will
leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, on
Monday,
Wednesday aud Friday at 5 30 p. m.

In

TRAINS LEAVE UNION 8TAT10N, RAILWAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:
7.00a. in. For Brunswick. Lewiston
(Lower)
Bath, Rockland, Augusta. Watervllle. skowhegan, Beliast, Bangor Bucksport and Vanceboro
connecting tor St. John. tit. Stephen, (Calais),
Houlton and Woodstock.
8.30 a, in.
For Danville Junction, Rumford
Palls, Lewiston, Farmington, ltangeiey and
Watervllle.
10.25 a. in,
For Brunswick. Bath, Lewiston,
Gardiner, Augusta. Watervllle, Pitufleid and
Baugor.
1210 r. m. Express for
Brunswick, Lisbon
,,
Palls, Lewiston via Bruuswick,Augusta, Watervllle, Newport, Baugor, Bucksport. Bar Harbor. Washington Co. It. R. Oidtown, Greenville,
Houlton and Caribou v.a B. & A. R. R.
12.55 p iii. For Danville, Jc.,Rumford Falls,
Beaus. Lewiston, Farmington.
Carraba3set,
Range ley, Bingham, Waierville, Skowbegan.
1 -ir1
P*m J,'or Froepor:,Brunswick,Rockland,
Al‘KUSta. Waterville. Skowuegaii, Belfast, Dover and F'oxcrolt,
Greenville,

"«“"*“*•«»»"
issswfSass
Brunswick, Bath, Rockland.

R~„f|~
DC 11.11

LOS ANGELES AND
SAN FRANCISCO
Without Change.

Domestic Porta.

STEPHEN

fnramer

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS
WASHINGTON TO

NEW YORK—Ar 24th, steamer Noordland,
Antwerp: Mesabn, Loudon; Horaoe, Santos;
schs Sallle I’On, Clifford. Charleston; Jesse
Hart. Tinker, Amooy lor Calais; Sarah EJaton,
Hodgkins, do for Eastport.
Ar 26th, steamei Manhattan. Portland; schs
S J Lindsay, and Alaggie Hurley, Rockland; J
Arthur
Lord. MtPeser; Nimrod, HUlsboroi
Jordan L Mott. Jloekland; John J Perry, and
Charley Woolsey, do; Al B Wellington. Sullivan
Herbert E, Sargentville; Helena, Rockland;
LaVoita, Ellsworth for Rondout; Henrietta A

..

MIANITURK ALMANAi.OCT. 2C.
Sunrises. G 10|m
I am. .12 30
Wfl-°r
Bun seis. 4 4G! mK"
j i-m...12 45
7 40
Length of days.. 10 tieiMoon sets

Easipor, Lubeo, Calais Si. John. N. 3. Halitax N.s-

RAILROADS.

the

....

—

FOR-...

-..

__

has
porl

23d, schs Chas L Jeffrey, Polnt-a Pitre;
Brigadier, Mayport; Alice B Phillips, Jacksonville; Brigadier, Maker, Mayport.
City Island—Passed east 24th, schs Ellen M
Mitchell, New Fork for Machias: J as A Parsons, Amboy for Gardiner; Damletta & Joanna,
do for Portland.
bid 24th, schs Helen M Atwood, Poiut-a-Pltre
Alice /<rcher, MayDort.
Sid 26tu, sch Chas J Willard, Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 24th, schs Medford, l.eland,
Norfolk; Ervin J Luce. Paschal, Kockport.
Ar 25th, sens Chas H Trtckey, Norfolk; Orizon. Kennebec; Everett, Calais; Everett, from
Calais; Ella May. lioekp rt; Po Iy, Rockland.
Cld 24U), barque Normmay, Chase, Buenos
Ayres; soh A Hooper, Aylwarii. Eastport.
Sin 24th, schs Hyena, for Calais;
Lugano, tod
Oregon. Rockland
In tlie Roads, barque Normandy, for Buenos
Ayres.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 24th, sch Fannie L Child,

International Steamship Co.

Return1

Member* of f ew York 0ons, stock Exchange and
New York Produce Exchange.

was

Cld

lilts,

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Beotia,
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.
Tlie
favorite route to Campobelio aud Bt. Andrews.
N. if.

Manager.

llfc-rll#

Memoranda.

Whitney,

JOHN B. HA BLOW

DUmVCn

&nr

STEAM

103 State St

tUIIHf CD

to Portland Head
(outsle passage.) Maine.]
Notice is hereby given that Little Rlvei
Whistling buoy, and Simms ltock buoy, reported adrift Oct 10, 1900, were replacod Oot 28.
Bv order the Light House Board.
J. K. COGSWELL,
Commander U. S. Navy.
Inspector 1st L. H. Dlst.

—

Cleared.
were

4373

kosion

n IIII I# F A

[From West Quoddy Head

JuTn

MARINE

BOSTON

Bank:rs and Brokers

Direct Private Wires Between Offices.

Mariner*.

CHICAGO—Cash quotalons:J
Flour quiet.
Wheat—no 2 spring—c: No s do at 05%®
72%c: No 2 Rea at 73%.a75%c. Corn—No 2
atf37%®88%c: No 2 yellow ar ®38%c. Oats
—No 2 at 22®v2o; No 2 white 2 c: No 3 white
23%®25c: No 2 Rve 47%fa48c; fair to choice
malting Parley at 48a 58c; Not Flaxseed at
1 7tt«£l 78; No l N W Flaxseed at 1 70; prime
Timothy seed at 4 30; >'iess Fork at 1160.
Lard 6 97% a 7 00; snort ribs sides 6 CGa 8 86;
dry salted shoulders 6%@0% ; short clear sides for Bath.
at 8 7C®« 86.
Cld 24th, schs Henry Claus n. McLaughlin,
Butter fairly artlvo—creamery at ltka‘22; aai- for Ball); John C Smith, Kneelaud, Ellzabethries l ®18.
port.
Cheese active at 10V8®ll%c.
BALTIMORE—Ar 24tn, sch Anna Murray,
Eggs quiet—fresh 17%.
Sanborn, Hostou.
Flour—receipts 28.000 hbts: wheat 210.000;
xMsoar 24th, sch Nellie T Morse, Kenulstou,
bush; corn 201,000 bush: oats ISO.ooo bush; Annapolisrye lO.OOO bush: barlev 82.000 hush.
Sid 24th, sch Helen W Martn, Ross, PortsShipment!?—Flour 23.0,10 bhis; wheat 689.000 mouth; Harry Messer, Bo3tou.
bush; corn b> O.ooo hush; oaus643,ooo Bush
BOOTH BA Y—Ar 26th, sch Ladv Antrim, fm
rve 2,000 Pusn; Parley 31,000 Bush.
Rockland for Boston; sloop M M Hamilton,
DETROIT—Wheat ousted 7 3% cash White Portland for —.
Red 76% c; Oct 77VsC; Nov —: Dec —c
Sid 26th, schs A H Whitmore, and Geojge F
TOLEIM'—Wheat quiet—cash and October Keon, westward.
HENRY—Passed In 23a, sch Florence,
CAPE
76l/ic; Nov 75%c; Dec 77c; May 81 %c.
Chandler, from New York.
MOBILE—Ar 23d, sch Asa T Stowed, John( OitoQ Miitkau.
son. Tampico.
NORFOLK—Cld 24th, sch Katharine D Perry,
U y Telegraph. 1
Oct. 25.■ Garfield, Boston.
NEW
HAVEN-Ar 24th, sch Agnes E ManNEW Y(IBK—The Cotton market to-ciav was
quiet: middling uplands at 9 7-lflc; do gull at son, Baltimore.
PASCAGOULA—Sid
23d, sch Nokomis, Saw9 11-16; sales 159 bales.
Havana.
GAI.V ESTON—The Cottou market closed yer.
25th.
PENSACOLA—Sid
barque Charles F
quiet; middlings sysc.
Ward, Palmer. Axim.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 24th, schs William T
quiet middlings Oc.
Donnell, Norton. Kennebec.
Cld 24th. sch James V Clifford, Sbapley, WilMEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day closed
mington. NC.
steady; middling*.8%c.
Ar 2otb, tug Catawissa, with Darge Maple
NEW ORLEaIr—The Cotton market closed Hill, from Portland;
tug Sweepstakes, with
steady; middlings 8 16-16c.
barges J C Fltzp itrlckl and Wm Becker, from
MOBILE—Cotton market is quiet; middlings Portland.
Cld 25th, sch Alma E A Holmes, Portland.
8%c.
EAr at Delaware Breakwater 26th, sch George
SAVANNAH—The Cotton
market
closed
Walcott, Portland.
steady; middlings 8 S-IGc.
PERTH AMBOY--81d 24th, sch Damletta &
Joanna, Wallace, Portland.
Markets
European
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 25th, schs Rising Sun,
Boston for Rockland ; A Hooper, do for Calais;
(By Telegraph.)
LIVERPOOL. Oct 26. 1900.—The Cottou Lizzie J Clark, do for Mt Desert; Hyeua, Bosmarket Is ^active; spot | 6 7-3d; sales 10,000 ton for Calais.
SAN FRANCISCO-CId 23d. ship Roanoke,
bales.
Amesbury, Liverpool.
SBONDON. Oct. 25. 1900—Consols for money
ST JONH. PR—Ar 23d, barque Kremlin,
and 08 11: for the account 98 18-10.
PR-Sld 23d. U S transport Me
SAN
Clel an, Santiago.
SAILING DAYS OF OCEAN STEAMERS
SAVANNAH—Passed down to Bight 24th,
FROM
'OR
ship Henry Villard, Quick, tor Honolulu.
New York. .Hamburg. ...Oct 25
K Friedrich
SALEM—Sid 24th. sch W R Hopkins, Mary
Uller.New York. Demarara ....Oct 26 Stewarr, Mildred A Pope, and Emma Green, for
Santiago.New York. .South Cuba Oct 25 New York: E J White. Norfolk.
Maracaibo.New York. .San Juan ...Oct 27 mV INEYAKD-H AVEN—Passed 24tl>, sch J E
Corinthian.Montreal.. .Liverpool... .Oct 27 Drake, Baltimore for Portsmouth,
Passed 25th. schs Mary Stewart, Bangor for
Minneapolis.... New York. .London.Oct 27
Werra.New York. .Genoa.Oct 27 New York; W R Perkins, and Mildred A Podc,
Mesaba.New Y'ork. London.Oct 27 Sullivan for do; Emma Green, Bangor for do;
Astoria.New York. .Glasgow... .Oct 27 Susie M Plummer, Thomaston for do; 1) J SawPatricia.New York. Hamburg.. ..Oct 27 ver, Hillsboro for Philadelphia; AliciaB Crosby
Umbria.New Y'ork. Liverpool ..Oct 27 and Thos S Dennison, Portland for do; JoliuT
Trojan Prince..New York. Naples.Oct 27 Williams, Bangor for Norwich.
New York.. Havana.Oct 27
Havana
New York. Kingston.Oct 27
Foreign Porta
Alleghany
Statendam.New York.. Rotterdam
Oct 2 1
Sid fm Malta Oct 22, U 8 transport Burnside
Cymric.New York. .Liverpool... Oct 30 from New York for Port Said.
Kaiser W de G New York.. Bremen.Oct 3 >
Ar at Rotterdam Oct 24. stumer Maasdam,
New York.... New York. S’thampton Oct 31 New York,
Oceanic.New York. .Liverpool....Oct 31
Ar at Bremen 24th, steamer Kaiseriu Maria
Noordland. ....“New York. .Antwerp... .Oct 31 ThererlB. New York via Southampton.
Aquitaine.New York. .Havre.Nov 1
Sid fm Colon 23d, steamer Alliauca, Skillings,
Parisian.Monrtreal.. Liverpool;... Nov 3 New York.
Carrcas.New York. .Laguayra ..Nov 3
Sid fm St Lucia 23d, steamer Nasmyth, from
Purnessia.New York. .Glasgow... Nov 3 Santos via Bahia for New York.
Campania.... New York. Liverpool... Nov 3
Sid fin Barbados 22d. steamer Cataula, for
Menominee....New York.. London.Nov 3 New York.
Spaarndam ....New York..Rotterdam.. Nov 3
Ar at Cardenas 24tli, barque Jennie Sweeney,
Domlnton.Montreal ..Liverpool ...Nov 3 Philadelphia.
Button.New York. .PTnambuco Nov 6
Ar at. Havana 24th, steamer Mexico, from
Lahn.NewlYork.. Bremen.Nov 6 New York.
Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool....Nov 6
Sid Get 23, steamer Vlgilancia. New Y'ork.
G Waldersee..New York. .Hamburg ...Nov 6
Ar at Louisburg, CB. Oct 20. sch Mary A
Friesland
New York. .Antwerp
.Nov 7 Hall, New York.
ST Paul.Nflw Ynrk
Sn’amntnn
Nnv 7
Ar al Canso 25tli, sch Mabel D Hines, Banks.
Columbia.New York. .Hamburg...Nov 7
Sid 26th. soh John L Richardson. Banks.
F derGrosse ..New York. .Bremen.Nov 8
Sid fm Halifax 26th, sch Fred Jackson, for
Deutchland
New York. Hamburg
Nov 8 New York.
Touralne.New York.. Havrel.Nvo 8
Cambroman
Montreal.. .Liverpool...Nov 8
Spoken.
Ragusa.. ..New York. .Sauios.Nov 10
Oct 20, lat 43 23. Ion 34 33, steamer TyueHildur.New York. .Curacoa
..Nov 10
from Portland for London.
British Prince .Now York. Montevideo Nov 10 dale,
Tunisian.Montreal .Liverpool. ..Nov ll
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow... .Nov 10
Bulgaria.New York. .Hamburg ..Nov lo
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool.. .Nov lo
Manitou.New ¥ork.. London.. ..Nov 10
K.Wtlhelm II..New York. .Gonoa.Nov 10

—

Boston

EXCHANGE dispatches.

112

southern Rv pTG...
Brooklvn Ramd Transit..
Federal Steel common....
do Did.
American ropacco.

59%
80%
68%
98%
uo pra.127
Metropolitan street K R.i6l%
Tenn. coal <S iron. 68%
33%
U. S. ItUbber..
Continental fouacco.|29%

TELECtlONE

..

...

St. Paul « umana...116
st, Paul a umana nru.
Texas pacmc. 17%
(j nion Pacino dig. 76
7
wauasn.
Wabash dig. i9%
190
Boston & Maine.
New York anu Now Hue. Df..
Old Col on v.
Adam* Exnress.3 29
American Express.165
U. ». Express. 49
Peome uas. 93%
racino Man. 42
189
Pullman Paiace..
Sugar, common...126
Western union. 81

Bell Clifford I White, Falklneham, Kenuebeo
York—Chase. Leavitt & Co.
Sch Lugauo, Lewis, Kenuebeo and New York.
J W Fark.
Sch Julia & Martha, Martin, Kastport— Doten
Grain Co.
Sch Gamecook, Crockett, Wlnterport—Doteu
Grain Co.
SAILED—Sch Clifford I White.
and New

—

Oct.

Uec.

Market.

I'eiegraori.

—

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRAI) i

list, the profit taking having proceeded Oct-.
In an orderly and quiet way during the N°v.
*4t»G.21%
greator part of the day without very seIPORE,
In
the
late
dealon
effect
rious
prloes.
V.ct.
*ov.:.
ings manipulation by tbe bears was in Jaa.
wide declines
evidence, stocks making
LARI*.
Today’s dispo- 0(5t.
on light transactions.
sition to see had no ^accompanying favorable news to explain It, unless the
of many of the relack of confirmation
cent rumors which have been used to advance stocks oould be oalled bad news.

@4 25
@7 00

Quotations.

Wuedesday’s

.ttv

77®82

7«.{SS4
48«)58
hiilOVi
10%

Turpentine.
Ligonia and Centennial oil bbl.,
Penned tst Petroleum, 120.

Ywk, October U5.—According to
the phrase of the professional traders In
stooke a reaction In prloes was theoretically duo today. The reaction was strencontrolled by the bull element, but

Chicago Cuttle

Hall and

Man.

Franklin Wharf,
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
st 6p. m, for New York direct Returning, leave
Pier 38, E, R,, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturlays at 5 p. m.
These steamers ore superbly fitted
Qlshed for passenger travel and afford
•oDvenlent and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
J. F. LISCOMB,General
XIIOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt

and fur-

the most
between

Agent
WUdtl

Station foot of

Preble street.

Worcester, Clinton,, Ayer. Nnshna,
Windham, Epplng, Manchester, ConPor

cord and

Points Non li 7.31 a. m., 12.33

Rochester, Sprlugvale, Alfred,

p. m.;
Water-

Portland &• Yarmouth Electric

Ry. Co,

boro. Saco

River, 7.34 a. ill., 12.33. 5.33 p. no.;
Uorham, Westbrook, Cumberland Mills
Westbrook Jet., Woodfords, 7.33. 9.45 a.
Trains
12.33, 3.05, 5.33. 6.20
n.,
p. ir.
irrive
from
1.07
Worcester,
p.
m.;
Rochester, 8.25 a. m.. 1.07. 6.48 p. in.; Gorham and Way Stations, 6.40, 8.25, 10.47 a. in.,
L.07, 4.15, 5.48 p. in.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. «fc T. A.
o tsdtf

Leave Elm Sr. for Underwood Spring, G.45,
7.46, 8.15. 8.<5 a. in., hourly till 12 45 p, in., halt
Hourly till 7.45 p. in., hourly till 10.4 > p. m. For
Yarmouth, at same time, omitting l 15, 2.4&,
1.15. 5 46 and 7.15 p. in. trips.
Leave Yarmouth
>.40, 0.40 7.10. 7.40 a in., hourly till 12.4)
a m., 1.10, 2.10, 2.40, 3.40. 4.10. C.lo, 6.40, hourly
ill 9.10 p. m.
Leave Underwood Sming for
Portland. 6.10, 7.'0. 7.40, 8.10 a. m., hourly nil
..10 p. m., half hourly till 7.10. hourly till 10,10
>. m.

Sundays for Underwood Spring and Yarnoutli from 8J5 a. m. half hourly to 9.45 p. m.
bast car from Underwood for Portland at 9.10
j. m. and from Yarmouth 8.40 p. m.
cctadtf

(VifieVfViimii

1

8 o'clock to 9

|

^
|
^

2

MAINE’S

|

SATURDAY’S
quart

TEN

STORE.

GREATEST

SALES.

50c imitation

Our new method of Saturday merchandising has
proved an unbounded success. Saturday evening closing is assured to our hundred odd employes.
Again at certain hours we shall sell certain goods way below actual cost (with time
with
limits strictly enforced.)
In addition, however, we shall give a ten
per cent discount on any article in this great store,
S cents.
the exception of the goods advertised here.
It's an
opportunity for those about to buy whole outfits to save dollars. Realize
what a ten per cent reduction means? It means that a dollar
spent here Saturday will earn you as much in one day as it
would in a savings bank in three years.
Terms for the sale are spot cash.

handle

BEAN POTS.

| 9

|

o'clock to 10

|!

You are invited to make free use of
the new Flemish Room, which joins the
Art

Desks, Stationery, and the
Magazines are provided for your

convenience

and

entertainment.

open fire adds its cheeriness these

An

nooks,

3 double hat

chilly
Folding:

days.

cut from $1.50 to
59 cents

poltops, regularly $1.50,

$1.79 In. the Basement,
8 o'clock to 9

1 to a customer.

Work

Table-

$1.98
polished hardwood
usually 85c,

cut from $4.50 to
Lap Boards—of
with

yard

measure,

(These goods will not be shown
o’clock, to ensure fairness.)

I

Quart

Market

Bean pots,

8 cents

Baskets—of strong Ash

with double cover.

Regularly 45c,
10 cents

Combination Chair

One Ladies $25
Shawmut

*2

an

Bicycle

3

Chamber Sets,
9 to 10 o’clock

3 o'clock to 4

Made to your order, (while you wait,
so to speak, as you may freely watch its

construction).
Most of these

|

11 o’clock to 12

5? Rogers

||
||

goods

somewhat mussed.

best Silver

from $15 to $20.
This hour only

13c

yard

Embroidered
4
to„
8

Swiss

Muslin

pieces,

reduced this hour from

--

American Holland

5=2

50 different

$3.25

$1.89 pair

Parlor

this

great

to

yards long, with fringo
ready to sew on.
$2.00 worth, this hour

1 1-2

hour from $2.25

to

match,

69 cents

10 to II o’clock

60c

fine English
The remaining stock of
porcelain stock China Set that we

are

closing

out.

It’s called

tha

telar” and is

kind,

Odd Down

a

tise our new sets, for this hour

Wall

9c yard,
Pillow's—Soiled,
covering.

large

tra

linen

drawer,

hour

only—to

two

and Gold

Hall

This

17 cents

^

with

etc
but

One Green

15c,

_-

9 o’clock to 10

Ilavi15c
25c

39 cents

ularly $1.00,
Sliam Holders—25c

kind,

Paper,

Hand Hade Excelsior—with best

with

Velvet

made

and lined at
69c

a

I
|
%

yard

S,

regularly
$2.25
Hair—gray and

$3.50,

From 3 to 5

tight,

will be a

$3.00 kind,
$1.69
49c 4th
5 to 6.30
20 No. 8 Prize Canopy Ranges
59c j
6 ft. Extension Dining Table- —20 iuch oven, the $22 kind, for 95 [min79c j
S2.49 utes,
49c j worth $6.00,
$I2.50J

Floor,

SONS.

HOOPER'S

Carpet,

I

1

One $1.30 Wilton

{

5 to 6.30

2 Small Wood Stoves—Air

I

I

Sanford wool top, in 2 parts,

border,
5c

Basement,

9 cents

19c

OREN

4 o?o,ock t 5

that

8c

border, 25c,

cut to

!

Mantel Mirror
$5.95

10c

cut to

I
<

$25.00

Curled Horse
just as good for
One Light and Chamber Paper, no
in
35 cents border, Sc, cut to
Worth $1.00 to 1.50,
2 l-2c black, made by hand, with fine tick,
2 parts, our special $9.75 value, cut still
(1 to a customer.)
further to
$8.79
Gray Down Pillows—24 in., reg-

“Cas-

land

^

$9.00 Bronze frame

advertise—cut

from $110 to

Mattresses,
3 to 4 o’clock

Diuing

or

j

3 o’clock to 4

|

cupboards,

Half a dozen 2nd-hand machines

Red

J*

$24.50 t

have been taken in exchange have been
Mostly small lots—Here’s an idea:
English patterns, without border,
put in perfect repair. They’re easily
27c worth from $4 to §19.
Your choice this
75c, cut to
English Floral, with and without,
$2,99
hour,
15c
40c, cut to
Floral Tapestry,
with
border,

Room, 85c, cut to
Floral patterns,

?

O

etc.

II to 12 o’clock

10c

1

drop-head

Sewing machine

Sewing Machines,

Papers,

$50

only
$25.00

o’clock

public piano

former of considerable
gram will embrace
classical music.

Saturday there
by a per-

recital

note.

both

The

popular

|

Majestic Steel
Ranges, with high
closet, for

1

^

^

5 o’clock to 6.30

$38

proand

30c Window Shades

5

1

1 6-Piece Parlor Suit—Imitation
1 Folding Bed—of polished curly
Mahogany frame, back panels solid ma- Birch, with best coil spring and imhogany with pearl inlaying. Covering mense mirror, reduced this hour from
is a rich Silk Damask.
$21.50
$S7,00 to
For one hour, from $S0 to
$25.00

40c. cutto

Furniture Fringe—Short pieces.
13ca yard
$1.00 kind,

Crockery Dept.,

_|
2 o'clock to 3
II

1 Chamber Suit—3 pieces of solid
San Domingo Mahogany, hand carved
dresser with French bevelled mirror, 30
by 34 inches. Fiegularly $95, to adver-

store

4 to 5

Furniture,

Remnants—

Border

5 to 6.30

copied from a fine
design.
$1.12 1-2 This
hour, 65c Water Pitchers,
Pure Silk Over-draperies.
$1.00 Water Pitchers,
In ouo pair lots. Can be used for any
60e Gravy Boats,
kind of drapery work, scarfs, etc. Col
$1.65 Turkey Platters,
ors are old rose, nile, orange, old gold.
$2.50 Turkey Platters,
ones
this
reduced
hour
to
$20
$7.98
$2.75 Gravy Well
5 $1.25 Covered Dishes,
$15 ones reduced this hour to $6 98
pieces, reduced this

oppor-

Drapery Dep’t,

$13.50

semi

to

|

Brussels

29c a yard

50 YTds. Pure Swiss—very fine,
with raised figure, 42 in. wide, regularly
39c yard
90c,

i

charge whatever. A wonderful
tunity for someone.

all

reduced from 40c to

Curtains.

12 o’clock to 1

exhibition—frames, hair, springs, etc.

on

coverings to select from, velours, tapestries, corduroys. Only the
best oil-tempered steel springs and pure
curled horse hair used. They’re worth

to

$1.98 doz.

All the materials will be

66 Yds. Plain Scrim—40 in., ivory
tint, reduced from 20c to 7 I-2c yard
38 Yds. Swiss Muslin—very fine,
with heavy worked border. This hour40 Yds. Rococo Lace—with heavy
corded applique work, reduced from 90c

Plated $3.25 knives

|

in

everything

|

set

5

Persian Wilton Rugs—Cut from
£2.00 to
95 cents
1 Oak Sideboard—Extra large, of
Fibre Carpet Remnants -Worth
1 Book Case—Quartered Oak with polished quarter sawed Oak, with swell
60
and
from
65c
Lengths
10, 50,
yard.
glass dr>or, adjustable shelves, and fronts and swell ends. Has deep velvet
11-2 to 15 yaids, which •will not be cut,
lined silver drawer with Yale lock, ex19c yard drawer below.

69c made and lined
And any left over will be made up into rugs to suit purchaser, without any

All Hair Couches.
2 o’clock to 3

$9.75 Dratpery Dep't,

|

on

do

So it won’t

carving

II o'clock to 12

cotton

with

I Step
60 selected Golden Ash Suits of 5
$7.50
$19,50, reduced to
1 Velvet Carpet—of about86 yards
Ladder—indispensable in the kitchincluding costumes or clothes with about 18
pieces,
80 cents
en, regularly $1,50,
yards of border. Pur1 Colonial Chair—in rich Titian
pole, regularly $19,
$12.98 chaser to take entire
(1 to a cn«tomer.)
quantity. Our price Velour, high wing back, regularly $32.25.
(1 to a customer.)
Knife Cleaning Outfits—in handis £1.80 a yard made and lined.
This hour,
$ 12.75
some box, 30c, cut to
13 cents
If taken this hour,

10 o’clock to II
2-

till

ten

51 cents
2

10 to II

Carpet Dep’t,

98 cents
1 Silver Finish

j

that there’s a IO per cent discount
except the things advertised here.

Card Tables-with

BEDSTEADS.

gf

forget

lined

J

stag

19 cents 5

Special Bargains,

Means that 20 yards of best Wool Carpet, all sewed, and
ivadded carpet paper will cost you $12.60 instead of $14.00.

Hall ?ftrrors—of bronze metal with

ished hardwood

%

TEN PER. CENT.

3 o’clock to 4

Gallery.

lat ^t

3 Full size hardwood

2nd Floor,

jI

1 o’clock to 2

BARGAIN

HOURLY

(iiWtr>|

$15

1
§
|
|

I

--——---■

Farmers’ Almanacs for 1901 in a few
his
days, and will then call upon all
friends and patrons. Please wait
for
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.
him.
At the meeting of Trinity lodge, K. of
frank M. Low.
P., this evening, the team for working
)wen, Moore & Co.
). C. ElwelL
knight rank will be reorganized. A full
r. R. Libby Co.
attendance is requested.
larlton Furniture Co.
itandard Clothing Co.
The eleven of the Portland High school
D. Folsom,
will play the foot ball team of the Lewleo. C. Shaw & Co.
Iren, Hooper’s Sons,
iston High school on the Deling grounds
t. M. Lewsen & Co.
and for the first
Saturday morning,
lOring, Short & Harmon.
'or Sale —Lyman W. Smith.
time
will line
up as they will play
FINANCIAL.
against the Bangor team at Bangor,
Jharles F. Flagg.
November 3,
New Wants, For Sale, To Let, Lost, Found
^Mexican Shoe Manufacturing company
)nd similar advertisements will be found on has been
organized at Portland for the
»age 8 under appropriate neads.
on a shoe manupurpose of oarrying
business with $100,000 capital
facturing
PUT YOUR WANTS in the
stook, of which §530 is paid in. Treasurpaper that goes into the
er, Thomas P. B. Cartland of Portland.
The
members
of
Thatcher Relief
greatest number of Portcorps, No. 28, held an enjoyable enterland homes. The DAILY
tainment last evening at Thatcher Post
PRESS is the home newshall, which was well attended. Refreshments of cake and coffee were on sale
paper of this city. 25
during the evening.
a
week for 40
cents
The red flash light in th Spring Point

THE

PRESS.

words.

Mrs. Winslow’s
lias

been used
fnr

over

1 llAlr

ivitU perfect

Soothing Syrup.

Fifty Tears oy millions ot
phiM rpn

whllft

TMlhlnff

child,
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
needy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by DrugBe sure ai d
gists in every part of the world.
ssk for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 26 ct?
\ bottle.
success.

It

soothes

the

CASTORIA
Bears the
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use

trustees of theUreenleaf Law library received a communication a day or
so ago from the widow of the late Judge
Haskell in which she stated that following out the wishes of her husband she
to the Greenleaf Law Liwould give
brary association the law books in the

MINISTERS CONFER.
Meeting Portland

Dis-

trict Association.

Officers Elected and Other Business

written Mrs. Haskell
association have
accepting the bequest.

Transacted.

on

to Boston

Joseph W. Churchiil of Kaymond to
R. Nickerson of Raymond,
Josephine
for $1, land and buildings in Raymond.
both of
George H. to Kate F. Libby,
Scarboro, for $500, one-half interest in

in

attendance.

Kev.

Luther

LORING,

October 30.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS,

also

Freeman, the pastor of the church, said
that he felt justified In going to the exof securing Dr. Day,, explaining
pense
It was much better to get a good
that
preacher at good money than to get a
poor preacher at poor mojjey on such an

J

«

Special low rate excursion

Address

by Rev. Dr. Day
of Syracuse.

SHORT&

HARMON

land in Scarboro.
Andrew H. Merrill of Gorham to Amos
Christians Must
leage lighthouse has beer changed to a
Farwell of Raymond, for $1, land and
A.
was
the
white flash.
Wednesday night
first time this ohange was remarked by buildings in Raymond.
to Times.
the landsmen though the harbor
skipFall excursion to Boston on October
pers were probably aware of the change
before that time,
SO.
The First Division of Naval Reserves
RIVERTON PARTIES.
will put in Monday at tne Stroudwater
The semi-annual meeting of the PortRange at target practice with the rifles
entertained the members |
Miss
Colby
and Gatling gun. This will be the first
land District
Ministers’ association whb
annu al
shoot the Naval Reserves have of a cooking club of which she iB a memheld at
the Chestnut street church In
ber yesterday at a 1 o’cIook dinner In
this city yesterday. The morning session
The Naval Reserves have had built the red room of the Casino.
took place in the chapel and was a private
for theiT use a ten foot wall which they
Miss Hobb3 also entertained a email
are using In
the armory
in the wall
The
afternoon and evening
Green meeting.
In
the
lunch
at
friends
of
party
scaling drill. This wall scaling drill is
meetings were opened to the public and
a very pretty thing to see and is creatroom.
were well attended,
ing much interest in the Naval Reserves.
Last
evening the Lister club comThe
afternoon meeting began at 2
There will be a meeting of the painters,
posed of the leading physicians of the o'clock when
decorators and paper hangers at Lasters'
a devotional service was
held their monthly meeting at the
city,
hail, 45 Exchange street, tonight.
conducted by Rev. J. A. Ford of West
A supper was enjoyed after the
Casino.
Scarboro.
Then there were addresses by
Cottages built for investors. Rent for disonsslon'of the regular monthly paper.
Rev. B. C. Wentworth of Berwick, and
“Mountain
$300 and $400 for season.
W. Bradlee of Blddeford on the
"Mountain Yiew Park.” That Is all, Rev. C.
View Park,”
topic, “How the Portland district can
FUNERAL OF MRS. EDWIN S. LAW- co-operate
in
the twentieth century
PERSONALS.
HENCE.
Evangelistic movement.” This was fola discussion. At 3 o'clock Prof.
The funeral of Mrs. Sarah P. Law- lowed by
Mrs. Manton Esstburn has closed RockH. G. Mitchell of Boston University dereno9, wife of Mr. Edwin S. Lawrence,
haven, her cottage at Ogunquit, and re- took
livered an address on “The Minister and
placa Wednesday afternoon from
turned to her house on Pine street for
the New Bible.*’
The subject was open
the residence of Mr. Lawrenoe, 264 High
the winter.
lor general
The business
discussion.
street. Rev. Luther Freeman officiated,
Mrs. L. H. McKenny, matron at the
and there was singing by Mrs. Charles meeting oocurred at 5_o*cloek;and the folMaine Wesleyan Seminary, Kents' Hill,
has been. It is just as blessei 1
O. Files. There were many floral offer lowing officers were elected:
; always
is visiting friends in this city and BowPresident—Rev. E. O. Thayer of Port- as It has ever been. There are the sam 3
ings. The Interment was in the family land.
ery Beach.
misstatements and the same mlsapprt
lot at Forest City cemetery.
Vice President—Rev. B. 0. Wentworth
I hear a great dee
hensions about it.
of Berwick.
PAYING TAXES WELL.
WEIGHING THE &AIL,
about the old-fashione a
Secretary
and
Treasurer—Rev. T. C. in these days
The McKinley prosperity seems to have Chapman of Cornish.
Postmaster Barker has received orders
Christian
things, the old-fashioned r« iExecutive Committee—Rev.
C.
W. j
from Washington to continue the weigh- brought about a reform in the payment
Bradlee of Blddeford, Rev. H. A.Cllfford vival, and the old-fashioned Holy Ghoi it
T
Old
ing of mall at the Portland office untij of taxes in Portland. City Treasurer of
Orchard, Rev. E. C. Strouc ol to speak with! all reverence. And yet 1
that he only had Saco.
further orders. The thirty days original- Libby said yesterday
have asked myself this afternoon if it 3 s
The evening session was commenced not the old-fashioned Holy Ghost that v e
ly covered by the order for weighing ex- 3 per cent of the taxes of last year repire tomorrow, but it is understood that maining unpaid and had so far obtained at 7 SO o’clock when a devotional eervira want today. I do not mean to say thi
the department Intends continuing dur- a thousand more taxes] on this year than conducted
by R«v. Israel Lucs of South i there will be any different standard
Berwick, was held.
Is usual at this time of year.
This was followet Christianity. What do 1 mean by tha if
ing the month of November,

Says

Adopt

Themselves

_

Rare
Leathers
IVSade into
Pocketbooks
and
Card cases

in the times
ago would have to be a
who
different Christian than the one
lived In a much different age. Human
society has become very complex and life
Great
has become very -complex affair.
The new autumn selections
energies are mustered to sustain one's
are here in lavish array—The
have
life on his feet. Thousands of men
richest display we’ve ever
an^ ambition to strive for the same goal
occasion as this.
made, showing the best proI often think that
ductions of the leather workDr. Day was introduced by Kev. E. O. that others are after.
er’s art.
i
we make a mistake In talking of our first
Thayer, the presiding elder of the disexperiences, I think a Christian has
and
reoelved
with
was
applause.
trict,
a
great deal to contend with In these
“It was very kind of Brother Freeman
He needs to look around and see
days.
“I
to ask me to come here," he began.
what the currents of commerce are. He
told him that I had rather preach than
needs to look around and see what the
deliver an address. But I always keep
standard of political life is; what threatto
be
the
faith with
although
public,
ens him, and what the appeals of duty
oct26eodtf
there
Is
that
I
state
with
will
frank
you
In such an age as you and I are _
are.
not muoh difference between my sermons
dropped down in the quesiton comes as
and my addresses. I think that I could
to what kind or a man yon and I ought
stand here all day and tell about reministo
to be, Ought the modern Christian
times. Time is fleeting
cences and old
man? He ought to have a
be a pious
1
five
men
see only
rhlnk
that
and I
heart. There Is no woman without virwho were members of the
here tonight
tue, no man without honor or no Chrisconference when I joined it. I wouldn’t
That Is the first
tian without
piety.
dare to mention the names of that conI
don’t think very much of a
thing.
God
has
takwhom
names
ference, great
Christian who is thinking much of that.
But Maine is a great country anyen.
way. My wife tells me that I’m a crank
ought to wear the garb that the Disciples ;
those
Hair
One of
It is the greatest state in the
on Maine.
did, or to live in a tent as Paul did. 11
in
our
window
Brushes
fall
forests
have
the
and
we
Union
pine
think that the Christian ought to be a
after this week.
of people waiting the turn of those who
natural man and that he ought
And I think perfectly
have attained eminence.
this disIn
to appreciate the world. He ought to enthat you will keep it up.
we included a lot
the
Lord
has
which
world
the
given
joy
know as a rational man that the
“I
and you
of 75c
him. I am heartily glad that the
great book must be submitted to discus- tlve
of
a brush
are
of Methodism are gone. I hear j
ways
sion. We've got to handle it over. I supI that there is a great deal of talk about
seif
that
value
you
pose that it is true that there is a great
1
at 50c.
style. I am ^glad that there is style,
cure it
deal of human eloquence and that it is a
don’t want to look down on a lot of poke
Dressvery great mistake for us to say that we
bonnets. This age is not out of harmony (
Combs 25c each.
object to the criticism of the book. InI think that this
with God's thoughts.
deed I’m rather rejoiced today that the
to be a man of
needs
new Christian
the
are
booh
scholars
into
looking
j great
great Intellectual development, who does
a
new
be
once
more,
for
to
tested
I
process
not think with other peoples’ thoughts,
So I think that after all we’d better nol
but who thinks himself. That church
get nervous or anxious, but have faitt
hold of the nest cenwhich is to take
in the works of God. I think we woulc
churoh that is going to furis the
tury
old
book
l:
a
of
faith
the
lack
in
i show
nish the brains. I want to see the Chris- 4444444444 444444 444444444*
we
jvere afraid “to have it go into th<
tlan church get hold of its own age and
1
hands of
the scholars as if we wer<
I believe that appeal is a
appreciate it.
: afraid of the test
The book is just as i
were

at the county
of her husband
building, and also a fine portrait of him
was painted
which
shortly before his
death. The only condition attached to
the gift of these books is that they
The library is a very valube not sold.
able one and the trustees of the library
office

I mean that there was a time In this
world when things were homogenous,
when society was simple In the extreme,
when the forms of society and of human
activity were primitive in the extreme.
Then a man might retreat into some little school.
>iow the Christian who lived

by an interesting and eloquent address
by Rev. James Kosooe Day,'Chancellor
Dr. Day was
of Syracuse university.
formerly a pastor of Chestnut street and
his old parishoners turned out in good
numbers last evening to listen to him.
Many members of other denominations
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signature of Chas.
for more than thirty

JUDGE HASKELL’S BEQUEST.
The

™

The Kind You Have Always Bought,

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Hev. Dr. Blanchard will preach In the
and "pretty Unlversalist chapel In
Booth Portland next Sunday afternoon
it half past two o’clock. The theme of
Ihe sermon wifi be “The JMeanlng of
39W

Life.”
The Unitarian Women's Alliance will
taeet this afternoon at three o’clock.
Mr. W. J. liyan says that he will receive the Hoberfc B. Thomas and Maine

|

[

Christian appeal.

tremendous country we are
“It is a
man comes to see it from
in and when a
the Atlantic to the Pacilio and to know
it from the lakes to the gulf, he appreciates being an American citizen.
They
appeal is to you and me terrifically. The
demagogue can fool the Ignorant and the
only thing that tnreatens America is
ignorance. The ruler of American must
If the king is lgnobe a scholarly man.
rant the nation is destroyed. Hut if the
have
an educated rulAmerrican people
that the devil can
er we have a nation

destroy.”
Dr. Day was heaitlly applauded at the

not

close.
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